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Abstract

In the context of this thesis, behaviour recognition aims to infer the particular

behaviours of the inhabitant of a smart home from a series of sensor readings from

around the house. This thesis views the behaviour recognition problem as a task

of mapping the sensory outputs to a sequence of activities performed by the inhab-

itant. The main focus is the development of machine learning methods to find an

approximation to the mapping between sensor outputs and behaviours.

While there have been many supervised machine learning methods for identifying

behaviours from a sensor stream, they generally assume that the behaviours are either

segmented or perform segmentation and behaviour recognition separately. In order

to be used in the real world, segmentation and behaviour recognition should not

be treated separately. This thesis addresses this problem based on a set of hidden

Markov models (HMM) and a variable window length.

As the majority of the methods reported in the literature are based on supervised

learning approach, they generally rely on a labelled dataset, where the behaviours of

the inhabitant have to be manually labelled. This is often not practical in the real

world. Most current unsupervised methods are not suitable for behaviour recognition

as they are based on inputs of fixed dimensionality. In the smart home, the behaviours

that are to be recognised are variable in length. This thesis introduces an unsupervised

learning method that addresses this problem, which is based on compression and the

edit distance between words. This includes both the segmentation of the sensor

stream into suitable patterns and identification of patterns that correspond to human

behaviours. This thesis also shows that the resulting method can be used to provide

labels to training data for a supervised method.

However, training a learning algorithm on sensors that are irrelevant and/or

redundant becomes crucial as they may affect the recognition performance. This

thesis addresses the sensor selection problem for behaviour recognition through an
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information-theoretic approach, which is based on information gain, modelled in the

form of a decision tree. The main idea is to identify the set of informative sensors

that are highly correlated with the behaviours. This thesis also presents solutions

to address the ‘generalisation’ issues of the informative sensors identified across the

different trees.

To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed methods, we use a real smart home

dataset obtained from the MIT PlaceLab and compare the labels produced by our

methods with the labels assigned by a human to the activities in the sensor stream.

We also validated our methods on other benchmark datasets and learning algorithms.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This first chapter provides an overview of the research background, out-

lines the problems being addressed and details why behaviour recognition

in smart homes is in need of further study. It also describes the challenges

in behaviour recognition, the aim and objectives of this thesis and the

smart home dataset used in this thesis.

1.1 Motivation

It is a well-reported fact that the populations of the world are aging. In Europe, for

example, it has been reported that the number of people aged 65 years and over is

projected to increase from 10% of the entire population in 1950 to more than 25% in

2050. In New Zealand, the number of people over 65 years has doubled between 1970

and 2005 [28]. Besides the decrease in birth rate, the global life expectancy at birth

is projected to increase from 58 years in 1970–1975 to 75 years in 2045–2050 [101].

The group of elderly (aged 65 years and above) is the fastest growing segment of the

world’s population.

Aging results in some degree of physical disability. Even when the elderly are

physically healthy, the aging process is accompanied by cognitive impairment such

as diminished sense of touch, slower ability to react, physical weakness and mem-
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ory problems. Older adults are more frequently subject to physical disabilities and

cognitive impairments than younger people. It is clearly impossible to rely solely on

increasing the number of caregivers for the elderly, since even now it is difficult and

expensive to find care [125]. Additionally, many people are choosing to stay in their

own homes as long as possible, and hope to remain independent.

This has led to a large number of monitoring systems such as the ‘smart homes’,

with the aim being to support the inhabitants, typically the elderly or cognitively

impaired who are living alone, by monitoring their behaviours and detecting poten-

tially dangerous behaviours. In this context, the ‘smart’ part of the smart home is the

ability of the system to learn to use the information provided by the sensors (which

are installed in the home) to recognise behaviours and identify deviations from the

norm.

1.2 The Problem

In a smart home, the observed behaviours are likely to be the standard human be-

haviours of living, and the observations will depend upon the sensors that the house

is equipped with. There are a variety of sensors that could be used to collect infor-

mation about the inhabitant’s activities. These sensors could range from cameras to

body-worn, and to touch and motion sensors (a detailed review of these sensors is

given in Section 2.3).

Although cameras could provide rich amount of information about the inhabitant

and the environment, they are considered obtrusive since they invade the inhabitant’s

privacy. Sensors such as accelerometers, that can be worn on the body to collect

information about body movement and pose, are also considered obtrusive; they are

irritating to wear since the inhabitant needs to wear them on a daily basis.

Another sensing method, which is the focus of this thesis, is to recognise be-

haviours through unobtrusive sensors that are attached to household objects such
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as microwave ovens, cupboards, taps, etc. Such sensors are activated when the in-

habitant performs his/her daily activities in the home (e.g., opening or closing the

microwave oven’s door could activate the sensor attached to the microwave oven) and

this generates a sequence of sensor observations, which corresponds to the order of

events involved in carrying out a particular activity. For example, a sensor sequence

such as closing the bathroom door, turning on the heater, opening the shower door,

etc., may correspond to the events of a showering activity.

Since sensor observations from the home in some way represent the behaviours of

a human inhabitant, this thesis views the behaviour recognition problem as a task

of finding a mapping from a stream of sensor information to a sequence of activities

performed by the inhabitant of a smart home. We aim for a general method of

identifying the mapping that is independent of the particular sensors that are used.

Obviously, what information is available will change the potential behaviours that

can be detected. In such a smart home, the behaviour itself is performed by the

inhabitant, and the sensors detect (potentially noisily) evidence of that behaviour.

There are many ways to learn the mapping between sensor outputs and behaviours.

One is to manually label the data, either directly when observing the activities per-

formed by the inhabitant or having the inhabitant keep a record of his activities.

These data are usually segmented and labelled into different behaviours. Given a set

of activity labels that are mapped to sensor information, we can train any supervised

machine learning method. However, data from a sensor stream consists of an unend-

ing sequence of sensor readings. This means that there is a temporal ordering in the

sensor readings. The nature of such data is similar to the time series data since both

have a natural temporal ordering. The main difference is that, in time series, the

sequence data point is generally spaced at uniform time intervals, while in a smart

home, the sensors are only activated when the inhabitant performs their daily activ-

ities. Thus, the sensor readings are not necessarily spaced at uniform time intervals.
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The challenge with non-uniformly spaced time intervals data is that the start and

end of an activity are unknown. One way to handle this challenge is to segment the

sensory stream into appropriate pieces that represent individual behaviours before

any behaviour classification can be carried out.

The majority of the methods reported in the literature (see Section 3.2) either as-

sume that activities have been segmented, or handle segmentation and classification

of the sensor stream separately. Some approaches attempt to address the problem

of segmentation using a fixed window length. However, it is unlikely that all of the

sequences in the window belong to one behaviour and this results in other behaviours

in the window not being recognised. This thesis addresses this problem by introduc-

ing a method that can accurately perform segmentation and behaviour recognition

simultaneously on the sensory stream.

Although many behaviour recognition systems have been proposed, they are based

on supervised learning algorithms and so training them requires that a dataset is pre-

pared and annotated. One problem with supervised learning approaches is that they

require a sufficient number of labelled data for training, which is often done by a per-

son. Unfortunately, this is a rather time consuming task and prone to error; imagine

a situation where someone needs to label several weeks of data before the recognition

system can be put into use. This is not practical, especially when implementing a

home for the elderly. We introduce a method that can automatically identify patterns

and segment the data stream into patterns that correspond to human behaviours,

without any prior human labelling.

The behaviour recognition problem described above aims to infer the particular

behaviours of the inhabitant in a smart home from a series of sensor readings from

the house. However, one challenge still remains:– which sensors are useful in order to

effectively recognise the behaviours of the inhabitant. To see why this is important,

consider the kitchen tap and washing machine as an example. When the kitchen tap
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is running, there are many possible behaviours that have caused it; it could be that

somebody was in the kitchen washing dishes, making tea (i.e., filling up the kettle

for boiling water) or cooking (i.e., filling up the pot for boiling soup). At this stage,

it would be rather difficult to determine what exactly the inhabitant is doing in the

home. If the next sensor event is the sensor on the burner being triggered then we

can be certain that the inhabitant is cooking.

This challenge is one of the main motivations for looking at the sensor selection

problem in the smart home. The idea is that if we could find a way to identify one

sensor that could tell us exactly what the inhabitant’s behaviour is, then we can have

a picture of what is going on in the house. The washing machine is one example.

When it is running, we can be certain that the inhabitant is doing laundry.

The majority of the methods proposed in the literature (see Section 5.2) aim to

identify the set of informative sensors that are useful for recognising human phys-

ical activities (e.g., walking, sitting, etc.). However, these methods are not useful

when applied to recognising behaviours of daily living (e.g., cooking, doing laundry,

washing dishes, toileting, etc.) where the capacity of the sensors attached to the

household objects are larger and they span across different room locations in the

home as compared to sensors worn on different parts of body.

This thesis addresses the sensor selection problem through an information-theoretic

approach, based on information gain, modelled in the form of a decision tree. When a

decision tree is trained on each partition of training data from a smart home or data

from different smart homes, this will produce a set of different decision trees. This

thesis presents a solution to gain insights about the significance of the informative

sensors identified across the different trees.
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1.3 Challenges in behaviour recognition

Given that we have outlined the problems being addressed, we are now in a position

to discuss the challenges that make the behaviour recognition task difficult. These

are listed below:

Behaviours are not directly observed The exact activities that the inhabitant is

currently involved in are not directly observed. The only information provided

is the sensor observations, which could be that the kitchen light is on, the oven

is turned on and the burner is on; the inference that therefore somebody is

cooking is left to the intelligent part of the system.

Some sensor events may be involved in multiple behaviours There are many

behaviours that involve the same sensor activation. For example, the kitchen

tap could be involved in washing dishes, making coffee or cooking.

Variation in behaviours The number of sensors that define a behaviour is not

fixed. They can vary between behaviours (e.g., showering could involve sensors

on the bathroom door and the shower tap while making dinner could involve

the fridge, stove, microwave oven, tap and other sensors), and within different

instances of the same activity (e.g., making a cup of tea may involve milk, or

may not, and the milk could be added before or after the hot water).

Interleaving behaviours People rarely engage in one task and take it to completion

before starting something else. For example, while cooking dinner the telephone

may ring, or the person may require a trip to the toilet, or the cat may demand

to be fed.

Segmentation As described in Section 1.2, a sensor stream consists of an unending

sequence of sensor readings where the start and end of an activity is unknown.
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This poses a challenge to segment the sensory stream into appropriate pieces

that represent individual behaviours before any classification can be performed.

Other challenges Other challenges within the context of a smart home include:

Privacy One important issue with many monitoring systems such as the smart

home is the privacy concerns of the inhabitant. However, there is often a

trade-off between the privacy of the inhabitant and the benefits that the

system can offer.

Lack of benchmark datasets There is still a lack of public benchmark datasets

that enable proper evaluation of behaviour recognition algorithms. The

majority of the datasets that are made available to the public are collected

in a laboratory setting, and often these are constrained to a particular room

location such as the kitchen or living room [29, 83, 134]. They do not pro-

vide a real representation of the inhabitant’s daily behaviours within the

home. Although there are other research groups that build their own smart

homes and annotate the activities themselves [22, 137], they often utilise

their own sensor hardware and the datasets either contain too little data

or incomplete annotation about the inhabitant’s activities. These make it

difficult to test the algorithms on different datasets.

Lack of defined taxonomy of activities Besides the lack of benchmark datasets,

there is also a lack of acceptable standard definitions of activities used

by researchers in this field. For example, some researchers use the gen-

eral term ‘cooking’, while others use specific terms such as ‘making tea’,

‘preparing lunch’, ‘preparing snacks’, etc. This makes the generalisation of

the algorithm on these different datasets rather difficult unless researchers

are willing to standardise the definitions of the activities when using these

datasets.
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1.4 Scope of Study

In this thesis, we restrict our scope of research directly to recognising the daily be-

haviours of an individual who is living independently in his own home. We start by

discussing the form in which we expect the data to appear, since this affects which

methods are suitable. Following this, we describe the aims and objectives of this

thesis.

1.4.1 Tokens: A representation of sensor output

There are many types of sensor used to recognise the behaviours in a home. These

sensors range from video cameras and microphones to body-worn sensors, and to

touch and motion sensors. Obviously, the degree of preprocessing required to analyse

the output of the different sensors, the amount of information that can be obtained,

and the amount of privacy intrusion, vary depending on the types of sensors installed

in the house. While these are all important considerations, and are an area of ongoing

debate, they are not something that we wish to consider in this thesis. We therefore

suggest that a useful abstraction from the sensor properties is to assume that activity

in the house is presented to the learning system as a set of ‘tokens,’ which arrive in a

sequence over time. Depending on the particular sensor, a token could be the direct

representation of the current sensor states being triggered (i.e., kitchen light is turned

off, heater is switched on, bathroom door is closed, etc.).

An example of the input that the smart home receives could then be in the form

of a timestamp, location of the sensor, the object that the sensor is attached to and

a sensor token (shown in Table 1.1), where the particular set of tokens B, X and Y

would suggest that somebody spent some time in the evening watching television in

their living room.

In this thesis, we will ignore the timestamp part of the data and simply consider

the set of sensor tokens ‘B, X, Y, H’ in the example above. While this seems to be
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Activation Date Activation Time Location Object Type Sensor Token
2011-05-15 20:22:19 living room television B
2011-05-15 20:22:47 living room settee X
2011-05-15 21:30:06 living room light Y
2011-05-15 21:48:33 kitchen tap H

. . . . .

. . . . .

. . . . .

Table 1.1: Example of a sequence of tokens.

rather näıve, timing is not necessarily as helpful as it seems at first. For example, in

the above example there is a relatively long gap between tokens ‘X’ and ‘Y’, but that

is not because there is a behaviour change there, just that the particular behaviour

can take an arbitrarily long time without sensor activation.

1.4.2 Aims and objectives of this thesis

This thesis zeroes in on the development of machine learning methods to find an ap-

proximation to the mapping between the set of sensor outputs and behaviours that is

therefore suitable to be used in a smart home to monitor the inhabitant’s behaviours,

typically the elderly or cognitively impaired. The behaviours that we consider span

from simple behaviours such as doing laundry, toileting and showering, where the

behaviours are represented by sensor activations from a single sensor (e.g., sensor at-

tached to the washing machine, toilet flush, shower tap), to complex behaviours such

as preparing a meal and grooming that involve multiple sensors (e.g., sensor attached

to cupboards, toaster, door, etc.).

In order to guide the development of machine learning methods in finding an ap-

proximation to the mapping outlined above, a set of objectives has been formulated

which this thesis aims to fulfill. They will be revisited in the concluding chapter.

There are three main objectives in this thesis. The first two objectives focus on

the behaviour recognition problem, one using a supervised learning approach and

the other on unsupervised learning. The third objective focuses on the sensor se-
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lection problem. The following objectives are formulated based on the discussion in

Sections 1.2 and 1.3.

1. A supervised learning approach to behaviour recognition. The first research ob-

jective in this thesis is to use a supervised learning approach for behaviour

recognition. This resulting method will be able to:

• learn patterns from labelled sensory stream

• perform segmentation i.e., breaking the sensor sequence into appropriate

pieces that represent individual behaviours, and perform behaviour classi-

fication

• recognise variations in the behaviours

• train on a limited number of training examples

2. Unsupervised learning of activities. The second research objective is to develop

an unsupervised learning algorithm that learns from an unlabelled sensor data.

This includes:

• segmentation of the sensor stream into suitable patterns

• identifying and learning patterns of variable lengths in a sensor stream,

without prior human labelling

• recognising variations in the patterns

• providing labels to training data for a supervised algorithm

3. Finding informative sensors. The third research objective is to identify a set of

informative sensors (i.e., the sensors that could provide the most information

about the inhabitant’s behaviours). This includes:

• identifying a set of informative sensors
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• gaining insights about the significance of the identified informative sensors

among a set of trees

• recognising a variety of behaviours when trained on the set of identified

informative sensors

In all the objectives stated above, we test our methods on a real smart home

dataset (which is described further in the next section) to investigate the ability of

these methods for performing behaviour recognition. The contents of Chapters 3, 4

and 5 reflect each of the research objectives described above.

1.5 The Smart Home Dataset

We used a real smart home dataset from the MIT PlaceLab [133] for most of the ex-

periments conducted in this thesis. They collected data using a set of 77 state-change

sensors that were installed in an apartment and collected data while a person lived in

the apartment for a period of 16 days. The sensors were attached to household objects

within the home such as the washing machine, toaster, door, etc. The dataset was

annotated by the subject herself, meaning that there was a ground truth annotation

of the dataset.

Although there were 77 sensors attached to the objects in the home, not many

were used for behaviour recognition. Since our interest is to recognise the inhabitant’s

daily behaviours, we did not consider objects that were rarely used by the inhabitant.

Thus, we did not include sensors that were activated less than 20 times throughout

the 16 day period, resulting in a total of 24 sensors in the dataset. There were a

total of 13 behaviours identified from this set of 24 sensors; these were doing/putting

away laundry, dressing, grooming, washing/putting away dishes, preparing breakfast,

preparing lunch, preparing dinner, preparing snack, preparing a beverage, toileting,

showering, cleaning and putting away groceries.
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1.5.1 Changes made to the ground truth data

Although the subject kept a record of her activities, there were notable omissions and

inaccuracies in her annotations. We tried to correct these errors in the annotation.

First, when an activity was interleaved with another activity, it was often labelled

as one activity. For example, ‘preparing meal’ was often seen interleaved with either

the ‘toileting’ or ‘doing laundry’ behaviours (see Figure 1.1(a)). Although, it was

common to label it as one complete ‘preparing meal’ behaviour, having to train the

instances of ‘toileting’ or ‘doing laundry’ as part of ‘preparing meal’ could result in a

poor recognition system. Thus, we corrected the ground truth information to separate

out the ‘toileting’ behaviour from ‘preparing meal’.

Second, some observation sequences were labelled as ‘toileting’ although there was

no instances of ‘toileting’ behaviour observed (see Figure 1.1(b)). To avoid confusion,

we relabelled ‘toileting’ to ‘grooming’. Third, there were some occasions when no

activity labels were given to describe the sensor readings (see Figure 1.1(c)). For

such, we corrected the annotation by labelling them based on our own knowledge of

the sensor descriptions.

We have made a few assumptions to guide us when correcting the ground truth

data:

1. Washing/putting away dishes. This behaviour is observed when the sensors on

the kitchen tap, cupboards, drawers and/or dishwasher are activated.

2. Grooming or dressing. Since dressing behaviour is often interleaved with the

grooming behaviour and there are no informative sensors that could discrimi-

nate between these behaviours, we combined these two behaviours as ‘groom-

ing/dressing’. In the dataset, when the sensor events on the medicine cup-

boards, sink, door or the light are activated, then these are labelled as ‘groom-

ing/dressing’ (an example of this is shown in Figure 1.1(b)).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.1: Changes made to ground truth data. (a) The sensor sequence is labelled as
‘preparing meal’ although in between a ‘toileting’ behaviour is observed. We corrected
the labelled to include the ‘toileting’ behaviour. (b) The sensor sequence is labelled as
‘toileting’ although no instances of ‘toileting’ behaviour observed in the sequence. We
corrected the activity label to ‘grooming’. (c) The sensor sequence is not labelled. We
labelled them based on the knowledge gained from the sensor descriptions.

3. Toileting or showering. Since the main difference between ‘toileting’ and ‘show-

ering’ is the sensor event on the toilet flush or shower tap, we combined these

two behaviours as ‘toileting/showering’. The main reason for doing so is to make

two relatively similar behaviours and therefore harder (i.e., toileting/showering

and grooming/dressing) where both pairs of behaviours shared some common

sensors, such as sensors on the bathroom tap, bathroom door, etc. This is

important to test how well the algorithm can distinguish between similar be-
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haviours.

4. Doing/putting away laundry. This behaviour is observed when the sensor events

on the kitchen door, laundry dryer and/or washing machine are activated. They

indicate that the inhabitant is either doing or putting away laundry.

5. Preparing meal (breakfast, lunch, dinner), snack or beverage. Since there is

no informative sensor that could help to distinguish which sensors are used in

preparing breakfast, lunch, dinner, snack and beverages, we grouped all these

behaviours and term this behaviour as ‘preparing meal/snack/beverages’. This

behaviour also includes reheating food, milk and preparing light snacks such as

taking biscuits from the cabinet, etc.

6. Cleaning or putting away groceries. Since cleaning and putting away groceries

behaviours do not occur frequently and there are no informative sensors that

could discriminate between these behaviours, we grouped them together as

‘cleaning/putting away groceries’.

Following the assumptions listed above, there are a total of 6 behaviours identified.

Although there are only 6 behaviours that we consider in this dataset, there are a

number of challenges when using this dataset for behaviour recognition. Firstly, it

covers different time scales such as washing dishes and doing laundry which only

occur approximately twice a week, while other behaviours repeat daily. Secondly,

there are variations in the behaviours e.g., preparing meal/snack/beverages, where

this behaviour may not necessarily involve the toaster or coffee machine each time

it is seen. Adding in the fact that some behaviours share the same sensor events,

e.g., both toileting/showering and grooming/dressing behaviours include the use of

the bathroom tap for washing hands.

There are also other publicly available smart home datasets (such as CASAS [21],

van Kasteren et al. [137], etc.), which could potentially be used to evaluate our
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proposed methods. However, the majority of these datasets focus on basic activities

(such as using telephone, eating, preparing meal, etc.), which are identified by a

distinct set of sensors. This limits the ability of our algorithms to evaluate the

variations in behaviours. Also, since the majority of the subjects were told to perform

a sequence of activities rather than freely executing any activity, they did not provide

a real world representation of the inhabitant’s daily behaviours.

Since MIT PlaceLab dataset covers the majority of the challenges described in Sec-

tion 1.3 and represents the daily behaviours of the inhabitant, it is therefore suitable

to be used for behaviour recognition and hence is applied in most of the experiments

in this thesis.

1.6 Thesis Overview

This thesis is organised into 6 chapters (including this chapter). Chapter 2 reviews

previous works related to behaviour recognition. Chapters 3, 4 and 5 contain the

main contributions of this thesis. An overview of each chapter is given below:

Chapter 2 begins by explaining the background and reviews previous work related

to behaviour recognition. The review of the literature was conducted in or-

der to develop an understanding of the different learning approaches proposed

by researchers from the machine learning community and the various sensing

methods used for behaviour recognition. This chapter ends with a detailed

summary of methods used in existing smart home research projects and the

approach that this thesis takes for its smart home project under the agenda of

the Massey University Smart Environments (MUSE) group.

Chapter 3 introduces a method that can accurately perform segmentation and be-

haviour recognition simultaneously on the labelled sensor stream using a vari-

able window length and a set of hidden Markov models (HMMs). The variable
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window length has the ability to configure its window size based on the sensor

observations, which ensures that the majority of the behaviours in the window

are recognised. We test our algorithm by comparing it with fixed window length

and how the effects of different window sizes affect the accuracy of the algo-

rithm. We also investigate the amount of training data required to train the

HMMs.

Chapter 4 addresses the problem of identifying and then learning patterns of vari-

able length in a sensor stream without any prior human labelling. This includes

both the segmentation of the sensor stream into suitable patterns and the iden-

tification of patterns when they are seen during testing. The resulting method is

compared with other unsupervised learning algorithms and is validated against

a baseline supervised method (described in Chapter 3). We also show that

the proposed unsupervised method can be used as a way to provide labels to

training data for a supervised algorithm, which can then be used to recognise

behaviours.

Chapter 5 takes a step towards identifying a set of ‘informative’ sensors for be-

haviour recognition using information gain, which is modelled in a form of a

decision tree. This chapter also introduces methods to gain insights about the

significance of the informative sensors identified across a set of decision trees.

The supervised and unsupervised methods (which are described in Chapters 3

and 4), are trained on the identified informative sensors for behaviour recogni-

tion. The results are then compared with the original baseline sensors used to

recognise the inhabitant’s behaviours.

Chapter 6 draws the conclusions and summarises the contributions of this thesis,

and discusses the directions for future work.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review on Behaviour

Recognition

This chapter reviews recent work in behaviour recognition. The machine learn-

ing approaches for behaviour recognition are first described and then the types

of sensor used to recognise behaviours are discussed. This chapter ends with

an overview of work on existing smart home research projects, outlining their

directions and methods used.

2.1 Introduction

The term ‘Ubiquitous computing’ was coined by Mark Weiser, with the vision that

computers will be available to people in such a way that they are unaware of the pres-

ence of such computers, which are mostly embedded unobtrusively in objects such as

clothes, cars, handheld devices, etc. [142]. To create such an environment involves

bridging the challenges from artificial intelligence, computer vision, machine learn-

ing, wireless technologies, and human computer interfaces, so that the environment

automatically learns, adapts and responds to the needs of the users.

For the environment to respond intelligently to the user’s needs, it must first be

able to recognise their behaviours based on the information sensed from the physical

environment, which could be in the form of wearable sensors, microphones, video

cameras, state-change sensors, etc. These have made behaviour recognition not only
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a topic of interest, but also has drawn significant attention from the machine learning

research community.

One application of behaviour recognition that supports people in their daily ac-

tivities is the smart home, which has become a popular topic for research over the

past 10 years. The smart home is an automated home, which uses a variety of sensors

around the house to recognise the particular behaviours of the inhabitants. This can

be useful to monitor and support the inhabitants, typically the elderly or those with

diminished cognitive capabilities, in a variety of ways: watching for potential risks

(e.g., making sure that the stove is not left unattended for too long), detecting any

abnormality (e.g., turning on the heater in summer), reminding the inhabitant of

tasks to be performed (e.g., taking medication), and many more.

Other applications of behaviour recognition include healthcare (e.g., monitoring

the skills of medical practitioners during medical training [42, 55]), security and

surveillance (e.g., detecting unusual events or suspicious behaviours in airports, car

parks, subways, etc., [8, 20, 92]), industrial applications (e.g., analysing social pat-

terns in organisations [108] and monitoring activities performed by the workers on

assembly lines [68, 84, 129, 141]) and automation (e.g., automate heating, ventilation

and air conditioning (HVAC) control [40, 98]).

2.2 Learning the Behaviours of the Inhabitant

There are various directions from which researchers have approached the problem of

behaviour recognition, i.e., finding a mapping from a stream of sensor information to

a sequence of recognised activities.

At one end of the spectrum, there are symbolic approaches that model the recog-

nition process explicitly. For example, Augusto and Nugent [3] use the concept of

Event-Condition-Action rules to detect potentially hazardous behaviours. The cur-

rent state of the system is updated when an event occurs. If the condition of a
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particular event is met, an action is triggered, which could either alert the carers or

change the state of the system in the house.

Chen et al. [14] use event calculus for behaviour reasoning and provide assistance

to the inhabitant when an abnormal behaviour is detected. The event calculus is

formalised using Horn clauses, and the main components consists of events and fluents.

An event is an observed action (e.g., add(teabag, mug)), while a fluent is a condition

that changes over time (e.g., inside(teabag, mug)). Predicates define the relationship

between entities (e.g., initiates(add(teabag, mug), inside(teabag, mug), 10am)). An

activity is defined as a combination of multiple predicates. When the system sensed

that the water has been boiled for a duration of time and the add(boiledwater, mug)

action is not observed, then the system can take the appropriate action by issuing

a reminder to the inhabitant. These approaches require a priori knowledge about

the environment, its inhabitants, and the possible behaviours that might occur. The

approaches are relatively easy to verify and validate, but often suffer from ‘brittleness’,

as it is impossible to cover all possible behaviours.

At the other end of the spectrum, there are sub-symbolic approaches, which try

to approximate the mapping with data mining and machine learning methods. One

of the advantages of these approaches is that they reduce the need to rely on human

effort to define the rules explicitly and once the machine learning algorithm has been

trained, classification can be performed automatically without any human interven-

tion. However, in order to train a machine learning algorithm, it needs training data

and it is difficult to incorporate domain knowledge.

The main goal of machine learning is to train a classifier from a set of training

data, which is then used for classification or prediction of new instances. In the

following section, we describe the three commonly used machine learning approaches

for behaviour recognition within the context of a smart home. The main distinction

between the three approaches is whether the training data is labelled or not.
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2.2.1 Supervised learning approach

In supervised learning, the algorithm is trained on labelled data. Prior literature

demonstrates that supervised learning has been the primary approach for behaviour

recognition. The decision tree [4, 80, 90], statistical classifiers such the näıve Bayes

classifier [57, 133] and probabilistic graphical models such as the hidden Markov model

and its variants [23, 29, 52, 103] are among the commonly used methods.

Among the earlier work that used decision tree for behaviour recognition is the

work of Bao and Intille [4]. They train the decision tree to recognise human physical

activities such as walking, sitting, etc based on accelerometers, which are attached

to the body. In the work of Logan et al. [80], they apply the decision tree to recog-

nise common activities such as eating, reading, using phone, etc. Maurer, Smailagic,

Siewiorek and Deisher [90] use decision trees to identify which body locations are

suitable to place the sensors for behaviour recognition. Although decision trees can

be used to recognise human behaviours, they may not be suitable to recognise vari-

ations in the behaviour. For example, cooking does not always trigger the same

sensor events. A decision tree might learn the mapping between some sensors and

a particular behaviour, but might miss other sensors that correspond to the same

behaviour.

Since there are variations in the behaviours, and the behaviours themselves are

not directly observed, only the observations from the sensors, it is no surprise that

probabilistic models such as the näıve Bayes classifier and hidden Markov models,

have been the most popular method of recognising behaviours. The näıve Bayes

classifier has shown a number of successes in machine learning applications such as

text classification [76, 91] and spam filtering [120, 93]. Among the works that use

the näıve Bayes classifier in behaviour recognition are those of Tapia, Intille and

Larson [133] and Sarkar, Lee and Lee [57]. One problems with näıve Bayes is that

it does not capture the sequential information of activity events. To achieve a good
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recognition performance, temporal information needs to be incorporated into the

classifier in order to capture the sequential ordering of sensor readings.

The hidden Markov model, and variants, which all model the temporal infor-

mation, are popular methods for behaviour recognition. These models estimate the

probabilities of unobserved events (i.e., inhabitant’s behaviour) given a sequence of

observable sensor readings. Given that a behaviour is decomposed into a series of in-

dividual activity events, many methods represent behaviours hierarchically and use a

more complicated variant of the HMM such as the hierarchical HMM to recognise be-

haviours at varying levels of abstraction [29, 83, 103, 151]. In this model, the top level

represents the individual behaviours to be recognised (e.g., cooking or making coffee)

and the low level represents a set of individual activity events that arise from the

sensor values. As this model attempts to recognise a complete model of behaviours,

it requires more data for training and has a higher computational complexity, which

often becomes intractable for learning.

A detailed description of these supervised learning methods and how they are used

to recognise behaviours are further described in Section 3.2.

2.2.2 Semi-supervised learning approach

An algorithm in a semi-supervised approach to learning is often trained on a limited

set of labelled examples, aided by the unlabelled ones. This is particularly useful in

situations when there are limited number of labelled behaviour examples.

Many works reported in the literature apply transfer learning, which attempts to

learn from labelled examples in a home and transfer the learned knowledge to a new

home by learning from the unannotated ones [50, 135, 114, 155]. Another method is

to use active learning, which attempts to find classes that have the lowest confidence,

and actively engage the user to label them [131].

Other work includes using ensemble learning that trains multiple classifiers from
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a set of limited labelled data. The classifiers are then learned from the unlabelled

data, where a behaviour is classified when all the classifiers agree that it belongs to

the same class or by majority voting [38]. However, this learning approach still relies

on some labelled training data.

2.2.3 Unsupervised learning approach

In unsupervised learning, the algorithm learns from the unlabelled data by grouping

data into similar classes that share some form of commonality. The unsupervised

learning approach is appealing because it eliminates the need for data labelling and

because of the fact that the algorithm does not require any prior knowledge about

the behaviours in the home. In fact, unsupervised learning of behaviours in the home

is not new and has already been explored by many researchers within the machine

learning community.

The unsupervised learning approach is used to identify the set of sensors that are

related to the particular behaviours of the inhabitant. One common method is to use

the available information from the web, where the objects upon which the sensors are

attached to in the home are mined to determine the potential behaviours associating

with these objects [105, 109, 110, 149]. There are also works that focus on using

standard unsupervised clustering methods such as the self-organising map [69, 70] or

k-means clustering [44, 102] to determine if sequences of sensor readings are similar.

However, relating these sequences of sensor readings to the activities is difficult as

different people have their own ways of performing activities. An additional step is

often required to map the resulting output from the clustering or the mined model

to a supervised algorithm, which is then used to recognise behaviours.

Another variation to the methods pointed out above is topic model, which is a

probabilistic model that has its root in natural language processing [47]. The idea

behind topic models is to treat documents as mixtures of topics and each topic is
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a probability distribution over words. In the work of Huỳnh, Fritz and Schiele [53],

they use topic models to discover daily activity routines. They treat each document

as mixture of activities and in each activity (e.g., preparing lunch), it consists of a

probability distribution over activity events (e.g., washing vegetables, walking while

carrying something, etc.). However, this method relies on an unsupervised algorithm

such as the k-means clustering to generate a vocabulary of activities, where the k

parameter needs to be known in advance.

In Section 4.2 of this thesis, a detailed description of these unsupervised methods

is provided and how they learn from the unlabelled sensor stream. In Chapter 4 of

this thesis, an unsupervised method that learns from the unlabelled sensor stream is

presented.

Although many machine learning methods have been proposed in the literature, there

are a number of factors that make comparison between these methods difficult. First,

there are lack of benchmark datasets available for behaviour recognition. Second,

the majority of the publicly available datasets are collected in a laboratory setting,

which is constrained to a particular room location such as kitchen [29, 134]. Al-

though these datasets could provide interesting information on how each activity is

performed by different inhabitants, they do not provide a real world representation of

the inhabitant’s daily behaviours. Thirdly, researchers often employed different sensor

hardware and collect their own proprietary data, and investigate their own research

problem [22, 137, 133]. These make the comparison between methods difficult.

2.3 Sensors for Behaviour Recognition

In the previous section, the different machine learning approaches to behaviour recog-

nition are described. Since sensors in some way represent the human behaviours,
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knowing the types of sensors used is important in order to select the correct types of

sensor for behaviour recognition.

The types of sensors that are described in this section are evaluated according to

the criteria described in Section 1.3. Since sensors are to be fitted into the house, it is

important to evaluate the level of privacy information collected about the inhabitant.

The second criterion is the level of information that could be obtained from the

sensors. As described in Section 1.2, an activity consists of a sequence of events.

Thus, if the sensors in the home could capture all the possible events that make up an

activity, this could provide important information about the inhabitant’s behaviours.

In this section, the different types of sensors used to recognise human behaviours

in a home setting are described. These sensors are evaluated based on the criteria

described above. This review covers a wide range of sensors beginning with the most

complex sensing methods used such as video cameras and microphones, followed by

sensors with continuous output such as accelerometers and then simple sensors with

discrete output, such as the RFID-based sensors, state-change sensors and motion

sensors.

2.3.1 Video cameras and microphones

Information extracted from video cameras and microphones can provide a rich amount

of information about human behaviours and their environment. Recognising be-

haviours from video and audio data poses interesting challenges in computer vision,

and image and signal processing as well as machine learning.

Gao, Hauptmann, Bharucha and Wactlar [35] recognise eating events from visual

data. They first identify the boundaries of individual persons by accumulating the

segmented moving regions, and then recognise the faces of each person in the indi-

vidual regions using a face detection algorithm. The head position is tracked, and

the distance between the head and the hand movement is calculated, which is used
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to train a hidden Markov model (HMM). The trained HMM is then used to recognise

the individual eating events. Recognising dining activity can assist the caregivers in

making sure that individuals consume the food or alert them when the individual has

not been eating.

Although video data could provide high-dimensional information about the in-

habitant’s behaviours and the environment, extracting individual events from images

is rather difficult. In order to recognise the inhabitant’s behaviours in the home,

Duong, Bui, Phung and Venkatesh [29] take advantage of the inhabitant’s location

in the room. Multiple cameras were installed, where each room is divided into equal

partitions, with each partition contains some object of interests such as the sink,

stove or the cupboard. When the camera detects the movement of the inhabitant

occupying a particular partition in the room, events could be extracted that relate

to the objects on that partition such as using the stove, taking food from the fridge,

etc. The behaviour is recognised based on the partitions in the room that have been

visited by the inhabitant.

Instead of using the location to extract individual events, the work of Tenorth,

Bandouch and Beetz [134] extracts body poses directly from video data and calculates

the trajectories of the body parts such as hand trajectories when opening the cup-

board, which are then used to train a conditional random field (CRF). The trained

CRF is used to recognise the behaviours of the inhabitant (e.g., setting the dinning

table) based on the extracted motion events (e.g., taking a plate out of the cupboard,

putting a plate on the table, etc.).

Other work includes detecting human falls from video data. Vishwakarma, Mandal

and Sural [138], and Debard et al. [26] first apply a background subtraction method to

extract the foreground region, which is then used to obtain the axis of the body. The

information about the axis is used to detect falls. Hazelhoff, Han and de With [43]

not only use the information obtained from the axis of the body, but also track the
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head position to detect falls.

Chen, Zhang, Kam and Shue [13] used microphones to recognise behaviours in

the bathroom in order to detect early signs of health deterioration or changes in

behavioural patterns such as frequency of toilet use. Each sound such as showering,

flushing, urination, etc., is first processed into frames and each frame is represented

by a feature vector. A HMM is trained on the extracted features, which is then used

to monitor behaviours in the bathroom.

Moncrieff et al. [97] used the signals obtained from microphones to identify con-

textual information of the inhabitant such as whether they are interacting with any

household objects (e.g., turning on the stove, opening the fridge, etc.) or merely

walking around the house. The contextual information gained from audio can help

to identify any abnormality (e.g., when the stove is left unattended without the user

present) and issue warnings to the caregivers or family members.

All these work above have shown that video cameras and microphones have ad-

vantages in recognising many different aspects of behaviour in a large environment

and can thus provide high amount of information about individual behaviours. Al-

though cameras and microphones could provide high amount of information about

the inhabitant and the environment, they are often perceived as invasive, which is

one common issues raised in the application of home monitoring. Also, the number

of behaviours that can be recognised is limited and specific to the particular location

in the home, e.g., behaviours occurring in the kitchen.

2.3.2 Accelerometers

One increasingly popular type of sensor, which is considered less intrusive compared

to the use of video cameras or microphone is the accelerometer, which is a device

used to detect the direction of the acceleration either along a single axis or multiple

axes. Accelerometers are usually embedded within belts, wristbands, bracelets or
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garments and are worn on different parts of the body such as the hips, pelvis, limb,

etc. The term ‘wearable sensors’ is often used to refer to sensors that are worn on

the body. Signals from accelerometers are either processed directly on the sensing

board or transferred wirelessly to a computer. Features which are computed from the

acceleration data are used to train a supervised learning method.

Many past works have demonstrated that the signals obtained from accelerome-

ters (such as the pose, position and movement of an individual) are suitable to be

used to recognise the human physical activities e.g., walking, running, sitting, stand-

ing and lying down [4, 81, 116]. Rather than using accelerometers to recognise the

physical activities of a person, the work of Luštrek and Kaluža [85] takes advantage

of the coordinates of the body such as the angle between adjacent body parts, in-

habitant’s locations in the environment and inhabitant’s body part to detect falls.

Li et al. [77] combine the use of accelerometers with gyroscopes, which measure the

angular velocity to recognise whether a fall is intentional or not.

Since the information provided by the acceleration signals is based on body move-

ments, the amount of information that can be used to recognise the inhabitant’s daily

behaviours such as cooking, showering, grooming, etc. is limited. Although there is

work that attempts to recognise the daily behaviours of the inhabitant such as vac-

uuming, cleaning, bicycling, etc., [4], the range of daily behaviours that could be

recognised is still restricted.

In order to increase the number of behaviours that could be recognised, the use of

accelerometers is often combined with additional sensors that are attached to objects

in the home [48]. For example, when a sensor attached to the cup is triggered, the

information of the person’s body state obtained from the acceleration data could

provide information that the person is drinking while standing. The work of Stikic,

Huỳnh, Van Laerhoven and Schiele [130] used sensors from acceleration and tagged

objects to distinguish between the different housekeeping tasks (e.g., vacuuming and
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brooming).

Although accelerometers have the advantage of recognising the position and body

movement, one of the potential drawbacks of using accelerometers is the need to wear

them on different locations on the body, which is obtrusive and irritating. This is

a major concern in home monitoring, since typically the elderly can forget to wear

them. An alternative to this is to attached sensors directly to the objects in the home,

which is discussed next.

2.3.3 RFID-based sensors, state-change sensors and motion

sensors

Another sensing approach that has been drawing significant attention in home moni-

toring is to attach sensors directly to the household objects such as microwave, toaster,

shower tap, etc. These sensors are activated when the inhabitant performs their daily

activities such as opening the microwave door, turning on the shower tap, etc. The

main attraction of using this type of sensing approach is that it is less obtrusive since

the inhabitant is no longer under the impression that they are being monitored.

One of the common sensing technologies is based on Radio Frequency IDentifi-

cation (RFID), which uses radio waves to transfer data from RFID-tagged objects

through a RFID tag reader. The tagged objects are transferred wirelessly to a com-

puter system for processing. In a smart home, RFID tags are attached directly to the

objects in the home and the tag reader, which is worn on the wrist, is used to detect

the objects (e.g., opening the microwave door or turning the shower tap on). The

information about the tagged object such as object identification, timestamps, loca-

tion of the sensors, etc., is used to infer the behaviours of the inhabitant in the home.

The work in this area was considered in various studies to recognise the inhabitant’s

daily behaviours in the home [107, 111, 127, 147].

Since the RFID-based sensing technology relies heavily on a tag reader to trigger
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the tagged objects, Tapia, Intille and Larson [133] introduced a sensing approach

based on state-change sensors, which collects information about the objects used in

the same way as the RFID-based sensor, except that the sensors are triggered directly

based on the movement of the objects without relying on a tag reader. The sensor is

connected to a data collection board and wired to the object. Contact with the object

is measured through the use of sensor components such as reed and magnetic switches.

Sensors are activated based on the movement of objects when the inhabitant performs

their daily activities. There has been a lot of work that recognises behaviours from

state-change sensors. However, most of these work address their own specific problem.

For example, the work of Hu and Yang [49] recognises interleaving behaviours while

the work of Sarkar, Lee and Lee [57] addresses the zero-frequency problem, i.e., sensors

that are presented to the learning algorithm during testing but not during training.

Zheng, Hu and Yang [155] recognise similarity between activities in different homes.

There is also work that used motion sensors to recognise the inhabitant’s be-

haviours in the home. The motion sensor is based on the passive infrared (PIR)

sensor, which measures changes in the heat emitted by surrounding objects. These

sensors are mounted on the ceiling and motion is detected when a human is within

the sensor range. Motion sensors are used to detect the inhabitant’s location in the

home and are often used in combination with other sensors such as the RFID-based

sensors or state-change sensors for behaviour recognition [80, 126].

The review of the different sensing approaches above has demonstrated that video

cameras and microphones are often used to recognise interactions of multiple inhabi-

tants in a large area and fall detection. Accelerometers, which are worn on different

parts of the body are used to recognise human physical activities. Sensors based

on objects used, on the other hand are commonly used to recognise daily human

behaviours.
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In terms of privacy concerns, video cameras and microphones are considered as

invasive, although they provide lots of information about the inhabitant in the home.

Accelerometers are less invasive but they provide too little information about the

inhabitant’s daily behaviours and the need to wear the sensors around the body

makes them unsuitable for home monitoring. Sensors that are based on objects used

in the home, which is also the focus of this thesis, are unobtrusive and thus an ideal

approach for behaviour recognition in the smart home. However, one disadvantage

of using sensors based on objects used is the difficulty in differentiating the identity

of the person activating the sensors typically in a home with multiple inhabitants.

Table 2.1 summarises the different types of sensing approaches used for behaviour

recognition in the context of privacy, the level of information obtained from the sensor

and the type of behaviours that are to be recognised.

Types of Sensors
Video Cameras and

Accelerometers
RFID-based, State-change

Microphones and Motion Sensors

Average No. of
< 5

[35, 134] ≥ 5 and ≤ 10
[4, 130]

> 10
[137, 133]

Sensors Used
Level of Information High-level of information, but Limited information, solely based Large number of complex
Inferred from Sensors limited to the specific room location on body position and movement combinations of sensor events

Level of Privacy Obtrusive Less Obtrusive Unobtrusive

Human physical activities
Human daily behavioursTypes of Behaviour Fall detection

Human daily behaviours (limited)

Table 2.1: Types of sensing approaches for behaviour recognition

2.4 Research in Smart Homes

In this section, the various university-based smart home projects are described. The

review on these smart home projects is focused on the development of machine learn-

ing methods to learn and support the inhabitant’s activities acquired through sen-

sors. These projects include the iDorm [40], Adaptive Home [98], Georgia Tech Aware

Home [62], Gator Tech Smart House [46], MIT PlaceLab [133], MavHome [22, 151] and

CASAS [21]. All these research work aim to recognise the inhabitant’s behaviours
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from the observations acquired through sensors, but from there the directions and

methods differ markedly.

The iDorm [40] and Adaptive Home [98] are among the earlier prototype university-

based research projects with the aim to maximise the comfort of the inhabitant, while

minimising the cost of electrical consumption by automatically controlling the light-

ing, and HVAC of the home.

The iDorm [40], short for Intelligent Dormitory, aims for a system that can auto-

matically learn the inhabitant’s behaviours and adapt to their needs. Although the

setup of the iDorm is in a dormitory, its usage is similar to a smart home as behaviours

such as sleeping, preparing meal or working can be monitored. The iDorm focuses

on using intelligent embedded agents to learn the inhabitant’s behaviours from the

sensor inputs. The system uses a fuzzy-logic approach to learn the rules regarding

the inhabitant’s needs. The system runs in an on-line mode, and adapts to inhab-

itant’s ongoing behaviours by modifying the rules either directly by the inhabitant

themselves or learns from the existing rules. These rules are then used to automat-

ically control the actuators in the room, i.e., turning on/off the fan heater, opening

or closing the blinds, etc.

The Adaptive Home [98] learns the inhabitant’s behavioural patterns based on

sensors information obtained from objects used and other contextual information such

as room temperature and the location of the inhabitant in the house. The backbone

of the system is reinforcement learning, where a learning agent learns the environment

and the inhabitant’s behaviours, and decides which action was being performed. The

action performed by the learning agent is either rewarded when the output is correct

or punished otherwise. The implementation of reinforcement learning in the Adaptive

Home enables the agent to learn the inhabitant’s behavioural patterns and control

the environment without any human intervention to intelligently automate the lights,

water heating, and HVAC control. It also employs neural networks for predicting the
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next room location of the inhabitant so that control could be raised before the room

becomes occupied.

There are also works that consider the mapping between the hardware (sensors and

actuators) and the application software [62, 46]. The Georgia Tech Aware Home [62],

is one example. They attempt to develop a distributed and network computing in-

frastructure to support the inhabitant’s activities. Their work explore various im-

plementations of sensing approaches (the majority of which have been discussed in

Section 2.3), such as motion recognition and location tracking from video, and recog-

nition through floor sensors.

Another example is the Gator Tech Smart House [46] that attempts to create a

scalable off-the-shelf assistive technology that provides an assistive environment and

remote monitoring of electrical appliances in the home, e.g., smart closet, which has

the ability to make suggestion on the types of clothing to wear based on weather con-

ditions, smart mailbox that automatically notifies the inhabitant when the mailbox

senses mail arrival, smart laundry that notifies the inhabitant when to do laundry,

amongst others. The main focus of both Georgia Tech Aware Home [62] and Gator

Tech Smart House [46] is to bridge the gaps between the hardware technologies and

software implementation, and how the hardware infrastructure could support the

development of machine learning approaches to learning the inhabitant’s behaviours.

Similar to the goals of the smart home research at Massey University [89], there

are also other smart home research projects that recognise the inhabitant’s behaviours

from unobtrusive sensors such as the MIT PlaceLab [133], MavHome [22] and CASAS [21].

The MIT PlaceLab [133] introduces a system which is based on a set of state-change

sensors that were placed in two different apartments with real people living in them.

These sensors are attached to objects in the home and are activated based on the

movement of the objects when the inhabitant carries out their daily activities. In

their work, they employ a supervised learning approach based on the näıve Bayes
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classifier to recognise the inhabitant’s behaviours.

The MavHome [22] is a multidisciplinary university-based smart home project

that uses the integration of machine learning methods and multiagent technologies to

monitor, learn and predict the inhabitant’s daily activities from motion and lighting

sensors. The MavHome architecture is decomposed into many sub-agents, where each

sub-agent is responsible for different subtasks that control the devices in the home,

e.g., automating the blinds. Executing each subtask involves gathering of information

obtained from the sensors, predicting about the inhabitant’s behaviours and then ex-

ecuting the action by controlling the actuators in the home. The MavHome research

project includes the integration and implementation of various machine learning meth-

ods. One of their prediction algorithms, which is based on LZ78 data compression,

calculates the probability of each action occurring based on the history of action

sequences, and makes predictions based on the action that achieves the highest prob-

ability.

Another smart home research project that is similar to MavHome is the CASAS

research project [21] at Washington State University. The CASAS is a 3-bedrooms

smart apartment that uses a variety of sensors (such as motion sensors, switch sensors,

etc.) to collect information about the inhabitant’s behaviours. Their main goal is

to create a variety of datasets that cover basic activities (e.g., hand washing, meal

preparation, cleaning, etc.) that were performed by undergraduate students. These

datasets are annotated and available to the public where researchers can use to test

their algorithms.

In similarity to the MIT PlaceLab, MavHome and CASAS, the Massey University

Smart Environment (MUSE) research project [89] also focuses on using unobtrusive

sensors to identify the behaviours of the inhabitant, and monitor potential abnormal-

ity. The development of the MUSE project is still at its infancy stage, i.e., at the

stage of sensor installation in a home of an elderly blind man, who has volunteered
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himself as a testbed for this project. The work reported in this thesis (the supervised

and unsupervised learning approaches in Chapters 3 and 4) will be implemented as a

stepping stone towards the behaviour recognition in this smart home project. Since

the MUSE project is still at the design stage, the methods described in Chapter 5

will also be employed to help guiding the sensor selection in this project.

2.5 Summary

This chapter has demonstrated that behaviour recognition has a wide range of appli-

cations and has been drawing significant attention from the machine research commu-

nity. Generally, all past works demonstrated that behaviours can be inferred from a

sequence of sensor observations output from the house and that a supervised learning

method is often used to recognise the behaviours, where the algorithm is trained from

a set of labelled sensor data.

This chapter also reviewed the range of sensing methods that could be used to

recognise the inhabitant’s behaviours from the home, ranging from cameras and mi-

crophones to wearables, motion and objects-used sensors. The choice of which sensing

method to use depends upon what the aim of the smart home is, the level of infor-

mation obtained from the sensors and the level of privacy intrusion.

There have been a lot of smart home research projects reported in the literature

and some of them have been reviewed. Since each of these projects has its own

directions and aims, comparisons between the different smart home projects are very

difficult. However, the literature on these smart home projects has demonstrated the

need for further machine learning methods to learn the behaviours of the inhabitant,

and there is still far more work that needs to be done in this area before the smart

home is able to accurately monitor the inhabitant’s behaviours.

As this will become clearer in later chapters, using state-change sensors for be-

haviour recognition raises one problem, i.e., the series of sensor readings output from
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the home is unsegmented, where the start and end boundary of a behaviour is un-

known. Very few methods described in the literature perform segmentation and

behaviour recognition simultaneously on the sensor stream. Addressing this is impor-

tant in real implementations as the sensor stream needs to be segmented before any

classification is performed.

The literature has demonstrated that supervised learning has been the primary

approach for behaviour recognition. However, it needs labelled data. Although there

are unsupervised methods proposed in the literature, they do not satisfy the criteria

that are considered in this thesis, which are described Section 1.4.2.

In the next chapter, we describe one particular behaviour recognition problem that

still deserves further attention and our proposed method to approach the problem.
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Chapter 3

A Supervised Learning Approach

to Behaviour Recognition

This chapter describes a supervised learning approach to behaviour recognition

and the segmentation of the sensor stream. The behaviour recognition problem

is first described, and then an overview of methods that have been proposed in

the literature is provided. An approach to the problem based on simultaneous

segmentation and recognition is presented, together with experiments showing

the effectiveness of the proposed method for recognising human behaviour.

3.1 Problem Description

As described in Section 1.4.1, the smart home uses sensors to collect information

about the inhabitant’s activities. Given that we have a sequence of tokens obtained

from the sensors, the question is how to recognise behaviours. The challenges in

this task are that behaviours are rarely identical on each use; the order in which

the individual components happen can change; and components can be present or

absent at different times (for example, making a cup of tea may involve milk, or

may not, and the milk could be added before or after the hot water). Adding in the

fact that the activities are not directly observed, and that sensor observations are

themselves intrinsically noisy, the tokens represent only a very partial picture of what

the inhabitant is doing.
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One common approach to recognising behaviours is to use a supervised learning

method. In supervised learning, the algorithm is presented with a set of labelled

behaviours that are to be learned. The algorithm is then trained to minimise some

error norm between the predicted output of the classifier and the target labels. In this

way it should be able to generalise to other, previously unseen, inputs. The benefits

of this are a clear delimitation of the problem, and access to many algorithms in

machine learning, including decision trees, statistical classifiers such as the näıve

Bayes classifier, and graphical models such as the hidden Markov model (HMM).

And indeed, there are several examples of these methods implemented in the various

smart homes that have been reported in the literature, such as [136, 133, 151].

However, as described in Section 1.3, the sensory stream in a smart home consists

of an unending series of sensor readings, which poses an additional challenge to seg-

ment the sensory stream in order to determine the start and end points of an activity

boundary, before any classification can be performed on the sensor sequences that

represent individual behaviours.

Most current approaches assume that the activities have been segmented, or use

a fixed window length to partition the input stream. As each behaviour can be

described by different numbers of sensor readings, it is inappropriate to rely on a

fixed window length, since it is unlikely that all the sequences in the window belong

to one behaviour. We want to ensure that other behaviours in the window are also

recognised. We approach this problem by proposing a method using a set of hidden

Markov models that each recognises a behaviour and compete to explain the current

observations, and a method that has the ability to self-determine the window size

based on the sensory data.

We first provide an overview of the supervised learning algorithms and describe

how they are used to recognise behaviours. We then review methods that are used for

activity segmentation. Following this, we introduce our method, which can reliably
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detect and segment the sensor stream into behaviours. We use a real smart home

dataset to demonstrate the efficacy of our algorithm.

3.2 Relevant Literature

The literature review in this section focuses on supervised learning methods for be-

haviour recognition. All these methods learn from a set of labelled training data,

which is described by a set of features and class labels. The learned model is then

used to classify further examples into one of the given set of classes.

In Section 2.2.1, some supervised learning methods were briefly discussed. A

detailed description of these methods is given in this section. The first method is to

build a tree structure that maps the set of features and the class labels to generate

a series of decision rules, which could then be used for classification. The second

method is the näıve Bayes classifier, which is a probabilistic classifier based on Bayes’

theorem, where the features are assumed to be independent given the class variable.

In the third, we look at the hidden Markov model (HMM), which is a probabilistic

graphical model where the model is assumed to be a Markov process with unobserved

states.

Since the sensor stream consists of an unending series of sensor readings, this

section also reviews the methods used to segment the sensor sequence into appropriate

pieces that represent individual behaviours. The basic concepts covered in this section

will also be used in later chapters of this thesis.

3.2.1 Decision tree

The central idea of a decision tree is to map the set of features and the class labels,

with the aim to generate a series of decision rules, which could then be used to classify

further examples into one of the classes [94]. A decision tree consists of a set of nodes,

which correspond to the features, edges which descend from the nodes represent the
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Figure 3.1: A graphical representation of a decision tree. The nodes represent the
features to be tested, edges represent the feature values and rectangles represent the
class labels.

feature values, and leaves represent the classification decision. Figure 3.1 shows an

example of a decision tree.

Most decision tree learning algorithms employ a greedy approach, i.e., recursively

partition the dataset into smaller subsets by choosing the most informative feature

at each step starting at the root of the tree [87, 112]. If all the instances of the

feature belong to the same class, then a leaf node is created, otherwise a child node

is created for each value of that feature. The process is then repeated for each child

node. The problem is how to choose which feature to test at each node in the tree.

One common way is to measure the information gain of a given feature, which tells

us how well the feature separates out the examples in the dataset according to their

class labels [95, 112]. The feature with the highest information gain will therefore be

chosen for splitting the tree node.

There has been a lot of work done in using decision trees to recognise human

physical activities (such as walking, running, sitting, standing, etc.) based on ac-
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celerometers, which are usually attached to the body at locations such as the limb,

hip, wrist, etc. [4, 116]. Pärkkä, Cluitmans and Ermes [106] attempt to improve the

classifier accuracy by enabling the inhabitant to provide feedback to the recognition

system whenever it misclassifies the behaviour. They introduce a personalisation al-

gorithm that enables the inhabitant to provide the corrected example of that activity

and the decision tree re-learns from this newly added information.

However, one problem with accelerometers is the need to wear them on the body,

which makes the inhabitant feels uncomfortable. Wang et al. [140] turn the problem

around by attaching the accelerometers directly on the household objects in the home

(e.g. cup, phone, etc.). Acceleration signals are detected from the movements of the

objects, which are then used to train a decision tree. There is work done that attempts

to recognise activities based on state-change sensors, which are attached to household

objects [55, 80]. The work of Hong et al. [48] trains the decision tree using both

accelerometers and state-change sensors to improve the recognition accuracy. Some

works also progressed towards using the decision tree to identify which particular

locations of the body are suitable to place the accelerometers in order to achieve a

higher recognition accuracy [4, 90].

Many findings reported in the literature demonstrate that decision trees can be

used to recognise human behaviours. The benefits of using a decision tree are that:

(1) it can handle both continuous and discrete features, (2) the logical structure in

the decision tree makes it easy to understand and (3) it can provide an indication

of which features are most important for behaviour recognition. There is also draw-

back to using a decision tree. Decision tree may have the difficulty in distinguishing

behaviours (e.g., cooking and making tea) that share similar sensor activations (e.g.,

sensors on the cupboard, fridge, kitchen tap, etc.) [4].
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3.2.2 Näıve Bayes classifier

In general, a classification problem is to predict class Y given a set of features Xi ; i =

1, 2, . . . , k. By applying Bayes’ rule, the probability of class Y is

P (Y |X1, X2, . . . , Xk) =
P (X1, X2, . . . , Xk|Y ) P (Y )

P (X1, X2, . . . , Xk)
(3.1)

where P (X1, X2, . . . , Xk|Y ) and P (Y ) can be calculated from the data during the

training of the classifier. For example, we want to build a classifier to determine

if a patient shows early signs of health deterioration based on some simple features

such as gender (female or male), shortness of breath (yes or no) and whether the

patient takes any medication (yes or no). From a given data set, we can calcu-

late P (Y = health deterioration) by dividing the number of patients that show

early sign of health deterioration by the total number of patients in the data set.

We can then calculate other probabilities that we are interested in from the data

set such as P (gender = female, shortness of breath = yes, medication = yes | Y =

health deterioration) and P (gender = female, shortness of breath = yes, medication =

yes). Following Equation 3.1, we can calculate the probability that a female patient

who is on medication and suffers from shortness of breath shows an early sign of

health deterioration.

The computation in a Bayes classifier is simple and straight-forward. However,

as the number of features increases it becomes impractical to compute the probabil-

ities [95]. Let us consider building a boolean class Bayes classifier with n boolean

features. In this case, for each feature, we will need to calculate 2n probabilities.

Since for a particular class, the sum over all probabilities for a given feature must be

one, only 2n−1 calculations are necessary. Given a boolean class we need to calculate

a total of 2(2n− 1) probabilities, which correspond to each of the distinct features. If
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n is a large value e.g., 20 boolean features then we will need to compute more than

10 million probabilities, which is impractical in real world implementations.

One solution to this problem is to assume all features (X1, X2 . . . , Xk) to be in-

dependent of each other, given the class Y . The resulting model is called the näıve

Bayes classifier. The näıvete in the classifier is that all the features are assumed to

be independent of each other and so the computation of P (X1, X2, . . . , Xk|Yi) can

be simplified as
∏k

j=1 P (Xj|Yi). The prediction of class Y , given a set of features

X1, X2, . . . , Xk is therefore to select the class that maximises the posterior probabil-

ity, i.e.,

Y = arg max
yi

P (Yi)
k∏

j=1

P (Xj|Yi)

Figure 3.2 shows an example of a generic näıve Bayes classifier as a graphical

model. The class node represents the behaviour, which is the parent to its features

(e.g., sensors that are attached to the toaster, television, etc.).

Figure 3.2: A graphical representation of a näıve Bayes classifier. The features are the
sensors attached to the toaster, microwave oven, burner, etc., and are independent given
the class ‘preparing meal’ behaviour.

In comparison to the decision tree described in Section 3.2.1, the näıve Bayes clas-

sifier does not need to perform an explicit search through the training data to test each

sensor at every tree node, but instead, counts the frequency of sensor combinations
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within the training examples.

Among the earlier work that used the näıve Bayes classifier to recognise behaviours

of the inhabitant is the work of Tapia, Intille and Larson [133]. They extend the näıve

Bayes classifier to incorporate temporal relationships of the sensor activations, such

as whether token ‘a’ activated within some time interval and whether token ‘a’ is

activated before token ‘b’. In order to recognise behaviours, they used a set of feature

windows, each represents one behaviour and the length of each feature window is

based on the average duration that the inhabitant took to carry out the activity. The

probability for the current activity is calculated by shifting the feature window over

the sensor sequences. The probability reaches the maximum when the window aligns

with the duration of the activity from the sensor readings.

Since some behaviours are rare, this results in the distribution of the sensors

not being consistent among the behaviour classes. In order to accurately learn the

behaviour classes, the work of Sarkar, Lee and Lee [57] incorporates a smoothing

technique by discounting the probabilities of frequently seen sensors and giving some

probabilities to unseen sensors when training the näıve Bayes classifier. Long, Yin

and Aarts [81] attempt to use principal components analysis (PCA) to first reduce the

number of features that will affect the performance classifier before training it. The

work of Yang, Lee and Choi [150] introduced a penalise function where the trained

classifier is penalised according to mismatch of time, and mismatch between learned

model and the observed actions of an activity.

Although the strong independence assumption in the näıve Bayes classifier makes

it a tractable approach for learning (i.e., by considering each token in each behaviour

separately), this assumption may not hold in real world applications since correlations

among features are common. The smart home is one example where some sensors

are correlated. For example, sensors attached to kettle and kitchen tap are correlated

since making tea involves these two objects. The correlations among sensors introduce
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dependencies and as such reduce the influence of other features, which can then affect

the overall performance of the algorithm [74, 118].

One problem with näıve Bayes is that it does not take into account the sequen-

tial ordering of sensor readings. Thus, to achieve a good recognition performance,

temporal information needs to be encoded in the classifier (which can be seen in the

work of Tapia, Intille and Larson [133]). Another method that models the temporal

information directly into the model is the hidden Markov model (HMM), which is

described next.

3.2.3 The Hidden Markov model

The Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is a probabilistic graphical model that uses a set

of hidden states to classify a sequence of observations over time [113]. These hidden

states evolve over time and are not directly observable. Generally, in the smart

home context, the hidden states represent the behaviours of the inhabitant and the

observations are the sensor readings. The goal is to infer the hidden states given a

sequence of sensor readings. For example, the observations could be that the laundry

door is opened and the washing machine is running, where the possible behaviour

could be that someone is doing laundry.

HMMs admit tractable algorithms for learning and prediction, and are very com-

monly used for learning behaviours from labelled data [16, 23, 52]. Figure 3.3 shows

a simple representation of a HMM where the nodes represent the variables and the

edges represent the conditional dependencies between the nodes. The relationship

between the hidden states and the observations in the HMM is similar to the näıve

Bayes classifier described in Section 3.2.2. The difference is that the HMM incorpo-

rates time dependency into the model by using a transitional probability distribution

between the states. This probability distribution represents the transition from one

hidden state Si at time t (qt = Si), to another hidden state Sj at time t+1 (qt+1 = Sj).
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The transition between states allows sequences of behaviours to be modelled.

Figure 3.3: The graphical representation of a Hidden Markov Model. The nodes represent
the variables (top three nodes are the hidden states and the bottom eight nodes are the
observations) and the edges (arrows) represent the conditional dependencies: the solid
line represents the conditional dependencies between states and the dashed line represents
the conditional dependencies of the observation on the hidden states.

We follow the notation used in Rabiner [113], which uses λ = (N, M, A, B, π) to

indicate the complete parameter set of a model. The description of each parameter

is as follows:

N – the number of states.

M – the number of possible observations.

A – the state transition probability distribution A = {aij} ; i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N where

aij = P (qt+1 = Sj|qt = Si) is the probability of transition from state Si at time

t (qt = Si) to state Sj at time t + 1 (qt+1 = Sj).

B – the observation probability distribution B = {bi(k)} ; i = 1, 2, . . . , N and k =

1, 2, . . . , M where bi(k) = P (Ot = k|qt = Si) is the probability of observing

observation k given that the current state is Si.

π – the initial state distribution π = πi, the probability of state Si being the first

state.
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The complete specification of the HMM requires the specification of N and M, and

the probabilities of A, B and π. However, A, B and π can be learned.

The HMM follows the Markov assignments [113] i.e., the probability of transition

to the next state Sj at time t + 1 (qt+1 = Sj) depends only on the current state

Si at time t (qt = Si) and the observation Ot depends only on the state qt = Si.

These properties make the HMM a suitable model for behaviour recognition. Given a

sequence of observable sensor readings, HMMs can identify the sequence of behaviours

that gave rise to them. For example, when the bathroom door is closed and the shower

tap is running, these give rise to the ‘showering’ behaviour. When the sensor on the

shaver is turned on, the behaviour changes to ‘grooming’. The changes between

behaviours are represented by the transition between the states. Thus when using

the HMM for this example, the probability of grooming behaviour at current time is

determined only by the previous behaviour, which is showering. Given the complete

specification of the HMM, there are three problems that need to be solved i.e., (1)

evaluation, (2) decoding, and (3) learning. These are described next.

Problem 1: Evaluation

Given a sequence of observations O1, O2, . . . , OT and a model λ, the first problem is

to find an efficient way to compute the probability that this sequence of observations

was produced by λ, i.e., P (O1, O2, . . . , OT |λ). This can be achieved by using the

forward algorithm [113].

The computation of the conditional probability in the forward algorithm in-

volves 3 steps: (1) initialisation, (2) induction and (3) termination. Let αt(i) =

P (O1, O2, . . . , Ot, qt = Si|λ), the probability that we have seen the first t observa-

tions and ended up in state Si.

The initialisation step computes the joint probability of state Si and the initial

observation O1:
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α1(i) = πi bi(O1) ; i = 1, 2, . . . , N , (3.2)

where bi is probability of observing observation O1 given that current state is Si.

The induction step involves the computation of the forward variable αt+1(j). As

illustrated in Figure 3.4, αt+1(j) is the probability of reaching state Sj at time t + 1

from any of the N states Si at time t, where

αt+1(j) =
N∑

i=1

αt(i) aij bj(Ot+1) ; t = 1, 2, . . . , T − 1, j = 1, 2, . . . , N (3.3)

The product of αt(i) aij is the probability of the joint event P (O1, O2, . . . , Ot, qt+1 =

Sj) that O1, O2, . . . , Ot are observed and state Sj is reached at time t+1 from state Si

at time t. The probability of Sj at time t+1 with all the previous partial observations

is thus the summation of αt(i) aij over all the N states at time t. Multiplying this

with the probability bj(Ot+1) gives the value of αt+1(j). The computation iterates for

all the observations t = 1, 2, . . . , T − 1 following Equation 3.3.

The termination step is to calculate the probability of the observations given the

model P (O|λ), which is just the sum of all αT (i):

P (O|λ) =
N∑

i=1

αT (i). (3.4)

Problem 2: Decoding

The decoding problem can be viewed as a way to find a single state sequence (path)

that best describes the observation sequence i.e., to maximise P (Q, O|λ). This can

be achieved using the Viterbi algorithm [59].

In order to find the single best state sequence Q = q1, q2, . . . , qT for the given
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of the forward variable αt+1(j) and the computation of αt(i) upon
the lattice structure of observations Ot and states Si. This figure is modified from [113]
to illustrate how the forward variable is computed in the context of this thesis.

observation sequence O = O1, O2, . . . , OT , let

δt(i) = max
q1,q2,...,qt−1

P (q1, q2, . . . , qt = Si, O1, O2, . . . , Ot|λ)

where δt(i) is the highest probability along a single path for the first t observations

and ends in state Si at time t. By induction, we can calculate

δt+1(j) = max
i

δt(i) aij bj(Ot+1). (3.5)

In order to retrieve the state sequence, an array ψt(j) is used to keep track of the

argument that maximises Equation 3.5. The Viterbi algorithm involves 4 steps: (1)

initialisation, (2) recursion, (3) termination and (4) path backtracking. The initiali-

sation step of the Viterbi algorithm is:
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δ1(i) = πi bi(O1) ; i = 1, 2, . . . , N

ψ1(i) = 0

The recursion step of the algorithm is to recursively compute δt(j) and ψt(j) for

all the N states, which is

δt(j) = max
1≤i≤N

δt−1(i) aij bj(Ot)

ψt(j) = arg max
1≤i≤N

δt−1(i) aij

where j = 1, 2, . . . , N and t = 2, 3, . . . , T .

The termination step of the Viterbi algorithm computes

p∗ = max
1≤i≤N

δT (i)

q∗T = arg max
1≤i≤N

δT (i)

where p∗ is the highest probability of that most probable path and q∗T is the most

likely state at time T for the given path. Thus, the most probable path can then be

traced back using the following equation

q∗t = ψt+1 (q∗t+1) ; t = T − 1, T − 2, . . . , 1
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Problem 3: Learning

The third problem deals with adjusting the model parameters in order to maximise

the probability of the observation sequence given the model P (O|λ). In fact, there is

no analytical solution for the model that maximises the probability of the observation

sequence, even given any finite training data [113].

However, we can select a model that locally maximises P (O|λ) through an iterative

process. One of the algorithms to address this is the Expectation-Maximisation (EM)

algorithm [27]. The idea behind the EM algorithm is to find the maximum likelihood

estimates of the parameters using an unknown latent variable and then maximise the

function over those variables [87].

Let ξt(i, j) = P (qt = Si, qt+1 = Sj|O, λ = (A, B, π)) the probability of being in

state Si at time t and state Sj at time t + 1, given the observation sequence and the

model. Summing ξ(i, j) over t,
∑

T−1
t=1 ξt(i, j) is the expected number of transitions

from state Si to state Sj. Let γt(i) = P (qt = Si|O, λ) the probability of Si at time t,

given the observation sequence and the model. Summing γt(i) over t,
∑

T−1
t=1 γt(i) is

the expected number of transitions made from state Si.

There are two main steps in the EM algorithm. The first step (often called the

‘Expectation’ step) of the algorithm is to estimate the expectations of quantities such

as the expected number of times that state Si is visited,
∑

T−1
t=1 γt(i) and the expected

number of transitions from state Si to state Sj,
∑

T−1
t=1 ξt(i, j). By counting these

event occurrences, we can reestimate the parameters A, B, π of a HMM:

A = aij =

∑
T−1
t=1 ξt(i, j)∑
T−1
t=1 γt(i)

B = bj(k) =

∑
T
t=1 δ(Ot = k) γt(j)∑

T
t=1 γt(j)
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π = γ1(i)

where A is the ratio of the expected number of transitions from state Si to state Sj

over the expected number of transitions from state Si, B is the ratio of the expected

number of times an observation k is made in state Sj over the expected number of

times in state Sj, and π is the expected number of times in state Si at time t = 1.

Given the current model λ = (A, B, π) and let λ̃ = (Ã, B̃, π̃) be the new esti-

mated model, the second step (also known as the ‘Maximisation’ step) is to compute

the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters of these models. If λ̃ is more

likely than λ, i.e., P (O|λ̃) > P (O|λ) then a new model λ̃ is produced. The EM

algorithm then iterates using the new model λ̃ and repeats the reestimation process

to improve the probability of the observation sequence O, given the new model λ̃

until the likelihood function converges. Further details of this algorithm can be found

in [60, 113, 143].

Wu, Dong and Xiao [146] use HMMs to recognise inhabitant’s physical activities (e.g.,

walking, sitting, ascending stairs, etc.) in a home. They trained a bank of HMMs,

each representing one physical activity. Behaviour is classified based on the HMM

that achieves the highest probabilities. There is also work that used HMMs to identify

and distinguish the behaviours between the different inhabitants in a home. This was

considered in the work of Crandall and Cook [23]. Al-ani, Le Ba and Monacelli [1]

use HMM to detect fall and physical activities of the inhabitant from accelerometers.

Although HMMs can be used to recognise behaviours from the observed sequences,

it becomes difficult to model when the number of states grow. To deal with this

problem, the Hierarchical Hidden Markov Model (HHMM) was introduced, which
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is a generalisation of the HMM [32]. In this model, a top-level representation of

behaviours is built up from a set of recognised events that arise from the individual

sensor values [83, 103, 151]. This means that each state has its own HMM. An

example of a hierarchical HMM for preparing meal behaviour is shown in Figure 3.5.

When an end state is reached, it means that the child state returns the control to its

parent state.

Figure 3.5: The hierarchical HMM. An example of preparing meal behaviour, which can
be broken down to represent the events of preparing meal such as washing, chopping
and cooking. Each individual event (e.g., cooking) can be broken down to represent the
movement of the use of kitchen objects such as the burner and the extractor hood. The
‘end’ means that a final state is reached where the child state returns the control to its
parent state (shown in dashed arrow). For details on this algorithm, see [32].

However, one of the problems with the hierarchical HMM is the high computa-

tional cost. The inference algorithm takes approximately O(T 3NL) time, where T is

the length of the sequence, N is the total number of states in each level and L is the

number of levels in the hierarchy [32, 99]. Thus, when the model has a large number

of layers and/or states, this may become intractable for learning.

Within smart home research, it is also common to explicitly model the duration

spent in one activity before the transition to the next activity. A variant to this is

called the Hidden Semi-Markov Model (HSMM), where the transition to the next
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behaviour is determined by the amount of time spent in each behaviour. In a HMM,

the duration is implicitly modelled by the transition between the states, which strictly

follows the Markov property where the probability of the transition to the next state

Sj at time t+1 depends only on the state Si at time t, i.e., aij = P (qt+1 = Sj|qt = Si).

However, a state can remain unchanged for some random duration of time before

transitioning to a new state. This self-transition, which is a transition to the same

state aii = P (qt+1 = Si|qt = Si), occurs when the same sensor observation is observed.

The HMM, which does not consider the amount of time spent in a particular state,

makes it difficult to detect abnormal behaviours (e.g., taking a shower longer than

the usual duration).

The HSMM alleviates this problem by explicitly modelling the duration, where it

replaces the self-transition probability aii with a duration probability density function

dτ , which is the probability of transiting to the next state depending on the length of

τ duration in the current state. In the works of Duong et al. [29], Marhasev, Hadad

and Kaminka [86], and Natarajan and Nevatis [100], they use HSMM for behaviour

recognition and abnormality detection.

The HMMs and variants of the model, which model the joint likelihood of the

behaviours and the observations assume conditional independence between sensor

observations. They may not be suitable for modelling complex behaviours such as

interleaving behaviours. The conditional random field (CRF) [71], on the other hand,

is an undirected graphical model that relaxes on this assumption by modelling the

conditional likelihood of the behaviours given the sensor observations. There are

works that use CRF for behaviour recognition. In the work of Hu and Yang [49],

they use the CRF to recognise interleaving behaviours. Liao, Fox and Kautz [78]

attempt to recognise activities and the locations of the activities by training a CRF

from location data obtained from global positioning system (GPS). However, CRF

in general is computationally intractable and often rely on approximation techniques
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such as Monte-Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) for inference.

3.2.4 Methods for activity segmentation

In previous sections, we reviewed those supervised learning methods that have been

used to classify behaviour of the inhabitant from the sequence of tokens. Here, we

review the methods used for segmenting the sensor stream. Activity segmentation is

the process of breaking the sensor sequence into appropriate pieces that represent in-

dividual behaviours. Addressing segmentation in behaviour recognition is important

so that classification can be performed on the sensor sequence.

Much of the work reported in the literature either assumes that the activities have

been segmented [146, 153] or addresses the segmentation problem by using a window

that slides across the sensor sequence [36, 133]. Tapia, Intille and Larson [133] used a

set of feature windows, each representing one activity, and the length of each feature

window was determined by the average duration that the inhabitant took to carry

out that activity. The näıve Bayes classifier was used to calculate the probability of

the current activity by shifting the feature windows over the sensor sequences, where

the class with the highest likelihood was selected as the label for the activity.

The work of Govindaraju and Veloso [36] recognised activities using a set of

HMMs, but maintained a single fixed window size, which was determined by av-

eraging the length of the training segments used. However, determining the window

this way may result in inaccurate segmentation especially when two similar activities

occur close to one another in time. Gu et al. [37] introduced a heuristic algorithm

to improve the segmentation boundary identification. This algorithm calculated the

relative weight of each instance by taking the difference between the weight of the in-

stances in each of these activities. The boundary between these two similar activities

was determined by computing the maximum relative weights, which is the difference

between pairs of relative weights.
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There are many other places where time series of behaviours are recognised, such

as recognising behaviours from posture information from video [61] and motion pat-

terns [63, 104]. Kellokumpu, Pietikäinen and Heikkilä [61] use a set of HMMs, one

for each activity, and apply the forward algorithm to monitor likelihood values. How-

ever, they do not use a sliding time window, preferring multiple window sizes and

thresholding in order to separate out the activities. Niu and Abdel-Mottaleb [104]

merge the outputs of the different HMMs using majority voting. A vote is assigned to

each window and activity is classified based on the most common classification from

the set of HMMs. A similar method is applied in the work of Stikic, Huỳnh, Van

Laerhoven and Schiele [130] for the identification of housekeeping activities based on

RFID data.

Kim, Song and Kim [63] turn the problem around and perform segmentation before

classification, in this case for gesture recognition. The starting point of gestures is

detected, and then a window is slid across the observation sequence until an end point

is reached. The extracted gestures are then fed to HMMs for gesture recognition, with

the final gesture type being determined by majority vote.

3.3 Description of Our Method

We use the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) as the basic representation of a behaviour.

Many methods reported in Section 3.2.3 used complicated variants of the HMM such

as the hierarchical HMM and the hidden semi-Markov model to recognise behaviours.

However, these models have high computational cost in order to recognise a complete

model of behaviours, which often becomes intractable for learning.

We approach the behaviour recognition problem by using a set of hidden Markov

models that each recognise a behaviour (e.g., we have one HMM to represent the

‘showering’ behaviour, another HMM to represent ‘doing laundry’ behaviour, etc.)

and they compete to explain the current observations. Figure 3.6 shows an example
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Figure 3.6: An example of two HMMs, one represents the grooming/dressing behaviour
and the other HMM represents the toileting/showering behaviour. The nodes with double
lines refers to tokens that are shared between two behaviours.

of two HMMs, one HMM represents ‘grooming/dressing’ behaviour and another rep-

resents ‘toileting/showering’ behaviour. The double lines shown in the figure refer to

the sensors that are shared between these two behaviours.

In our work, the observations are the tokens from the sensors and the hidden

states are the events that arise from the observations (in contrast to the majority of

the works in the literature, the hidden states are the behaviours of the inhabitant).

The HMMs in our work are ergodic, which means that in each HMM, every state is

reachable from every other state, in a finite number of steps. The HMMs were each

trained on the relevant training data using the standard Expectation-Maximisation

(EM) algorithm, which is described in Section 3.2.3.

Once we have trained a set of of HMMs λ1, λ2, . . . , λm, our next task is to recognise

the behaviours from the sensor stream. The data that is presented to the HMMs is

chosen from the sensor stream using a variable window that moves over the sequence.

A winning HMM λwinner is chosen based on the HMM that maximises the likelihood of

the sensor observations O1, O2, . . . , OT , i.e., λwinner = arg maxj P (O1, O2, . . . , OT |λj).

Many methods reported in Section 3.2.4 used a fixed window length to partition

the sensor stream. However, the choice of the size of this window is important, because

it is unlikely that all of the activities in the sequence belong to one behaviour, and
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so the HMM chosen to represent it will, at best, represent only some of the activities

in the sequence. To see the importance of the problem, consider the three different

cases shown in Figure 3.7. In each, a behaviour w takes up much of the window and

is the winning behaviour. However, the location of it in the window differs, and we

want to ensure that other behaviours in the window are also recognised.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.7: An activity w does not need to take up the entire window. Even assuming
that the actions in a behaviour are contiguous, it could be (a) at the start of the window,
(b) in the middle, or (c) at the end. If the entire window is classified as one behaviour,
then a potentially large number of behaviours are missed. D is the window size and
O1, O2, . . . , OT is the observation sequence.

We present an alternative solution to this problem. We use a variable window

length that moves over the sequence of observations, where it has the ability to

automatically configure the window size based on the sensor observations. We first

slide a window of length 10 across the sensor stream, presenting the 10 observations

in the window to the sets of trained HMMs for competition (this window size of 10 is
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determined experimentally, as described further in Section 3.5.3). A winning HMM is

chosen based on the HMM that maximises the likelihood of the 10 observations in the

window. Since we want to ensure that the majority of behaviours in the window are

recognised, we perform a re-segmentation using the forward algorithm (described in

Section 3.2.3). This is achieved by calculating the likelihood of each sensor observation

in the window according to the model of the winning HMM, following Equations 3.2–

3.4.

By monitoring the forward variable (α) for each sensor observation, we can deter-

mine how well the ‘winning’ HMM matches a given observation sequence, i.e., choos-

ing an optimal state sequence that explains the sensor observation. When α > 0,

it means the model of the ‘winning’ HMM recognises the sensor observations, while

α = 0 means that the winning HMM does not ‘recognise’ the sensor observation, i.e.,

none of the states in the HMM recognises the sensor observation. The changes in

α value signify a ‘change’ of activity from the observation stream. Figure 3.8 shows

an interpretation of Figure 3.7 in terms of the α values computed by the forward

algorithm applied to one particular HMM, the one selected as the ‘winner’ for this

window. To simplify the illustration, the α value in the figure is quantised into the

set {0, 1}. When α = 1, it means that the winning HMM recognises the sensor

observations and 0 otherwise.

If the α > 0 at the beginning of the observation sequence then it is likely that

the case in Figure 3.8(a) is occurring. Following Figure 3.8(a) we see that there is a

drop in α value between observations O5 and O6, which suggests that the behaviour

has changed. We can therefore classify O1, O2, . . . , O5 as belonging to the winning

behaviour w (i.e., grooming), and then initialise a new window of default size (D) at

O6. When D is initialised, all the observations within D will then be fed to HMMs

for competition and the process iterates.

The second case occurs when the winning behaviour best describes observations
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.8: The solid line above the observation sequence shows the possible representa-
tions of a winning sequence using the α values. For simplicity, the α value is quantised
into the set {0, 1}. D is the default window size and O1, O2, . . . , OT is the observation
sequence. The original observation sequence is shown as the down curly brace. In (c), the
window is extended (shown by dotted arrow) when the behaviour does not stop during
the window. For details, see the text.
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that fall in the middle of the window, e.g., O4, O5, . . . , O8 in Figure 3.8(b). Since the

winning behaviour (w) does not describe observations O1, O2 and O3, the probability

for these three observations is low (i.e, α = 0) and we observe a jump in the α value

at O4. When this is observed, a new window (D2) is initialised that contains only

the three observations (i.e., O1, O2, O3) that are not explained by behaviour w. The

HMM competition is then rerun on this window, where the winning behaviour for

this window is ‘doing laundry’.

With regard to the remaining sequence (O4 and onwards) it would be possible to

use HMM w (i.e., making coffee) and continue to monitor the α values. However, it

was observed that sometimes there may be an overlap in individual sensor activations

(e.g., O4 and O5) between ‘preparing snack’ and ‘making coffee’ behaviours. If we

continue to use the winning HMM and monitor the α values, an additional step would

be required by the algorithm to calculate the α value on O4 and O5, which is not even

described by the winning HMM. For this reason, a new window of default size is

started at O4 and the HMM competition is rerun on this sequence.

Since the two cases have been considered when the winning behaviour is at the

beginning and middle of the window, the only possibilities remaining are that the

behaviour is at the end and either stops during the window (Figure 3.8(a)) or does

not (Figure 3.8(c)). The first case is already dealt with, and in the second case, we

could simply classify the activities in the window as w and start a new one at the

end of the current window. If we do so, then we will have two examples of the same

behaviour abutting one another. Instead we extend the size of the window (shown

as a dashed arrow in Figure 3.8(c)) and continue to calculate the α value for each

observation until α drops.
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3.3.1 The algorithm

Since each HMM represents one behaviour, we trained each HMM separately on

the training data using the standard Expectation-Maximisation algorithm, which

is described in Section 3.2.3. Once the HMMs were trained, we use the following

algorithm for behaviour recognition and segmentation, which is based on competition

between HMMs and a variable window length:

(1) Initialisation

• a set of trained HMMs, λ1, λ2, . . . , λm, where m = total number of trained

HMMs

• sensor stream O1, O2, . . . , OT , where T = length of sensor stream

• D = window size, s = 1 and e = D

(2) Competition among HMMs

• calcLikelihood = 0, firstObservedAlpha = 0

• slide a window across sensor stream so each HMM gets inputs (Os, Os+1, . . . , Oe)

• calculate P (Os, Os+1, . . . , Oe|λj) according to the model of each HMMs,

λ1, λ2, . . . , λm

• compute winning HMM such that

λwinner = arg max
j

P (Os, Os+1, . . . , Oe|λj)

(3) Calculate likelihood for each sensor observation on the window

• For each sensor i in Os, Os+1, . . . , Oe, calculate the likelihood αi (using

Eq. 3.2 and 3.3) according to the winning HMM, λwinner

• if αs == 0

◦ firstObservedAlpha = 1
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• end if

• if αi == 0 and calcLikelihood = 0

◦ calcLikelihood = 1

◦ repeat step (3)

elseif αi > 0 and calcLikelihood = 1

◦ reinitialise window, e = i− 1

◦ rerun HMM competition on this new sequence, Os, Os+1, . . . , Oe by

returning to step (2)

elseif αi > 0 and current sensor observation is at the end of the window

(i.e., i = e)

◦ extend window, e = i + D

◦ repeat step (3)

elseif αi > 0 and current sensor observation is not at the end of the window

(i.e., i < e)

◦ firstObservedAlpha = 1

◦ repeat step (3)

elseif αi == 0 and firstObservedAlpha == 1

◦ classify Os, Os+1, . . . , Oi−1 as λwinner

◦ update s = i

◦ reinitialise window, e = s + D

◦ firstObservedAlpha = 0

◦ rerun HMM competition on this new sequence, Os, Os+1, . . . , Oe by

returning to step (2)

• end if
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3.4 Evaluation Method

To demonstrate our system, we used a real smart home dataset from the MIT Place-

Lab, which is described in Section 1.5. We used a leave-two-out cross validation

method for each evaluation in order to calculate the confusion matrix and measure

the recognition accuracy. From the total of 16 days, we used 14 days for training and

the remaining two days for testing (see Figure 3.9). Since we want to ensure that

every behaviour (particularly doing laundry and washing dishes behaviours, which do

not occur daily) is seen in the test set, we take pairs of days for testing.

The main metric that we are interested in is recognition accuracy, which is the

ratio of the total number of behaviours correctly identified by the algorithm over the

total number of activities used for testing. We repeated the process 8 times, with the

final recognition accuracy being calculated by averaging the accuracies in each run.

Table 3.1 shows the different training-testing splits along with the number of

activity examples and tokens that we used for training and testing. We also tried

other numbers of days in order to investigate the amount of training data required to

train the HMMs. The HMMs were each trained on the relevant labelled data in the

training set using the standard Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm (described

in Section 3.2.3).

Training- No. of Activity Examples No. of Sensor Tokens
test Sets Training Testing Training Testing

1st Set 279 31 1672 133
2nd Set 256 54 1456 349
3rd Set 290 20 1688 117
4th Set 277 33 1561 244
5th Set 261 49 1563 242
6th Set 276 34 1592 213
7th Set 273 37 1625 180
8th Set 258 52 1478 327

Table 3.1: The different training-testing splits that we tried, along with the total number
of activity examples and tokens used in each training and testing set.
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Figure 3.9: Leave-two-out cross validation method. We used 14 days for training (shaded
grey) and the remaining two days (crosshatch) for testing.

3.5 Experimental Results

To test our system, we conducted four separate experiments. In the first, we looked at

the accuracy of the algorithm to recognise behaviour based on the HMMs competition

and variable window length, while in the second we compared the algorithm with fixed

window length. In the third experiment, we looked at the effects of window size on

the efficiency and accuracy of the algorithm. In the fourth experiment, we looked at

how much training data was required for accurate results.

3.5.1 Experiment 1: Competition among HMMs and vari-

able window length

The aim of this experiment is to test the efficacy of our method based on competition

among HMMs and a variable window length. In this experiment, we used a default

window size of 10, and ran the entire algorithm over the sensor observations on

different test sets. The results of sliding this window over the data are shown in

Figure 3.10, which displays the outputs of the algorithm, with the winning behaviour

at each time being clearly visible.
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Figure 3.10: Illustration of competition between HMMs based on two different behaviours:
toileting/showering and preparing meal/snack/beverages. The example is based on the
first 85 observations of the 5th test set. There are other behaviours in this example but
they are omitted for clarity. The y -axis shows the different states (events) that arise from
the individual sensor values. The ‘unrecognised observation’ label means that none of the
states in the particular HMM recognises the sensor observations.

As the figure shows, we can determine that the subject is toileting/showering be-

tween observations O5 and O20, followed by preparing meal/snack/beverages between

observation O23 and O27. The y-axis shows the different states (events) that arise

from the individual sensor values when performing an activity. The ‘unrecognised

observation’ label shown in the figure means that none of the states in the particular

HMM recognises the sensor observations. This is observed when α = 0.

The recognition accuracy results across different test sets are shown in Table 3.2.

Our method achieved an overall accuracy of 91%, which shows that our method

based on competition between HMMs and variable window length can be used to

recognise and segment the sensor stream into behaviours. A low recognition accuracy

is observed on the 8th test set. This is mainly due to the number of cleaning/putting

away groceries activities that are observed in that test set where our algorithm is not

able to identify this activity since it involves the same sensors that other activities
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Test No. of Activity No. of Activities Recognition
Sets Examples for Testing Correctly Identified Accuracy

1st Set 31 28 90%
2nd Set 54 49 91%
3rd Set 20 19 95%
4th Set 33 30 91%
5th Set 49 45 92%
6th Set 34 31 91%
7th Set 37 35 95%
8th Set 52 44 85%

Average 91%
Standard Deviation 3.2

Table 3.2: Results on supervised learning based on competition between HMMs and
variable window length on different training/testing splits.

would use.

3.5.2 Experiment 2: Comparison between variable window

length and fixed window length

This experiment is designed to compare the algorithm with the fixed window length.

In this experiment, we used a fixed window length of sizes 5 and 10, and ran the

algorithm over the sensory stream on different test sets for each evaluation. For the

fixed window length, each window is shifted over the sensor stream with increments

according to the window size used in the experiment. E.g., for fixed window length

of size 5, the window is shifted over the sensor stream with increments of 5 sensor

observations each time.

The results are shown in Table 3.3. We have conducted a significance test to

compare the recognition accuracy of fixed window length and our variable window

length method on window size = 10. An F -test was first carried out to deter-

mine the equivalence of the variances for these two methods. The test statistic is

F = (
S2

1

S2
2
)(

σ2
2

σ2
1
) = 3.2

9.3
= 0.3441 with p-value = 0.09. Thus, the null hypothesis of equal

variances is accepted. A Student’s t-test is conducted to test the alternative hypoth-

esis that the average recognition accuracy of the variable window length method is

significantly higher than the average recognition accuracy of the fixed window length.
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Test Sets
Recognition Accuracy

Window Size = 5 Window Size = 10
Variable Window Length Fixed Window Length Variable Window Length Fixed Window Length

1st Set 90% 55% 90% 48%
2nd Set 91% 69% 91% 54%
3rd Set 95% 75% 95% 75%
4th Set 91% 76% 91% 58%
5th Set 92% 49% 92% 51%
6th Set 91% 68% 91% 62%
7th Set 95% 70% 95% 59%
8th Set 85% 60% 85% 46%

Average 91% 65% 91% 57%
Std. Deviation 3.2 9.6 3.2 9.3

Table 3.3: Comparison results between the variable window length and fixed window
length based on window size = 5 and window size = 10.

The test statistic is T = (x̄1−x̄2)−(μ1−μ2)

Sp

√
1

n1
+ 1

n2

= (91−57)−(0)

(
√

48.37)(
√

1
8
+ 1

8
)

= 34
3.48

= 9.8 with p-value

= 5×10−8, where Sp is the pooled variance. Thus, the null hypothesis is rejected and

we can conclude that the average accuracy of our variable window length method is

significantly higher than the average accuracy of the fixed window length and that

our approach of re-segmentation improves the recognition results, with an average

accuracy of 91%.

The problem with fixed window length is that it can only identify one winning

behaviour and resulting in other behaviours in the window not being identified. An-

other problem with fixed window length is to determine the correct window size, since

it affects the recognition performance. The size of the fixed window length is often

determined empirically. As can be seen in Table 3.3, when the window size = 5 is

used, it achieves an accuracy of 65% and drops to 57% when the window size = 10 is

used. The accuracy of our proposed method is consistent even when different window

sizes are used. We still achieve 91% recognition accuracy on both window sizes = 5

and 10.

3.5.3 Experiment 3: Size of default window

Although our proposed method uses a variable window length that has the ability

to automatically configure its window based on the sensor observations, we want

to know if the initial window size of the variable window length has any effect on
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Figure 3.11: Boxplot for computational time (in sec) across different window sizes based
on 10 runs each on 2nd test set. For each box, the central line is the median, and the
edges of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles.

the computational and recognition performances. For this reason, this experiment

examines if different sizes of window have any effect on computational performance

and recognition accuracy. A variety of window sizes ranging from 2, 5, 7, 10, 20, 30, 40

and 50 was conducted, each with 10 runs on all test datasets.

The results exhibited in Figure 3.11 clearly show that computation time grows ap-

proximately linearly with the size of window, and therefore a shorter window length

is preferred in order to keep the computational costs low. Although the results pre-

sented in the figure are based on the 2nd test set, a similar trend was observed in all

other test sets.

We also evaluated these different window sizes for recognition accuracy, i.e., the

ratio of the total number of behaviours correctly identified by the algorithm over

the total number of activities used for testing. Table 3.4 shows the results of using

different window sizes. As the table shows, the results are not significantly different

across the different window sizes.
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Test Recognition Accuracy on Different Window Sizes
Sets 2 5 7 10 20 30 40 50

1st Set 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90%
2nd Set 91% 91% 91% 91% 91% 89% 89% 89%
3rd Set 95% 95% 95% 95% 90% 90% 90% 90%
4th Set 91% 91% 91% 91% 91% 91% 91% 91%
5th Set 92% 92% 92% 92% 92% 92% 92% 92%
6th Set 91% 91% 91% 91% 91% 91% 91% 91%
7th Set 95% 95% 95% 95% 95% 97% 97% 97%
8th Set 85% 85% 85% 85% 85% 85% 83% 83%

Average 91% 91% 91% 91% 91% 91% 90% 90%
Standard Deviation 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 2.8 3.3 3.9 3.9

Table 3.4: The effect of using different window sizes on behaviour-level recognition ac-
curacy.

Figure 3.12: Illustration of token-level recognition accuracy, which compares the predicted
behaviour (shown in dashed box) with the ground truth label (shown in shaded box) for
every token observation. E.g., token observations O4 and O5 are misclassified by the
algorithm as ‘making pastry’ rather than ‘prepare dinner’.

In view of this, we define another separate measurement of accuracy of our results,

which compares the behaviour output by the algorithm with that of the label for every

token observation. This is particularly sensitive to times when two behaviours that

occur one after the other share the same observations. Using the example shown in

Figure 3.12, the token observations O4 and O5 are misclassified as ‘making pastry’

rather than ‘prepare dinner’. This means that the token-level accuracy for ‘prepare

dinner’ is 50% (i.e., 2/4). Note that the behaviour-level accuracy in this example is

100% since the algorithm is able to identify the sequence of activities i.e., ‘making

pastry’ and ‘prepare dinner.’

The recognition results shown in Table 3.5 drop when the window size is below 5

and above 40. This can be explained by the fact that if the window size is too small
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Test Recognition Accuracy on Different Window Sizes
Sets 2 5 7 10 20 30 40 50

1st Set 73% 76% 76% 76% 74% 74% 74% 74%
2nd Set 84% 85% 85% 85% 85% 84% 84% 84%
3rd Set 79% 85% 85% 85% 84% 85% 85% 81%
4th Set 73% 76% 75% 75% 75% 75% 75% 74%
5th Set 73% 74% 73% 73% 72% 71% 71% 71%
6th Set 83% 84% 84% 84% 84% 83% 83% 84%
7th Set 84% 85% 85% 85% 85% 87% 87% 87%
8th Set 54% 54% 54% 54% 54% 54% 53% 54%

Average 75% 77% 77% 77% 77% 77% 77% 76%
Standard Deviation 10 10.6 10.6 10.6 10.6 10.9 11.2 10.6

Table 3.5: The effect of using different window sizes on token-level recognition accuracy.

(e.g., window size = 2), there will be insufficient information to describe the current

behaviour and the classification is biased towards the behaviour that has fewer token

observations, and if the window size is too large (e.g., more than 30), the chances

of misclassification are higher since classification is biased towards the majority of

the behaviours that comprise that window. Although the accuracy is the same for

window sizes 5, 7, 10, 20 and 30 on this dataset, we have chosen to use window size

10 for all the experiments conducted in this thesis so that we can examine all the

representations of a winning sequence, which could be at the start, middle or at the

end, within the window (see Figure 3.7).

3.5.4 Experiment 4: Size of training data

The objective of this experiment is to analyse the amount of training data needed to

train the HMMs. The most important thing is that every behaviour is seen several

times in the training set to ensure that the HMM acquires a good representation of

that behaviour. From the total of 16 days of data, we tried different splits of the

data, from 5 days for training (and 11 days for testing) through 8 days, and 11 days

for training.

The results on recognition accuracy are presented in Table 3.6. As the table shows,

the size of training data does not have an impact on recognition accuracy. Even when

trained on 5 days, with a small number of activity examples per behaviour shown in
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Training Set Test Set Recognition
No. of Days No. of Activity Examples No. of Days No. of Activity Examples Accuracy

5 Days 95 11 Days 215 94%
8 Days 138 8 Days 172 94%
11 Days 203 5 Days 107 93%

Average 94%
Standard Deviation 0.6

Table 3.6: Recognition accuracy on different size of training data on different training-test
sets.

Table 3.7, we are still able to achieve an accuracy of 94%. It seems that the proposed

method does not need that large a set of training data, although this may not be true

for more complicated behaviours.

Acitivies No. of Activity Examples

Doing/putting away laundry 11
Grooming/dressing 18

Washing/putting away dishes 15
Toileting/showering 26

Preparing meal/snack/beverages 22
Cleaning/putting away groceries 3

Total activity examples 95

Table 3.7: The number of activity examples per behaviour on 5 days training dataset

Note that the accuracies presented in Table 3.2 are based on leave-two-out cross

validation method, while the accuracies presented in Table 3.6 is trained on 5 days,

through 8 days, and 11 days. In leave-two-out cross validation method (Table 3.2),

the number of activities in each test set is lower since it only consist of 2 days data

and thus the weightage of 1 misclassification is much higher. This explains why the

accuracy in Table 3.2 is slightly lower.

3.5.5 Discussion

Our algorithms worked very well, producing over 90% recognition. However, it is still

instructive to see if there are consistent reasons for the misclassifications that did

occur.

We identified one main reason for misclassification, which is that individual sensor
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observations can be in several behaviours. There are two places where this can be

a problem. The first is when the end of one behaviour contains observations that

could be in the start of the next. For example, the last activity for preparing lunch

could be to put the leftover food in the fridge. After preparing lunch, the inhabitant

proceeds to make a cup of coffee, and the first event to make a cup of coffee is to take

the milk from the fridge (see observation O5 in Figure 3.13(a)). This will not pose a

problem if the second behaviour (i.e., making coffee) happens immediately after the

first (i.e., preparing lunch). However, if the second behaviour happened two hours

after the first, that would be a totally different unrelated behaviour.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.13: (a) Misclassification (at O5, shown in dashed arrow) occurs when the end of
one behaviour contains the observations that could be in the start of the next behaviour.
(b) Observations O1 and O2 (shown in dashed box) are misclassified as ‘preparing meal’.
This occurs when the winning behaviour (i.e., ‘preparing meal’) is not at the start of the
window, but activities at the start could be interpreted as being part of that behaviour.
Solid arrows represent ground truth and dashed arrows represent the predicted output.

The second place that this can be seen is where the winning behaviour is not at

the start of the window, but those activities at the start could be interpreted as being

part of that behaviour. This can be seen in Figure 3.13(b) where observations O1
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Figure 3.14: Illustration of how temporal information can be included to classify be-
haviours.

and O2 are misclassified as ‘preparing meal’. It was experimentally observed that

this was more likely to happen where the size of the window was large, because more

behaviours were observed. One way to reduce the misclassification is by adding extra

information in order to improve the classification accuracy. This can be achieved by

augmenting the current algorithm with temporal information. If temporal informa-

tion is included, then places where two behaviours abut one another can be reduced

(see Figure 3.14).

Although our method performs well to recognise the behaviours of the inhabitant,

achieving an average accuracy of 91%, the algorithm may take a long time to run if

there are large number of competiting HMMs. This can be addressed by incorporating

spatial information. Since the locations of the sensors implicitly provide some spatial

information of where the activity occurs, we can use this spatial information to reduce

the number competing HMMs. To see how this could be possible, we use the example

presented in Figure 3.15. If the location about where the activity occurs is known and

that the activity occurs in the kitchen, then there are only 3 possible behaviours that

are more likely to occur, which are either cooking, preparing a beverage or washing

dishes. This reduces the number of HMMs that are allowed to compete, which is in

this example, to 3.

The current study assumes that actions in a behaviour are contiguous, and that all
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Figure 3.15: Illustration of how each behaviour is defined using separate HMMs in different
locations in the home. For example, cooking, preparing a beverage and washing dishes
are the representation of separate behaviours in the kitchen. If the location of where the
activity occurs is known (e.g., kitchen), then this could reduce the number of competing
HMMs to 3 from a total of 8 HMMs.

of the separate parts of the behaviour are different instances of that behaviour. This

may not be the case in the real environment, as behaviours are normally interleaved: a

person may well make a beverage at the same time as preparing lunch, which could be

done while the laundry was running. This system will not deal with these behaviours

in any sensible way, which is left for future work.

3.6 Problems with Supervised Learning

This chapter introduces a supervised learning method to learn the mapping between

sensor outputs and behaviours. However, as supervised learning, it needs ground

truth, which means that somebody has to go through several weeks to manually

label their activities; either directly when observing the activities performed by the

inhabitant or having the inhabitant keep a diary of what she does. Regardless of

whether using direct or indirect observations, manual labelling is a time consuming

process. This is rather impractical, especially when implementing a home for the

elderly.

Considerations such as these have led us to the conclusion that unsupervised
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learning may be a more sensible learning paradigm. In this approach, the algorithm

is asked to identify structure within the inputs without any benefit of data labels.

Thus, the algorithm tries to categorise the data into similar classes that exhibit some

form of commonality. The challenge is to ensure that the algorithm identifies the

structures that we want it to find.

Motivated by these thoughts, the next chapter provides a solution to the prob-

lem of automatically learning the mapping between the sensor information and the

behaviours of the inhabitant, without any prior human labelling or knowledge about

the sensor stream.

3.7 Summary

Algorithms for behaviour recognition generally fall into two categories:– those that

are based on an explicit representation of behaviours together with the events that

characterise them, and those that mine them from sensor streams. The second has the

advantage that we don’t need to know what events constitute a behaviour, and there-

fore it is the preferred approach by many researchers and also in the work described

in this chapter.

This chapter has presented a system that performs behaviour recognition and

segmentation of the sensor stream based on competition between a set of trained

Hidden Markov Models and a variable window length. Our experimental results show

that our method works effectively, achieving an average accuracy of 91%. We have also

shown a comparison between variable window length and fixed window length, and

that the variable window length works best. We have investigated different window

sizes, and found that relatively short ones work best. The experimental results also

shown that our method does not need a large amount of training data. With the

above strengths, the proposed method is thus a promising approach for behaviour

recognition and segmentation in a smart home.
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Chapter 4

Unsupervised Learning of

Activities

In this chapter, an unsupervised learning solution to the problems described

at the end of the previous chapter is provided. An overview of unsupervised

learning methods is described and a description of our approach is given. The

efficacy of the method is demonstrated with experiments on two benchmark

datasets and compared with other unsupervised learning algorithms.

4.1 The Problem

At first thought, it seems clear that behaviour recognition is a supervised learning

problem. However, as supervised learning, it needs labelled training data. There

are several problems with labelled data. To begin with, labelling the data is rather

tedious, and prone to error. Even if the inhabitants are asked to keep a journal of

what tasks they are engaged in at a very detailed level (and given facilities to help,

such as a smart phone or personal organiser), actually doing it accurately is very

hard, and irritating to perform. Certainly, it is not possible to imagine that anybody

who wishes to live in a smart home would willingly go through several weeks of this

before the home starts to work! Furthermore, labelling only works for the subject

under study and may not generalise to other inhabitants in different home settings.

This means that re-labelling is needed for different inhabitants, since people have
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variations in their activities and the sensors installed in each home could be different.

Considerations such as these have led to the approach of training a recognition

system from a limited number of labelled examples, aided by a larger set of unla-

belled data in a semi-supervised approach to learning. There have been works that

attempt to transfer learned knowledge to a new physical domain [114] or a new ac-

tivity task [155], or use active learning to engage users to label classes that have the

lowest confidence [131]; they do, however, rely on some partially labelled data.

An alternative approach is to automatically learn the mapping between sensor

information and behaviours in an unsupervised manner. While there are many meth-

ods of performing unsupervised learning (e.g., clustering) described in the literature,

very few of them can cope with data sequences of variable length. Essentially, most

work by taking input vectors of known dimensionality and identifying prototypes or

exemplars that best represent clusters within the data using a distance metric in the

vector space of inputs; examples include the Self-Organising Map [75, 156] and hier-

archical clustering [123]. While useful for a great many applications, these solutions

may not be practical in applications where the inputs are not of fixed dimensionality,

so that data sequences are variable in length, such as speech recognition, behaviour

recognition and text classification. In a smart home, the number of sensors that define

a behaviour is not fixed. They can vary:

(a) between behaviours (Referring to the example in Figure 4.1, the number of

sensors that defined the ‘preparing meal’ is 4, while the ‘grooming’ behaviour

is of length 2.)

(b) within different instances of the same behaviour. (For example, ‘preparing meal’

could involve sensors on the stove, tap and fridge in one day, and the microwave

the next day when the person decides to reheat the leftover food from yesterday.)

Even where data are of fixed length, they may be embedded into a data stream,
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Figure 4.1: An example of variable length sequences. There are 4 sensor readings in
‘preparing meal’ behaviour and 2 sensor readings in ‘grooming’ behaviour.

which requires segmentation before the individual input vectors can be assembled.

This chapter addresses the problem of identifying and then learning patterns of vari-

able length in a data stream without any prior knowledge about them. This includes

both the segmentation of the data stream into suitable patterns and the identification

of patterns when they are seen during testing.

We first provide an overview of relevant unsupervised learning algorithms and

review the methods that are used to recognise human behaviours. We then introduce

our approach, which can reliably cluster the unlabelled data stream and segment the

data stream into behaviours that we have identified. We evaluate the effectiveness of

our proposed method using both fixed-length and variable-length benchmark datasets,

and compare the labels produced by our approach with the labels assigned by a

human.

4.2 Relevant Literature

The literature review in this section focuses on the unsupervised learning methods

that automatically find the mapping between the sensor information and the be-

haviours, without any prior human labelling. The approaches that we discuss are

conceptually rather different from each other. All these methods take only the unan-

notated token stream as input, but from there the methods differ markedly. In the
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first, this information is extended with additional information from another source,

namely the Internet, gained through data mining. The second approach is to use

standard machine learning methods for unsupervised learning, such as the k-means

algorithm or Self-Organising Map, to identify structure in the data.

4.2.1 Mining available knowledge from the Web

As a source of data the World Wide Web has obvious benefits. There is a vast

amount of information readily available through search engines, and there are obvious

disadvantages. Getting the information that is actually wanted is far from trivial, and

what information there is can be contradictory. The application of machine learning

methods to extract meaningful knowledge from the web is called ‘web mining’.

The idea is that by extracting information from the web, parts of the token se-

quence could be separated out and automatically labelled. Of course, this would

require knowing the mapping between sensor tokens and objects. An example of a

website that might then be useful is http://ehow.com, which helpfully illustrates not

only the sequence of steps involved to perform an activity (such as making coffee),

but also the objects used (e.g., coffee machine, coffee beans, cup) [105, 110]. For

example, suppose that token ‘K’ appears in the sequence, and that this is a token

representing ‘kettle is switched on.’ By searching for the word ‘kettle’, various Web

pages are found that include mention of tea making.

However, there are also lots of other Web pages and the different possibilities from

these Web pages need to be selected judiciously, for example by applying information

retrieval to extract useful text in these Web pages. A weighting scheme such as term

frequency-inverse document frequency (TF–IDF) [155] is often used to determine

the importance of the text. TF–IDF is commonly used in information retrieval to

determine the importance of a word to a document in a corpus. This is what the web

will find for us such as that the relation between kettle and ‘tea making’ will have a
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high TF–IDF score since the word kettle has a high frequency that pertains to tea

making. Of course, bridging the gap between the website and the token evidence is far

from trivial, and could involve interesting challenges in natural language processing

and image analysis as well as web mining itself.

Another variation of this is to use the web to learn behaviours that share some

form of commonality [50, 155]. For example, suppose that there are labelled examples

of ‘sweeping the floor’ in the source domain and other unlabelled cleaning activities in

the target domain. In this case, given some sensor readings from the target domain,

web mining can try to extract similar tasks such as ‘vacuuming’ or ‘doing laundry’ and

give those as possible behaviours to be identified. Various similarity functions (such

as the cosine similarity metric [155], maximum mean discrepancy [51, 157], Kullback-

Leibler divergence [50, 149] or Google similarity distance [50]) can be employed to

measure the similarity between two different activities.

Given a set of activities, the basic idea of using the web is to identify objects

that are used when performing particular activities. However, relating these clusters

of sensor readings to the activities is difficult, as different people have their own

ways of performing activities. In order to address this, the resulting output from

the mined model is usually mapped to a supervised algorithm (such as the hidden

Markov model [110] or a dynamic Bayesian network [149]), which is then used to

recognise behaviours. Some work also proceeded to add common-sense information

in the reasoning about the human state (e.g., ‘the inhabitant is in the kitchen making

tea’) [109].

Although mining activity models from the web could identify sensors that are

related to activities, this approach assumes that the inhabitant performs the activities

according to the model defined by the Web, which may not always be true since

different people have their own preferences for doing things. Take the tea making for

example, some people don’t put in any milk at all and add sugar instead, while others
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make the tea without any of them. So, training a learning algorithm on the activity

models mined from the web may not be the actual representation of the inhabitant’s

behaviours.

4.2.2 Finding structure in the sensor stream

Another method to automatically learn the mapping between sensor outputs and

behaviours is to use standard machine learning approaches to unsupervised learning,

namely the k-means algorithm and Self-Organising Map (SOM) [65]. Both algorithms

have the same aim, which is to find sequences of sensor readings that are ‘similar’.

The k-means algorithm attempts to identify a set of k centroids or cluster centres

that best represent the data, where k is a parameter that is chosen in advance.

The positions of the centroids are initially chosen randomly. The algorithm then

updates the positions according to the data and iterates until the centroid locations

stop moving, whereupon each datapoint is represented by its closest centroid. For

behaviour recognition, the centroid would represent the ‘idealised’ behaviour.

Huynh and Schiele [54] use the output of clustering to determine the selection

of features for each activity. Nguyen et al. [102] employ the clustering method to

separate out the usual and unusual events while Hein et al. [44] use clustering to

identify abstract high-level activities. Although this method is able to identify clusters

of behaviours, the difficulty lies in determining the k parameter beforehand, where

prior knowledge of the number of behaviours needs to be known.

Another variation to the k-means clustering algorithm is the Self-Organising Map

(SOM) [65], which is an unsupervised learning method. The basic idea of the SOM

is to produce a representation of the input in a low dimensional set of map nodes

or neurons (often 2D), which are activated proportional to the distance between

their weights and the input. The learning process is competitive in the sense that

neurons similar to the inputs are trained, while the others are ignored. The algorithm
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modifies the weights of the winning neurons and its neigbours in such a way that,

after training, the outputs are arranged in a topological order so that neurons that

are closer to one another represent similar features. During learning, the weights are

iteratively adjusted until the maximum number of iterations is reached.

In the smart home context, the inputs to the SOM could be a set of tokens that

represent particular behaviours. When a new sequence is presented to the SOM, the

output can be either the entire pattern of neuronal activations, or just the index of

the most active node (as in the k-means algorithm), which can be used to represent

the behaviour [63, 154, 156].

In the work of both Laerhoven [70] and Krause et al. [69], they first apply the

Kohonen self-organising map to reduce the number of dimensions of sensor data and

further perform k-means clustering for behaviour classification. Dahmane and Me-

unier [24] used the SOM to identify abnormal behaviours, which were determined

when the distance between the winning neuron under normal condition and the cur-

rent winning neuron exceeded a predefined threshold value. An example of a SOM is

shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: A schematic of the Self-Organising Map. Inputs (in grey) are fed to each
neuron (in black) using weighted connections. There are connections between neurons
in a local neighbourhood to ensure that neurons that are close together represent similar
inputs. Learning consists of modifying the weights.
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Although the SOM preserves the topological structure (i.e., the neighbourhood

relations) of the data, it is not suitable where the inputs are not of fixed dimensionality

since it uses a topology of fixed dimensionality. This means that prior to training, the

dimensions of the inputs need to be defined. This may not be practical for applications

where the data sequences are of variable length.

In the next section, we describe a method that can address the variable-length

data sequences without any prior knowledge about the inputs. This method, which

is also our method of choice, exploits the fact that a behaviour is a pattern that is a

repeated set of tokens, and can thus be identified using any algorithm that exploits

redundancy in the input stream, i.e., a compression algorithm.

4.2.3 Exploiting redundancy in the sensor stream

Compression has been a topic of interest since the birth of information theory in

the work of Shannon [122], with the aim of reducing the size of data for storage

and/or for transmission. Compression exploits the repetition in the data by building

a dictionary of codewords, and then replacing each incidence of the word with a

codeword in the dictionary, with shorter codewords being used for frequent words,

and longer codewords for less frequently used words. Provided that the codewords are

shorter than the words in the codebook, compression is achieved. Most compression

algorithms require no prior knowledge about the input data stream and can deal with

codewords of different lengths without problem.

Compression algorithms can be broken down into two encoding schemes: lossless

and lossy. The former allows the perfect reproduction of the input from the com-

pressed stream, while the latter does not. Clearly, for most computer files, lossless

compression is what is required. However, for images and sound, where knowledge

of the type of data to be stored and the capabilities of humans to process their sight

and sound stimuli enables more compression to be achieved by suppressing data that
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would not be detected by humans anyway, such as very high frequencies in sound

recording. It can also help to deal with noise and variability, provided that the com-

ponent that is lost is the noisy part of the data.

Lossless compression

In lossless compression, the decompressed data is the exact replication of the original

data. One common application of lossless compression is the ZIP file, which effectively

compresses large document files in order to reduce the file size. Two popular lossless

compression techniques used for text are the statistical-based approach, which is based

on context modeling, and the dictionary approach.

(a) The statistical approach

The main idea behind the statistical approach is to predict the occurrence of the next

symbol based on the symbols that precede it. One well-known statistical approach is

Prediction by Partial Matching (PPM), which makes use of finite-context models of

order k (where k is the number of preceding symbols used) for character prediction [19,

18].

PPM uses a table to keep track of the number of times the characters are seen

in the input stream. The table is updated adaptively as each character is read from

the input stream. Since prediction probabilities are used to predict the upcoming

character, each context model maintains its own probability distributions.

The encoding of a character begins at the highest k model to see if the character

has occurred in the current context. If it has occurred before, then the count is

used to encode the character in that context. However, if the character has never

been encountered before in the context, then an ‘escape’ symbol is transmitted to

tell the decoder to use the model of k − 1, and the process is repeated until a model

is reached and the character is predicted according to the probability distribution

of that model [18]. There are many methods to determine the probabilities for the
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of Prediction by Partial Matching (PPM) method based on order-
2 context models. The ‘esc’ symbol stands for ‘escape’ event and is used when a novel
character is encountered and is not seen in the context of the current model.

‘escape’ probability [5, 19, 96, 121], but this is beyond the scope of this thesis.

If a character has never occurred in any context at all then it is processed at the

bottom-level, i.e., k = −1, where all characters are assigned with equal probabilities.

For example, if there are 10 characters, then each character in the k = −1 model

is assigned a probability of 0.1. Figure 4.3 illustrates the PPM method of three

models with k = 2, 1 and 0 for the input string mousemousemouse. As the figure

shows, all the previously seen contexts are shown along with the frequency counts

and probabilities for each k model.

(b) The dictionary approach

The dictionary approach replaces phrases in the text with a pointer to an earlier

occurrence of the same phrase, effectively creating a ‘codebook’ of common phrases.

One popular dictionary-based compression algorithm is the Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW)

algorithm [144], a family of Lempel-Ziv compression (LZ78) [159]. LZW begins with

single characters and adds them into the dictionary, and then examines the token

stream character by character until a string that is not in the dictionary is found.
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This is added into the dictionary, and the search for dictionary strings recommences,

starting with the last letter of the string that has just been added.

As an example, the second time the phrase ‘mo’ is seen in the input string mouse-

mousemouse, it will take the index of ‘mo’ found in the dictionary and extend the

phrase by concatenating it with the next character from the sequence to form a new

phrase (‘mou’), which is later added to the dictionary. The search then continues

from the token ‘u’. The phrases in the dictionary are basically indexed by a code and

the code representing the phrase can be found by looking it up in the dictionary. For

a complete description of LZW, see [144].

Within the context of smart homes, Das et al. [25] use compression to predict

the inhabitant’s movement (location) in the home. They partitioned the home into

different zones (rooms), with each zone represented by a symbol. A sequence of zones

are generated when the inhabitant moves from one room to another. They first used

the LZ78 method to build a dictionary that represents the inhabitant’s movements in

the home. The statistical method is then used to predict the inhabitant’s next room’s

location based on the probability distributions of the phrases in the dictionary.

Cilibrasi and Vitányi [17] propose a similarity distance based on the length of

compressed data files, the ‘normalised compression distance (NCD)’ and then use

hierarchical clustering to identify clusters within the data based on the most dominant

shared feature, which is computed from the lengths of the compressed data files. Their

approach aimed at rather longer sequences such as music files and genome data.

4.3 Description of Our Approach

We present an unsupervised learning approach based on compression and text analysis

that can automatically cluster the unlabelled data and segment the data stream into

behaviours, without any prior labelling of the data stream. The main reason why a

set of activities form a behaviour is because they are repeated. For example, making
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a beverage is a behaviour, since it might well be repeated several times a day, and

showering is a behaviour because it is probably repeated daily. However, answering a

phone call while having dinner is not a behaviour since it does not occur frequently.

Based on this reasoning, it seems clear that we can identify behaviours as a set of

sensor patterns that are seen repeatedly in the data, which can be considered as

‘redundant’ in the representational sense and therefore detectable. Compression can

be used to exploit the redundancy in the sensory stream, which we define to be

behaviours.

To illustrate how compression can be achieved, we represent the data stream as a

sequence of tokens (e.g., letters from the Roman alphabet), where a token could be

the direct representation of the current sensor states being triggered (e.g., bathroom

light is turned off, kitchen door is opened, microwave is turned on, etc.). Hence, a

behaviour can be identified in the data stream as a repeated set of ‘words’, albeit

with variations, during the inhabitant’s daily activities.

Both dictionary and statistical approaches can be applied to exploit the redun-

dancy in the unlabelled sensor stream. Since our interest is to identify common longest

repeated subsequences and the dictionary approach can process several characters at

once, unlike the statistical approach which can only use higher-order context models,

we have therefore chosen to use the dictionary-based approach. The method that

we used is based on the Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW) algorithm [144], which exploits

the repetitions by creating a codebook of potential patterns (i.e., ‘words’), which is

defined by a set of prototype vectors of clusters.

However, patterns (e.g., ‘hello’) often do not repeat perfectly each time they are

seen, such as certain tokens being additionally present (e.g., ‘hey llo’) or absent (e.g.,

‘helo’), tokens being in a different order (e.g., ‘helol’), or minor variation in a token

(e.g., ‘hallo’). We hence want to recognise variations in the patterns. Unfortunately,

the LZW method does not generalise to variations of the input. To allow for these
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Figure 4.4: Lossless compression is first performed on the unlabelled data stream using
the Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW) method, which creates a dictionary of phrases. There are
codewords associated with each substring in the dictionary, but they are omitted for clarity.
The dictionary is then quantised using lossy compression, which is based on edit distance.
The word ‘mouse’ after quantisation represents a pattern.

kinds of variability, a lossy compression is more suited to our problem that allows

variations of a word to be matched in the dictionary. We do this by extending the

LZW method to perform lossy compression based on edit distance [139].

Figure 4.4 shows an overview of our approach. Standard lossless compression

of the data stream is performed using the Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW) algorithm [144],

which produces a dictionary of phrases that are seen most frequently in the data. This

will include a number of variations of each word, and we then edit this dictionary

to produce individual prototype datapoints. Based on this reduced dictionary, lossy

compression (i.e., allowing some relatively minor changes between the input and the

dictionary words) is used to find the closest matching word in the dictionary.
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4.3.1 Selecting patterns from an unlabelled data stream

The only input that we expect to see for our approach is the unannotated data stream.

The LZW algorithm is used to parse this and to identify potential sequences that can

be added to the dictionary. The dictionary produced by LZW is typically large,

since it contains everything that has been learned during training, including all the

substrings of each dictionary word (see Figure 4.4).

To identify patterns, we are only interested in the longest common words in the

dictionary. To illustrate this, for now we use the word ‘mouse’ to represent the tea

making behaviour, where token ‘m’ could be a sensor event on the kitchen door, ‘o’

that the tap was running, ‘u’ that the kettle was switched on, ‘s ’ that the fridge was

opened and ‘e’ that the teapot was in use. Since LZW organises around a dictionary

by concatenating a phrase found in the dictionary with the next character from the

token sequence, this will result in the dictionary containing many similar phrases such

as ‘mo’, ‘ou’, ‘us ’, ‘mou’, ‘ous ’, etc. We want to identify the longest common ‘words’,

arguing that they represent patterns; thus we want ‘mouse’ to represent one complete

tea making behaviour, rather than ‘mo’ and ‘use’ separately. Thus, the next step is

to perform a reduction of the dictionary so that it contains only the prototype words.

Our approach to this problem is to consider a modification to the LZW algorithm

that enables it to perform lossy compression, so that the dictionary after reduction is

biased towards words which are as long as possible, while still being common in the

data stream.

The aim of the dictionary reduction is to find a single prototype vector for typical

data entries. In fact, we also wish to use the quantisation to ensure that allowable

variations on the ‘word’ in the dictionary are recognised as being equivalent to the

dictionary exemplar during use of the algorithm, which is a related problem. We

have chosen to approach both of these problems by using the edit distance [139] (also

known as Levenshtein edit distance), which is a measure of the similarity between
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pairs of strings.

The Edit Distance

The edit distance can be efficiently computed by dynamic programing and is com-

monly used for biological sequence analysis [128], spell checkers [10], and plagiarism

detection [158]. It works by computing the minimum number of actions required

to transfer one string into the other, where an action is a substitution, deletion, or

insertion of a character into the string. For example, given p =‘rains’ and q =‘rein’,

the edit distance to change ‘rains’ into ‘rein’ is 2 since we only need to substitute the

second letter ‘a’ in ‘rains’ with ‘e’, and delete the letter ‘s’ from ‘rains’.

An algorithm for computing the edit distance usually uses a two-dimensional ma-

trix (i.e., size (|p|+ 1)× (|q|+ 1), where |p| and |q| are the lengths of the two strings

p and q) to keep track of the edit distance values. The algorithm begins by first

initialising the first column to have values [0, 1, 2, . . . , |p|] and likewise for the first

row to have the values [0, 1, 2, . . . , |q|], as shown in Figure 4.5. The entry for each

remaining cell in the matrix is computed by following Equation 4.1:

min

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

disti−1,j−1 +

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

0 if p[i] = q[j]

1 otherwise

disti−1,j + 1

disti,j−1 + 1

(4.1)

where disti,j is the element of the ith row and jth column in the dist matrix. The

value on the last row and column in the matrix (shaded in Figure 4.5) represents the

distance to change ‘rains’ into ‘rein’.
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Figure 4.5: An illustration detailing how edit distance can be efficiently computed using
dynamic programming to change the string ‘rains’ into ‘rein’. The entry in each cell is
computed by following Equation 4.1.

The algorithm

Based on this distance, we are now in a position to quantise the dictionary. We do this

by picking the first phrase from the dictionary, and finding its ‘neighbouring’ phrases,

i.e., those that are edit distance 1 away. We have found experimentally that the most

effective way to quantise the dictionary is to use edit distance = 1 since increasing

the edit distance, so that for values of edit distance > 1, very noisy examples are

likely to be incorrectly identified as words. This is described further in Section 4.4.1.

From this set, the word with the highest frequency count and longest word length

is selected as the potential pattern, and the algorithm iterates until the pattern does

not change. However, when there is a tie between words that have the same frequency

count and longest word length, the algorithm will select the word with the highest

frequency count. Algorithm 1 shows the steps of using edit distance for lossy com-

pression. The average computational complexity of our method is O(Tn2), where T

is the number of words, and n is the maximum length of a word.

Once the prototype ‘words’ for the dictionary have been selected, the next task is
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Algorithm 1 Lossy Compression using Edit Distance

Input: LZW dictionary D
Initialisation: m = number of words in D and EndOfDictionary = false

while (EndOfDictionary == false) do
for k = 1 to m do

for i = k + 1 to m do
ωarray ← Using Eq. 4.1, find words where dist(wk, wi) = 1

end for
if ωarray �= φ then

ωmaxArray = get word from ωarray that has max(freq count + word length)
if length (ωmaxArray) > 1 then

delete all words in ωmaxArray from D except the word with max(freq count)
end if
delete words in ωarray from D
m = number of words in D

end if
end for
if k == m then

EndOfDictionary = true
end if

end while
output quantised dictionary D

to use these prototypes to identify words in the data stream. This is described next.

4.3.2 Recognising patterns in the unlabelled data stream

Given a dictionary, we need to parse the data stream to recognise dictionary exemplars

and allowable variations on them. To formulate the problem, given the data stream

S = {d1, d2, d3, . . . dn} and the quantised set of words D = {w1, w2, w3, . . . wl} in the

dictionary, we try to find a match wi for some subset of S, and then make that subset

maximal given wi, so that the distance between w and d is minimal.

One of the challenges in segmentation is that the presentation of a pattern will

almost always vary between instances of the same behaviour. Using the same example

of the word ‘mouse’ to represent the tea making behaviour, both words, ‘moue’ (i.e.,

missing token, which literally means that the tea is made without the milk) and

‘mosue’ (different orders of token activations, where somebody takes the milk out
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from the fridge before turning on the kettle) could well represent the same behaviour.

For this reason, we use the edit distance to identify the matches between the token

sequence and the set of words – that correspond to behaviours – in the quantised

dictionary. Segmentation of the data stream can be summarised as a three-step

procedure:

1. Compute the matches between each wi in the quantised dictionary and

the data stream S using edit distance.

We compute the matches for each wi in the quantised dictionary and the data stream S

using edit distance. The distance values are stored in a two-dimensional matrix. The

computation of the edit distance is the same as we use to perform lossy compression,

as described in Section 4.3.1. The only difference is that, here, the value for all the

entries on the first column are initialised as 0 (shown in Figure 4.6). This is to enable

an approximate match for some subset of words in S.

2. Select the maximal ‘word’ in S with edit distance below some threshold

ε.

A threshold ε is chosen to control how much variation is allowed between word sam-

ples. Based on experiments, the ε value that we used is half the word length of

the word in the dictionary and we round down those values which are not integer.

Referring to the example in Figure 4.6, the ε value for the dictionary word ‘mouse’

is floor(5/2) = 2. Looking at the figure, there are 6 columns in the last row with

distance less than 2, which are columns 3, 4, 5, 10, 11 and 12. This does not mean

that there are 6 ‘words’ that match for the word ‘mouse’.

For that, we need to determine among the identified columns (i.e., last row of

columns 3, 4, 5, 10, 11 and 12) the exact ending point of the word boundary. We first

determine if the columns are in steps of 1. Looking at the sequence, there is a gap
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between columns 5 and 10, which means that there are 2 words that match the word

‘mouse’. The end point of the first word (i.e., the last row of columns 3, 4 and 5)

can be found by taking the minimum distance, which is column 4 with the minimum

distance of 1. As for the second word (i.e., the last row of columns 10, 11 and 12),

the end point is therefore column 12, which has a minimum distance of 0.

An array is used to keep track of word boundary. This array is first initialised as

‘0’ and the length of the array is set according to the length of the sensor stream.

When an end point of a word is found, the index in the array is assigned a value

according to the position of the matched word in the dictionary. For example, if

the word matches the first word in the dictionary then a value ‘1’ is assigned, ‘2’

for the second word and so on. Using the example shown in Figure 4.6, a value 1 is

assigned for indices 4 and 12 in the array since both words match the first word in

the dictionary.

3. Perform backward-traversal to determine the starting point of the word

boundary.

Given that we have found a match, the question is then how to determine the starting

point of the word. We can distinguish two types of match: perfect matches (i.e.,

matches with a distance value of 0, such as the last row of column 12 in Figure 4.6)

and matches with errors (i.e., those with a distance value greater than 0, but less than

ε, such as the last row of column 4 in Figure 4.6). When a perfect match is found,

the starting point of word boundary is determined by moving backwards through the

word length. In the example, the word length for ‘mouse’ is 5 and thus we can move

backward 5 steps. Since the starting point and end point for this word are at columns

8 and 12, a value ‘1’ is assigned for the indices 8 through 12 in the array.

However, if the edit distance is 1, i.e., there is an error, then this approach is not

sufficient, as it is hard to know if there is a missing letter (e.g., ‘mose’) or extra letter
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of how backward traversal is performed on the distance matrix
to identify the starting point of the word boundary. When a perfect match is found i.e.,
when the distance is 0 (column 12), the number of steps to move backward is based
on word length. When there is an error (column 4), the algorithm recursively traverses
the distance matrix back and upward by finding the minimum distance (shown in dashed
arrow). For details, see the text.

included (e.g., ‘mopse’). An example of this is shown in column 4 of Figure 4.6.

In this case the starting point of word boundary can be identified by traversing the

dist matrix back and upward by finding the minimum distance of min(dist[i− 1, j −
1], [i− 1, j], [i, j− 1]). By traversing back and upward i.e., following the shaded paths

in Figure 4.6, we can identify the starting point of word boundary and thus segment

the data stream according to the ‘words’ in the quantised dictionary. Note that when

traversing the matrix, priority is given to following the minimum distance on the

diagonal (i.e., dist[i− 1, j − 1]) path, followed by dist[i− 1, j] and dist[i, j − 1].

Given that we have identified the start and end point of the word (i.e., columns

1 and 4), the indices 1 through 4 in the array are assigned a value of ‘1’, which

corresponds to the first word in the dictionary. The array for the example shown in

Figure 4.6 would be: [1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1]. The values for the indices in the

array remain as ‘0’ if there is no match (e.g., the word ‘xyz’ in columns 5, 6 and 7).
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The use of edit distance in this thesis is two-fold: (1) to perform lossy compression

on the dictionary produced by the LZW algorithm (Section 4.3.1), and (2) to segment

the unlabelled token stream into behaviours by identifying the matches between the

‘words’ in the quantised dictionary and the token stream (Section 4.3.2).

4.4 Experimental Results

In this section, we describe our experiment setup and the datasets used. In fact,

the datasets that we have used do have labels, and thus are suitable for supervised

learning. In all the experiments reported here, we used the annotation in the training

set only to attach a recognisable label to the words in the quantised dictionary, and

used the annotation of the test set as a ground truth.

The first experiment is to investigate how the edit distance threshold can be

selected for dictionary quantisation. The objective of the second experiment is to

test the proposed unsupervised approach based on compression and edit distance

to identify words that are seen frequently in the sensor stream and then segment

the sensor stream into words by finding the closest words in the dictionary using

edit distance. We evaluate the performance of our method by comparing it with an

unsupervised method based on the self-organising map (SOM) on two datasets: one

where the inputs are of fixed dimensionality (Fisher’s iris data [33]) and another on

smart home dataset where the behaviours are of variable length (MIT PlaceLab [133]).

In the final experiment, we use the unsupervised compression-based method as a way

to provide labels to training data for a supervised algorithm. This is done by training

hidden Markov models based on the words in the quantised dictionary. We evaluate

the effectiveness of our method by training a baseline supervised classifier using HMMs

as in Section 3.5.1.

The main statistic that we are interested in is recognition accuracy, which is the

ratio of the total number of activities correctly identified by the algorithm divided by
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Test Sets
Length of

Token Stream
(Training Set)

Size of Dictionary
Before Quantisation

Edit Distance = 1 Edit Distance = 2
Size of Dictionary Recognition Size of Dictionary Recognition
After Quantisation Accuracy After Quantisation Accuracy

1st Set 1672 852 57 81% 15 35%
2nd Set 1456 768 54 76% 13 52%
3rd Set 1688 865 53 90% 19 70%
4th Set 1561 813 49 91% 15 61%
5th Set 1563 806 47 84% 17 59%
6th Set 1592 826 47 79% 15 44%
7th Set 1630 846 50 86% 15 65%
8th Set 1478 779 43 79% 15 57%

Average 83% 57%
Standard Deviation 5.4 11.4

Table 4.1: Results on the effect of edit distance for dictionary quantisation. The size of
dictionary refers to the number of words in the dictionary.

the total number of activities used for testing.

4.4.1 Experiment 1: The effect of edit distance for dictionary

quantisation

Since we want to ensure that the quantised dictionary acquires a good representation

of the behaviours, we need to control the amount of loss in the entries in the dictionary.

Thus, in this experiment we investigate what threshold value is best for dictionary

quantisation.

Using the MIT PlaceLab dataset, we ran the LZW algorithm on the training data

and the output is a set of words in a dictionary, including the number of variations of

each word. Based on this dictionary, we quantise the dictionary by setting the edit

distance threshold = 1. Once we have the quantised dictionary, we parse the tokens

from the test set into the set of quantised words in the dictionary. The token streams

which have been segmented are validated against the ground truth annotations on

the test set. We then repeat the same experiment by increasing the edit distance

threshold to 2. The results are shown in Table 4.1.

As the table shows, an increase in the edit distance threshold results in a higher

amount of information loss and a greater reduction on the dictionary size. The poor

percentage accuracy can be explained by the fact that many good representative

examples have been discarded and that the very noisy examples have a higher chance
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of being incorrectly identified as words, which means that the quantised dictionary

does not acquire a good representation of the behaviours. Thus, the most effective

way to quantise the dictionary is to use an edit distance threshold = 1, which can be

seen from the results shown in Table 4.1, producing an average accuracy of 83%.

4.4.2 Experiment 2: Comparison with the Self-Organising

Map (SOM)

We report experiments on two datasets. The first is a dataset where the inputs are

of fixed dimensionality (Fisher’s iris data [33]). This enables us to compare the results

with other unsupervised learning algorithms, here the Self-Organising Map (SOM).

The second dataset is the sensor readings for a smart home where the behaviours that

should be identified are of variable length (MIT PlaceLab [133]). In this experiment,

we also use the SOM as a baseline to understand how effective our proposed method

is.

We chose the SOM because it can also be considered as building a codebook of

prototype vectors. The difference is that the SOM determines the similarity between

the input vector and codebook vectors by minimising the Euclidean distance, while

our method minimises the edit distance between the input vector and the ‘words’ in

the dictionary.

Experiment 2.1: Fixed-length Data Sequences: Fisher’s Iris Dataset

Fisher’s iris data [33] is widely used for cluster analysis and is available through the

University of California, Irvine (UCI) machine learning database [34]. The data has

four attributes, which are measured on fifty iris specimens from each of three species:

Setosa, Vericolor and Virginica.

We partitioned the iris data into 5 equal partitions and used 5-fold cross validation,
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training 4 partitions and using the last one for testing. The recognition accuracy is

calculated by averaging the accuracies on each run. Since the iris data are numeric,

to use it with our compression approach, we transformed the data into a series of

tokens using quantisation by treating each dimension separately and breaking it into

ten equally spaced steps, with different letters for each dimension. Thus, attribute

instances whose values were in the range [0, 0.1) were assigned token ‘a’, those in

[0.1, 0.2) were assigned token ‘b’ and so on.

The training of the SOM was in batch mode, the learning rate was set to 0.05 and

it was trained for 100 epochs. We have tried different learning rates and 0.05 works

best for this dataset. The SOM is a 6× 6 map shown in Figure 4.7. Since the size of

the training and testing examples are small, the map size is determined empirically so

that the differences in the clusters can be observed. Once we have trained the SOM

and labelled the nodes according to the target classes (as can be seen in Figure 4.7),

we test the SOM using the test set. Recognition accuracy in the SOM is calculated

by determining the nodes that best match the inputs from the test set i.e., the ratio

of the total number of class labels from the test set that match to the labels in the

map divided by the total number of instances used for testing.

Figure 4.7: The SOM output on Iris data that shows three different clusters: Setosa,
Vericolor and Virginica. The example is based on the 1st test set. Left: Training data.
Right: Test data.
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Test Sets
Recognition Accuracy

Self-Organising Map Our Proposed Method Self-Organising Map
(on original IRIS data) (compression and edit distance) (on transformed IRIS data)

1st Set 90% 90% 90%
2nd Set 97% 90% 90%
3rd Set 93% 87% 83%
4th Set 93% 93% 87%
5th Set 97% 93% 90%

Average 94% 91% 88%
Standard Deviation 3 2.5 3

Table 4.2: A comparison of results between the Self-Organising Map (SOM) method and
our proposed method on Fisher’s iris data.

The results presented in Table 4.2 showed that our algorithm did very well given

that it did not know that the input data were four dimensional, which the SOM

obviously did. However, we were interested in how much of the error was caused

by the quantisation that was required to turn the data into tokens. We therefore

re-transformed the tokens back into numbers, by replacing each token by the median

of the values range for each token (e.g., token ‘a’ is transformed into 0.05, token ‘b’

as 0.15, etc.). The results in the final column of Table 4.2 show the results when

the SOM is trained on these quantised data, which leads to a significant reduction in

the accuracy of the SOM, and makes the accuracy of our method comparable to the

baseline.

The choice of how to quantise the data into tokens is an important one, provid-

ing a trade-off between compression rate and accuracy. One can use smaller range

values for the transformation to achieve a higher recognition accuracy or using larger

range values to achieve a higher compression rate. The choice of 0.1 used in this

experiment is empirical and results have shown that it performs acceptably well in

Fisher’s iris dataset. Note that it is beyond the scope of this study to investigate

other quantisation values since the values could be different for different datasets.
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Experiment 2.2: Variable-length Data Sequences: The MIT PlaceLab

Dataset

One aim of our method is that it should work well where the inputs are of variable

length, such as behaviour recognition and speech recognition, where conventional

unsupervised learning algorithms do not do well. To demonstrate it on this type of

problem, we used a real smart home dataset from the MIT PlaceLab [133], which is

described in Section 1.5.

We evaluated the performance of our method by comparing it with the SOM.

The data from the sensor stream is presented to the SOM by taking the frequency

count of each sensor activation using a window that slides over the data. The size of

the window is determined by taking the average number of sensor observations that

describe the behaviours, which is 3.

The training of the SOM was in batch mode and the learning rate was set to

0.05. The SOM was trained for 500 epochs and the SOM is a 10 × 10 map shown

in Figure 4.8. Since there are more training and testing examples in the smart home

dataset, the map size is determined by following the heuristic rule in [66], which is

approximately 5
√

n, where n is the number of training examples. Due to the different

number of training examples in each partition of training set, the average across all

the training set is taken for the value n which is equal to 410. Recognition accuracy

in the SOM is calculated by determining the nodes that are the best match according

to the behaviours in the map after training i.e., the ratio of the number of activity

labels from the test set that match to the labels in the map divided by the total

number of activities used for testing.

Note that not all the nodes in the map fired during training. One problem with

this is that when these nodes fire when data from the test set is presented, there is no

way to determine which behaviours these nodes belong to. Referring to Figure 4.8,

during training (left figure) the node at location (6, 9) does not fire. When the node
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Figure 4.8: The SOM output on smart home data that shows five different behaviours:
doing laundry, grooming/dressing, washing/putting away dishes, toileting/showering and
preparing meal/beverages. The example is based on the 3rd test set. Left: Training data.
Right: Test data.

Figure 4.9: Visualisation of the output of the ground truth (top) and proposed method
(bottom). The lower case letters on the x-axis show the sensor readings, while the y-
axis shows the potential behaviours (which corresponds to the top-right of the figure).
The notation ‘W6’ refers to one of the words in the quantised dictionary (shown on the
bottom-right of the figure). The example is based on 5 activity examples on the 3rd test
set.

fires during testing (right figure), it is difficult to know which behaviour this node

recognises. We have thus labelled this as ‘unknown behaviour’.

To demonstrate our compression-based method, we first used the LZW algorithm

to build a dictionary of substrings based on the tokens in the training set. Once the

prototype words for the dictionary have been identified, we parse the tokens from the

test set to recognise dictionary exemplars. A visualisation of the output of the system

is shown in Figure 4.9. The tokens which have been segmented into behaviours are

then validated against the ground truth annotations on the test set.
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Test Sets
No. of Activity No. of Activities Unidentified Recognition

Examples Correctly Identified Activities Accuracy

1st Set 31 25 2 81%
2nd Set 54 41 7 76%
3rd Set 20 18 0 90%
4th Set 33 30 0 91%
5th Set 49 41 3 84%
6th Set 34 27 2 79%
7th Set 37 32 2 86%
8th Set 52 41 3 79%

Average 83%
Standard Deviation 5.4

Table 4.3: Results on unsupervised learning based on compression and edit distance
on different training/testing splits. The term ‘unidentified activities’ refers to the total
number of activities that are not identified by the compression-based algorithm.

For our compression-based method, some behaviours were too rare and compres-

sion simply could not be achieved, which results in some behaviours (such as ‘do-

ing/putting away laundry’ and ‘washing/putting away dishes’) not being identified

when building the dictionary. We use the term ‘unidentified activities’ to refer to

the activities in the test set that are not identified by our algorithm, as shown in

Table 4.3.

However, it is still instructive to see if there are consistent reasons for these to

occur. Instances in these behaviours vary from the usual norm and the behaviour is

often interrupted by another event or noise from other sensors. These result in high

values in the edit distance and our algorithm is unable to recognise the word. We

expect that if there had been more examples of those words, they would have been

identified successfully.

The results of the SOM and our compression-based method are presented in Ta-

ble 4.4. We have conducted a significance test to compare the recognition accuracy

of the SOM and our compression-based method. An F -test was first carried out to

determine the equivalence of the variances for these two methods. The test statistic

is F = (
S2

1

S2
2
)(

σ2
2

σ2
1
) = 5.4

8.8
= 0.6136 with p-value = 0.27. Thus, the null hypothesis of

equal variances is accepted. A Student’s t-test is conducted to test the alternative
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Test Sets
Recognition Accuracy

Compression and Edit Distance Self-Organising Map

1st Set 81% 56%
2nd Set 76% 57%
3rd Set 90% 69%
4th Set 91% 56%
5th Set 84% 57%
6th Set 79% 64%
7th Set 86% 75%
8th Set 79% 47%

Average 83% 60%
Standard Deviation 5.4 8.8

Table 4.4: A comparison of results between our proposed method based on compression
and edit distance, and the self-organising map (SOM) on smart home data.

hypothesis that the average recognition accuracy of the compression-based method

is greater than the average recognition accuracy of the SOM. The test statistic is

T = (x̄1−x̄2)−(μ1−μ2)

Sp

√
1

n1
+ 1

n2

= (83−60)−(0)

(
√

53.3)(
√

1
8
+ 1

8
)

= 23
3.65

= 6.3 with p-value = 9 × 10−6, where Sp

is the pooled variance. Thus, the null hypothesis is rejected and we can conclude

that the average accuracy of our compression-based method is significantly higher

than the average accuracy of the SOM. Our method did well because it can deal with

codewords of different lengths, while in the SOM, the size of the input vector is chosen

in advance. This means that the number of tokens that are presented to the SOM is

preset, here to 3.

4.4.3 Experiment 3: Providing labels to training data for a

supervised learning algorithm

The system that we are proposing will essentially report which behaviour is identified

at each time. However, this might not always be sufficient, depending upon what the

aim of the smart home is. For example, suppose that we wish to add other informa-

tion, such as context [39], or to detect abnormal behaviour. Neither of these would

be easy to do using the current method. An alternative is to use the unsupervised

learning approach as a way to provide labels to training data for a supervised algo-

rithm in a bootstrap approach to learning. This supervised algorithm can then be
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used to recognise behaviours from that point onwards.

The objective of this experiment is to demonstrate how we use the output of

our unsupervised algorithm to train a supervised algorithm. In this experiment, we

trained a supervised algorithm (i.e., the hidden Markov model (HMM)) based on the

‘words’ in the quantised dictionary (see Figure 4.10).

However, before using the unsupervised algorithm to train a supervised learning

algorithm, we need to first label the ‘words’ in the quantised dictionary. We labelled

them based on the knowledge gained from the sensor descriptions. Using the example

shown in Figure 4.10, the tokens ‘a’ and ‘q’ refer to the sensor on the ‘medicine

cupboard’ and tokens ‘u’ and ‘s’ refer to the sensor on the ‘bathroom tap’, which

correspond to the ‘grooming/dressing’ behaviour. If the first word (i.e., ‘W1’) in the

quantised dictionary is labelled as the ‘grooming/dressing’ behaviour, then the HMM

that represents this behaviour should train all the tokens that make up ‘W1’.

It is also possible that there is more than one word that describes a behaviour.

This can be seen from the example shown in Figure 4.10, where words ‘W3’ and

‘W4’ correspond to ‘preparing meal/snack/beverages’ behaviour. In such a situation,

we only use the distinct set of tokens from ‘W3’ and ‘W4’ to train the ‘preparing

meal/snack/beverages’ HMM.

We applied the method described in Chapter 3 to perform segmentation and

behaviour recognition. The observations are the tokens from the sensors and the

hidden states are the events that caused the observations. We train a set of HMMs,

where each HMM represents one behaviour (see Figure 4.10), using the standard

Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm (described in Section 3.2.3). We present

the sensor observations from the test set to the set of trained HMMs by sliding a

window of size 10 across the sensor stream and segmentation is performed following

the method described in Section 3.3. The results are shown in Table 4.5.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the unsupervised method and using the labels from
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Figure 4.10: An illustration on how we train a set of hidden Markov models based on the
‘words’ in the quantised dictionary. There are probabilities associated to each edge, but
they are omitted for clarity.

the unsupervised method to train a supervised learning method, we train a baseline

classifier on the annotated data, where the sensors and activities are known a priori.

This enables us to obtain a baseline recognition system. Since all HMMs are trained

from the examples of the training datasets, there are no unidentified activities (i.e.,

the number of activities that are not identified by the HMM algorithm) reported. The

results of unsupervised learning, using the unsupervised learning to train a supervised

learning, and supervised learning are presented in Table 4.5.

The unsupervised method achieves an accuracy of 83%, which is not too dis-

similar from the supervised method with an accuracy of 91%, considering that the

proposed method works on unannotated data streams. This means that the unsu-

pervised method presented in this thesis works effectively to identify behaviours from
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Test Sets
Recognition Accuracy

Unsupervised Learning
Using labels from the unsupervised learning

Supervised Learning
to train a supervised learning

1st Set 81% 84% 90%
2nd Set 76% 87% 91%
3rd Set 90% 95% 95%
4th Set 91% 94% 91%
5th Set 84% 90% 92%
6th Set 79% 88% 91%
7th Set 86% 92% 95%
8th Set 79% 83% 85%

Average 83% 89% 91%
Standard Deviation 5.4 4.4 3.2

Table 4.5: A comparison of results between unsupervised, using the unsupervised learning
method to train a supervised learning method and supervised learning methods. The
supervised method trains the HMMs directly from the ground truth.

the unlabelled data stream. The output of our method can also be used to train a

supervised classifier, achieving an accuracy of 89%, which is comparable to the su-

pervised method. We believe that adding additional contextual information (such as

time, spatial or other context information) could improve the accuracy of the system.

This could be useful to recognise behaviour that is not typical. We will investigate

this further in future work.

4.5 Discussion

Our algorithms did well, producing over 80% accuracy. The encouraging results have

shown the applicability of using compression to learn patterns of variable length in a

data stream. We used the discovered patterns as the basis to identify the behaviours

from the data stream and observed that the predicted ‘words’ correspond with the

inhabitant’s activities.

The main advantage of this approach is that it requires no prior knowledge or

data labelling of the sensors and yet is able to identify patterns that correspond to

the behaviours of the inhabitant. This means that generalisability is not an issue since

the recognition system can learn from scratch without any built-in or prior knowledge

when the sensors are installed in the home.

The output of our system will essentially report which ‘word’ is identified at each
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time, which could only be meaningful by adding a human label to it to see what the

inhabitant of the house is doing at each time. This means that at some point, the

caregivers will need to interpret the output. One challenge with unsupervised learning

is that there is no guarantee that the identified behaviour will match precisely the

labels that would have been assigned by a human. For example, if a person always

has a shower before having breakfast, the algorithm may well decide that there is

only one behaviour here.

Since this approach is based on compression, it does mean that the activities

need to be repeated frequently, otherwise, compression simply cannot be achieved.

This will result in some behaviours (typically behaviours which are rare) not being

identified (such as mowing the grass that happens every few weeks or washing the car

bi-weekly). One potential solution is to use transfer learning, where the algorithm

can leverage on the acquired knowledge from the available patterns (output from the

compression method), and transfer the knowledge between different behaviours that

share common tasks.

Although LZW allows discovery of patterns in an incremental fashion, the dictio-

nary quantisation step could only be performed once it ‘sees’ the entire token sequence

before any individual patterns can be identified. The question is then when should

the quantisation be carried out. Based on our own experience with the MIT PlaceLab

data, for a pattern to be recognised, it needs to be seen at least approximately 1.6

times of the word length. For the algorithm to be able to detect the word ‘mouse’ as

an example, it should appear at least 9 times in the token stream. This means that

for the algorithm to effectively recognise daily patterns, the LZW should be trained

for at least 10 days before dictionary quantisation is carried out. This was shown

in the experiment described in Section 4.4.2 which uses 14 days training data, and

can effectively recognise most of the inhabitant’s behaviours, producing over 80%

accuracy.
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Another question that is often raised in connection to this is to decide whether the

LZW should stop exploiting the repetition in the sensor stream once the dictionary

has been quantised. There are two possible ways to this, which depends on how well

the ‘words’ from the quantised dictionary represent the behaviours of the inhabitant.

If it doesn’t, then LZW should start to learn from scratch and re-construct a new

model, with the hope that it will be offset by a better model later. Otherwise, we

can use the ‘words’ in the dictionary as a base and the algorithm can learn from the

existing model.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, we presented a new approach to automatically cluster the unlabelled

data stream. The approach that we took is based on compression and exploits the re-

dundancy in an unlabelled data stream, which we define to be behaviours. In order to

allow variations in the behaviours, we extended the Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW) method

to perform lossy compression using edit distance, which is also used to segment the

unlabelled token stream into behaviours that we have identified.

We evaluated the effectiveness of our proposed method on two datasets: one fixed

length dataset and another of variable-length data sequences. We compared the labels

produced by our approach with the ground truth labels. The results are promising

since the method does not need any prior human labelling, and show significant

improvement in the recognition accuracy over the Self-Organising Map. We also

show how the output of the proposed unsupervised method described in this chapter

can be used to train a supervised classifier. We compared the unsupervised method

with a baseline supervised method, based on the hidden Markov model, to see how

effective the system can be made.

The results of using the unsupervised method are encouraging and we believe

that using this approach, a smart home can be built that starts from tabula rasa,
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meaning that the recognition system can learn from scratch without any built-in or

prior knowledge when the sensors are installed in the home.
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Chapter 5

Finding Informative Sensors

This chapter addresses the sensor selection problem for behaviour recognition.

A description of the problem is first introduced and then a solution is given,

together with experiments showing the effectiveness of the proposed method

for identifying informative sensors. The results are validated using methods

described in Chapters 3 and 4 on a real smart home dataset.

5.1 Problem Description

The work in Chapters 3 and 4 mainly focussed on finding the mapping between sensor

outputs from the home and the behaviours of the inhabitant by using two approaches:

one using supervised learning on an annotated sensory stream (Chapter 3) and one

using unsupervised learning on unannotated ones (Chapter 4).

The literature reviews from the previous two chapters have shown that there

has been a lot of work focussing on recognising the behaviours of the inhabitant

from unobtrusive sensors. Most of the work, including ours as described before,

assumes that the sensors are already in place in the house. However, this is not a

necessary assumption, in particular in cases where the smart home is at the design

stage. Then the question of which sensors are useful to effectively recognise the

inhabitant’s behaviours arises.

Our interest in this problem begins with this question of whether to train a learning
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algorithm on: (1) as many sensors as possible or (2) a subset of the sensors by

eliminating those sensors that do not contribute to the classification accuracy. Even

when the budget is not a constraint to purchase the number of sensors needed in a

smart home, it has been shown in many studies that training a learning algorithm on

features that are irrelevant and/or redundant not only affects the overall classification

performance and the generalisability of the learned model, but also requires a greater

amount of training data [6, 67, 73]. For example, the number of training data required

to train a näıve Bayes classifier, which assumes independence of features (described in

Section 3.2.2), grows exponentially with the number of irrelevant features [73], while

the decision tree tends to overfit and the performance of nearest neighbour degrades

when trained on irrelevant and redundant features [72].

In fact, many inductive machine learning algorithms (such as neural networks,

decision trees, genetic algorithms, etc.) employ the principle of Occam’s Razor, which

prefers the simpler model that fits the data as the basis for model construction. A

learning algorithm that follows this principle trains on a smaller number of features

over a larger number in order to generalise beyond the training data and achieve a

better recognition accuracy.

This thesis views the sensor selection problem as a task of selecting a set of sensors

that are relevant by removing as many irrelevant and/or redundant sensors as possible

for behaviour recognition. An irrelevant sensor is a sensor that does not contribute

to distinguishing the different classes of behaviours [58]. Consider the example of a

sensor attached to the kitchen tap. The kitchen tap might be included in multiple

behaviours such as somebody could be in the kitchen washing dishes, making tea

(filling up the kettle to boil water) or preparing a meal (filling up the pot to boil

soup). If other sensors are able to discriminate between these behaviours then the

kitchen tap sensor can be removed without affecting the recognition performance. A

redundant sensor, in general, refers to a sensor that is co-present with another sensor,
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both being relevant for behaviour recognition, but the removal of one of the sensors

will not affect the classification performance [152]. For example, a sensor attached

to the laundry door and a sensor attached to the washing machine. Removing either

one will not affect the classification of ‘doing laundry’ behaviour.

Our aim in this chapter is to identify ‘informative’ sensors, i.e., sensors that provide

us with the most information about the inhabitant’s behaviours. The idea here is that

if we could find one particular sensor that could tell us exactly what the behaviour

is then this could not only reduce the number of arbitrary sensors needed, but also

help to guide future sensor installation in a new home, where the designer of future

smart homes can use the posteriori knowledge to install the sensors that provide the

most information about the inhabitants behaviours. This motivates us to look into

this problem, which has not received wide attention yet, but which we consider to be

important.

Given a set of sensors currently installed in the house, the question then is ‘which

sensors are useful to recognise the inhabitant’s behaviours?’ For that, we need to

determine the amount of information we can get from each sensor. Our solution to

the sensor selection problem is based on an information-theoretic approach, which

uses information gain as a measure to identify the informative sensors.

Information gain is commonly used in decision tree induction to select which

feature to test at each node while building the tree [95]. As described in Section 3.2.1,

a decision tree is a supervised learning method that consists of a set of nodes, where the

features are tested and the leaves represent the classification decision. Most decision

tree algorithms employ a greedy approach i.e., beginning at the root, they recursively

partitions the training set into smaller subsets by choosing the most informative

feature at each step.

Quinlan’s ID3 decision tree algorithm [112] is one example that uses information

gain as a heuristic for selecting which feature will best partition the training data into
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separate classes. It computes the information gain for each feature at each step while

growing the tree. The feature with the highest information gain, i.e., most useful

for classifying the training examples according to their class labels, is chosen as the

test feature for a given training set. Since the effectiveness of a sensor to classify the

inhabitant’s behaviours can be measured using information gain, we can therefore

train a decision tree to determine which sensors are informative, where the sensors

that are placed close to the root have higher information gain and hence are more

informative.

In many machine learning algorithms, resampling methods (such as cross valida-

tion) are often used to evaluate the performance of the learned model or compare

the performance of different algorithms [117]. In the cross validation method, the

same data is repeatedly split into different training-testing partitions in such a way

that each subset of the data is tested on. When repeated rounds of tree building are

trained on different partitions of training data, this will produce different decision

trees, even when the same information gain method is used. This is also particularly

important when the decision tree is trained on different smart home datasets (e.g.,

one using information gain and another using gain-ratio), which will result in more

than one tree. This brings us to the question of how to identify the informative

sensors among a set of trees?

There are a number of challenges that make this task difficult. To see this, we use

the example shown in Figure 5.1:

(a) a sensor could be very informative in one tree and less informative in another

tree, meaning that the sensor could be placed at different levels on different

trees (e.g., sensor S3 in Figure 5.1)

(b) a sensor may not necessarily appear in all the set of trees (e.g., sensor S6 in

Figure 5.1 does not appear in τ3)

(c) the size of the trees i.e., the number of nodes and leaves, might not necessarily
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Figure 5.1: An example of 3 different decision trees (τ1, τ2 and τ3) trained on 3 different
partitions of training data.

be the same.

For the last decade, many issues concerning tree building such as finding good

splits, preprocessing of the data before inducing trees, stopping criteria, constructing

optimal trees, generalisation accuracy and addressing missing attribute values have

been extensively reported in the literature [9, 31, 112]. However, very few methods

gain insights about the significance of the nodes in a set of trees.

This chapter addresses the sensor selection problem for behaviour recognition in

a smart home. We first review methods that are used to address the sensor selection

problem for behaviour recognition. We then describe the information gain measure

to identify informative sensors from a set of sensors currently installed in the home

and introduce our methods to gain insights about the significance of the informative

sensors identified across the different decision trees. We use a smart home dataset to

demonstrate the efficacy of our methods to recognise the inhabitant’s behaviours.

5.2 Relevant Literature

In this section, we review methods that address the sensor selection problem for the

behaviour recognition task. In fact, the sensor selection problem is closely related to
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the feature selection problem in machine learning and statistics, which aims to find

useful features in a dataset prior to learning.

There are two well-known approaches: (1) a wrapper-based approach [64], which

uses a learning algorithm to score the features according to their predictive perfor-

mance and (2) a filter-based approach [58], which evaluates characteristics of the

features based on some heuristics without involving any learning algorithm.

In the wrapper-based approach, there are two common search strategies to explore

the combination of features. The first strategy is called the forward selection, where it

starts with no features and successively adds relevant features. This was considered

in the work of Maurer et al. [90], where they first disabled all the sensors in the

beginning and enabled one sensor at a time. The recognition performance from a

learning algorithm is used as a criterion to determine the importance of the sensors.

The second strategy is called backward selection, and starts by training all the

features and removing irrelevant ones. In the work of Ravi et al. [116], they trained

all the sensors in the beginning and removed one sensor at a time. The central idea

of using forward and backward selection strategies is that when a sensor is added

or removed, it will affect the recognition performance, which gives an indication on

whether the sensor is important or not. Both the work of Maurer et al. [90] and Ravi

et al. [116] addressed the sensor selection problem by identifying the performance of

the accelerometers worn on different body positions in order to detect human physical

activities.

A variation to this is the work of Bao and Intille [4] where a supervised algorithm

was trained and tested on the data from only one sensor each time. The sensor that

achieves a high recognition accuracy and recognises a majority of the human physical

activity is considered important. However, this method does not take into account

sensor dependency.

One of the drawbacks with the strategies described above is that they are imprac-
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tical when the number of sensors that need to be evaluated is large and thus training a

classifier for each feature subset is a time-consuming process with high computational

cost.

The filter-based approach, on the other hand, evaluates the characteristics of the

data based on some measures, independent of any learning algorithm. One common

filter-based method is to use information-theoretic measure such as the information

gain to measure the importance of the sensors.

Information gain measures the reduction of uncertainty about the class labelled

(i.e., the behaviour of the inhabitant). A higher information gain means that the

sensor has a higher chance of getting a pure class and is therefore more informative.

In both the works of Chen et al. [15] and Lösch et al. [82], information gain is used

to identify the importance of each sensor for behaviour recognition. Chen et al. [15]

used information gain to identify informative sensors from objects-used and other

contextual information such as temperature and humidity. For each pair of sensor

and behaviour, they calculate the information gain and choose the sensors with a

high information gain, where these sensors are more highly correlated with the corre-

sponding behaviour. The identified sensors are then used to train a dynamic Bayesian

network for behaviour recognition. The work of Lösch et al. [82] also used information

gain the same way as in [15], but their work focused on informative features obtained

from the camera, which is applied to the field of human-robot interaction.

Although these works use information gain to measure the importance of the

sensors by ranking them and selecting sensors with highest information gain, they

are not effective as they do not reduce the number of sensors and often rely on

prior knowledge in order to define a suitable cut-off point to remove sensors with low

information gain.

Our approach to the sensor selection problem draws from the filter-based ap-

proach, i.e., using the information gain measure for sensor selection by modelling it
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directly in the form of a decision tree. However, as described in the previous section,

when a decision tree is trained on each partition of training data from a smart home

dataset or data from different smart homes, it will result in more than one decision

tree. For that, we need a method that can ‘generalise’ the identified informative

sensors across a set of trees.

The work of Ratanamahatana and Gunopulos [115] identified features from each

tree by empirically taking only the features that appear on the top 3 levels of the

decision tree. The features on each tree are then unified together and trained on a

supervised learning algorithm for classification. One problem with this method is that

it may identify some unimportant features as important ones. Consider the following

scenarios: (a) a sensor only appears at level 3 in one tree and not in other trees, and

(b) another sensor appears at level 4 in all the trees. Following this approach, the

sensor in scenario (a) is more likely to be selected as an important sensor since it

appears on the top 3 levels in one of the trees, while the sensor in scenario (b) is not

selected although it appears in all the trees. This may result in some equally good

sensors being missed.

In the next section, we describe the information gain measures for sensor selection

and then describe our methods to gain insights about the significance of the sensors

identified among a set of trees.

5.3 Information Gain Measures for Sensors Selec-

tion

A decision tree is a supervised machine learning method that consists of a set of nodes

where features are tested and edges that descend from the nodes represent the feature

values. A node without any descending edges is called a leaf, which corresponds to

the classification decision.

The decision tree is analogous to the 20 questions game in order to identify a piece
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of information.1 In the context of the smart home, the piece of information that we

are interested in is ‘what the inhabitant is doing’. Suppose that a system is designed

that could only respond to questions that can be answered with either ‘yes’ or ‘no’,

what question should we ask first? Obviously, we would ask a question that gives us

the most information and reduces ambiguity about the inhabitant’s behaviour. For

example, suppose that you begin asking the system if the inhabitant is in the kitchen.

A ‘yes’ answer to this question certainly eliminates the possibility that the inhabitant

is in the bedroom, washroom, or living room. You might then proceed to ask if the

inhabitant is cooking, which eliminates making tea/coffee, eating and washing dishes

behaviours from the range of possible answers. Obviously, not all behaviours are

equally likely to occur. For example, if the inhabitant is making tea in 80% of all the

cases and perfoming any other behaviour in the remaining 20%, then it would make

sense to ask if the inhabitant is making tea first.

In this 20 questions game, no prior information is provided at the beginning, but

after obtaining answers to several questions, we can have a more precise idea of the

particular behaviour of the inhabitant. Thus, the ability to ask the correct question

is important. For example, in a vague question such as ‘is the inhabitant squatting?’,

a ‘no’ reply leaves many possibilities and could lead to additional questions. The idea

is to minimise the number of questions needed to be asked in order to identify the

probable behaviour of the inhabitant.

One common criterion to measure a question’s usefulness is the information gain

measure, which is the expected reduction in uncertainty. To illustrate the information

gain, we use the following example:

1The 20 question game is a spoken parlour game that enables deductive reasoning [145]. In this
game, a person selects a subject, which is not to be revealed to all other players and acts as an
answerer. The other players are the questioners and each takes a turn to ask a question. If a player
guesses the correct answer then that player wins.
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Burner Kitchen Light Behaviour

Off On Washing dishes

Off On Washing dishes

On Off Cooking

On On Cooking

On Off Cooking

The first two columns are the sensors attached to the burner and the kitchen light,

which can take on the value on or off, while the last column represents the classes

of behaviour, which is either washing dishes or cooking. From the above example,

we could discover some relationships which can help to predict the behaviour of

the inhabitant. Looking at the example, it clearly shows that the sensor attached

to the burner is highly correlated to the cooking behaviour where we could use a

simple rule such as ‘if burner = on, then behaviour = cooking’ to represent the

relationship between the burner and the cooking behaviour. This means that the

chances of getting the right answer is maximal by focussing on the sensor attached

to the burner. The information gained from the sensor on the burner is high since it

effectively classifies the cooking behaviour as compared to the kitchen light. Based on

this simple illustration, the information gain is the amount of information provided

about the behaviour (e.g., cooking), by knowing the value of the sensor (e.g., burner).

The decision tree uses information gain to identify which feature should be tested

at each node when growing the tree. The aim is to minimise the expected number

of tests (questions) to classify a given set of training examples so that a smaller tree

is found. In a decision tree, the goodness of split is characterised by an impurity

measure. A split is considered pure if after splitting, all instances belong to the same

class, otherwise if a node is not pure, then the instances should be split to decrease the

impurity. The Shannon entropy [122] is one common measure in information theory

to measure impurity. The entropy is defined as the minimum number of bits required

to encode the classification of an arbitrary number of examples in the data [95]. Thus,
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the entropy for a set of training examples S, with a target class that can take on m

different values, is defined as:

Entropy(S) = −
m∑

i=1

pi log2 pi (5.1)

where pi is the proportion of S belonging to class i. By defining entropy as a measure

of impurity, information gain is thus the expected reduction in entropy resulting from

partitioning the training examples according to its feature. So, the information gain

Gain(S, F ) of a feature F , that corresponds to the set of training examples S, is

defined as in [95]:

Gain(S, F ) = Entropy(S) −
∑

v∈V alues(F )

|Sv|
|S| Entropy(Sv) (5.2)

where the V alues(F ) are the possible values of feature F . Sv is the subset of S

for which feature F has value v, i.e., Sv = {s ∈ S|F (s) = v}. The Entropy(S) in

Equation 5.2 refers to the entropy of the entire set of the training examples S, while
∑

v∈V alues(F )
|Sv |
|S| Entropy(Sv) is the expected value of the entropy after S is partitioned

using feature F . Thus, Gain(S, F ) is the expected reduction in entropy by knowing

the value of feature F . The value of Gain(S, F ) is the average number of questions

that we need to ask in order to determine the inhabitant’s behaviour.

The ID3 decision tree algorithm [112] is one example that uses information gain

to measure the effectiveness of a feature to classify the training examples at each step

when building the tree i.e., selecting those features that maximise the information

gain (Equation 5.2). Features with high information gain are placed closer to the

root, and hence are more informative. It is notable that when information gain is

applied to features whose class labels have low frequency in the dataset, then the
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features that describe these classes will have a poor information gain.

Just like any supervised learning algorithm, the ID3 decision tree is presented

with a set of exemplars of each behaviour that is to be learned, with each exemplar

labelled. In the smart home context, the only information that describes the inhabi-

tant’s behaviours is the sensor observations, which takes on the values of the sensor

state (i.e., opened/closed or on/off). This sensor information represent the set of

features that are to be learned. By training the decision tree, we can then determine

the informative sensors, since the sensor that effectively classifies the inhabitant’s

behaviour has a higher information gain and thus is more informative.

However, one problem raised in connection to this is that training a decision tree

on different partitioning of training data will result in more than a single decision

tree. Thus, we need a method that can gain insights about the significance of the

nodes in a set of trees, which is discussed next.

5.4 Description of Our Approaches

The majority of machine learning algorithms use cross validation either to estimate

the performance of the learned model or to compare the performance of two or more

different algorithms [117]. When repeated rounds of cross validation are performed

on different partitions of training data, this will produce different decision trees. In

this section, we introduce two approaches to gain insights about the significance of

the informative sensors identified among a set of trees.

The general idea of the first approach is to give each sensor a weight and rank

them according to their score. The second approach is to find the shortest distance

tree, which aims to identify a tree where the distance between this tree and all the

other trees is minimal. We introduced two methods to find the shortest distance

tree: (1) edge matching and (2) subtree pruning and regraft (SPR). Both methods

use a distance metric to measure the similarity between pairs of trees, but they are
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conceptually rather different from each other. The former calculates the distance

based on the number of unmatched directed edges while the latter is determined by

the number of cuts made to each tree.

Since we are only interested in obtaining insights about the significance of the

informative sensors, which are the nodes in the decision tree, we exclude the leaves

from the trees in the discussion of our methods in the subsequent sections.

5.4.1 Ranking sensors by weights

The first approach is to assign each sensor a weight and then rank them according

to their score. There are many ways to assign the weight to the sensor, depending

on the penalty we apply to the sensors in the lower levels of the tree and the sensors

that do not appear in all the set of the trees. Since we are taking the average of the

weights across a set of trees, we use a näıve approach i.e., assigning the weight wi

by taking the inverse of the level of the sensor on a tree, where 0 ≤ wi ≤ 1. The

idea here is that if a sensor does not appear in a tree, then we penalise the sensor

by assigning a weight of 0, while the weight for the sensor at the root will always be

1. Thus, the more informative sensors, which are placed close to the root, will have

higher weights.

We use the average weight as the ranking criterion, which is calculated by av-

eraging the sensor weights on each tree across all the given trees. The sensors are

then ranked according to their average weight. The output of this method is a list of

sensors ranked according to their scores.

Figure 5.2 shows an illustration on how sensors’ weights are calculated and ranked

according to their respective scores. To illustrate, we use S5 as a running example.

As the figure shows, S5 is at level 2 on τ1 and level 3 on τ3, and since it does not

appear on τ2, a weight 0 is assigned for τ2. Thus, inversing the level of sensor S5 in

each tree will give a weight of 1
2

for τ1, 0 for τ2 and 1
3

for τ3. The total weight for
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S5 is therefore the sum of all these weights added together, giving a total of 0.833.

Since in this example, there are a total of 3 trees, the average weight is calculated by

dividing the total weights by 3. All the sensors are then ranked according to their

average weights. In the example shown in Figure 5.2, S16 is ranked 1st, since this

sensor is most informative.

Figure 5.2: Illustration of how sensors are ranked based on weights. The weights are
calculated by inverting the level of the sensor in each tree and the total weights are the
summation of all the weights. The average is calculated by dividing the total weights by
the number of trees, which in this example is 3. The sensors are ranked in descending
order according to their average weights.

This method can be summarised in a three-step procedure:

(1) Calculate the sensor weights. For each sensor Si ; i = 1, 2, . . . , n, calculate
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the weights (wsi
) by taking the inverse of the level of the sensor in each tree

(τ1, τ2, . . . , τk). This means that the higher the score, the more informative the

sensor is. The total weights for each sensor is therefore equal to
∑k

τ=1 wsi
.

(2) Calculate the average weight. The average weight for each sensor across all

the trees is calculated by dividing the total weights by the number of trees k.

(3) Rank the sensors. The sensors are then ranked (in descending order) accord-

ing to the average weights. The sensor with the highest average weight is the

most informative sensor.

This approach has the advantage of knowing which are the top n informative

sensors that are needed most. This is helpful in situations where budget allocation

for sensor installation is limited and based on the ranking of these sensors, we can

identify which top n sensors to install. Using the example shown in Figure 5.2, we

can identify the top 5 most informative sensors as {S16, S24, S5, S10, S12}.
Although this method measures the importance of the sensors by ranking them

according to their respective scores and selecting sensors with the highest informa-

tion gain, one problem with this method (as described in Section 5.2) is the need to

pre-specify a suitable cut-off point to remove sensors with low information gain. Fur-

thermore, as described in Section 5.3, if a behaviour is rare (e.g., mowing the grass,

which only occurs once a month or every few weeks), then sensors (e.g., sensors on

the lawn mower, rake, glove, etc.) will have a poor information gain and possibly be

ranked very low (e.g., S15 in Figure 5.2). Such good sensors for distinguishing rare

behaviours may probably not be selected if they do not fall within the cut-off point.

5.4.2 Shortest distance tree

In this section, we describe two methods to compute the shortest distance tree. One

method is based on edge matching, which calculates the distance based on the num-
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ber of unmatched edges, while the other method is based on subtree pruning and

regrafting (SPR), which calculates the distance based on the number of cuts made to

each tree when pruning the tree.

Given a collection of trees τ1, τ2, . . . , τk, the shortest distance tree approach aims

to find a tree where the distance between this tree and all other trees is minimal. Let

distij be the distance from τi to τj, the total distance from τi to all other trees (di) is

thus

di =
k∑

j=1

distij. (5.3)

The average distance of τi is

di

k − 1
. (5.4)

The shortest distance tree is hence the tree with the minimum average distance.

(a) The edge matching method

In this section, we introduce an edge matching method to calculate the shortest

distance tree. In this method, we define the distance to transform τi to τj (distij) as

the number of unmatched directed edges between τi and τj.

Let τi = (Vi, Ei) where Vi is the set of vertices and Ei is the set of edges for tree

τi, and similarly τj = (Vj, Ej). For each (A, B) ∈ Ei, where A and B are nodes in τi,

and A is adjacent to B, the algorithm traverses tree τj to find a match for this pair of

adjacent nodes. If a match is not found, then the algorithm increments the distance

value by 1. An array is used to keep track of the unmatched directed edges of nodes

A and B.

To illustrate the edge matching method, we use the example shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Illustration on the edge matching method. The distance is calculated based
on the number of unmatched directed edges to transform one tree into the other, i.e., τ1

to τ2 (dist12) and from τ2 to τ1 (dist21).

To calculate the distance for dist12, the algorithm begins at the root of τ1, taking

the first edge, i.e, (S1, S2) and traverses through τ2 to find a match. Since there is

no match for the edge (S1, S2) in τ2, the distance is increased by 1 and this edge is

written into an array. The algorithm repeats the same process by taking the next

edge from τ1, i.e., (S1, S7) and traverses through τ2 to find a match. The distance

value remains unchanged since a match is found. This process is repeated for all the

edges in τ1. As can be seen in the table shown in Figure 5.3, there are 3 unmatched

directed edges and thus the total distance for dist12 is 3.

The algorithm repeats the same process for dist21. This time, the algorithm begins

at the root of τ2, taking the first edge i.e., (S1, S3) and traverses through τ1 to find a

match. This process is repeated for all the edges in τ2. Thus, the total distance for

dist21 based on the example shown in Figure 5.3 is 4.

As illustrated in Figure 5.3, the transformation from one tree into the other is
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based on the number of unmatched edges on the tree that is to be transformed, hence

the distances for dist12 and dist21 are not necessarily the same. Thus, for every pair

of trees, the edge matching method will be carried out twice (i.e., once for distij and

again for distji). For each tree τi ; i = 1, 2, . . . , k, the total distance for τi to other

trees (di) and the average distance are calculated by following Equations 5.3 and 5.4.

The shortest distance tree is selected based on the tree with the minimum average

distance.

(b) The Subtree Pruning and Regraft (SPR) method

The second method to find the shortest distance tree is the subtree pruning and

regraft (SPR). This method is motivated by phylogenetics, which aims to reconstruct

the evolutionary history of species. The evolutionary histories of biological sequences

is usually represented by a phylogenetic tree (i.e., a leaf-labelled tree), which is a

directed graph with only one vertex that has in-degree zero and vertices with out-

degree zero represent living species [7].

However, due to the occurrence of reticulate evolutionary events such as hybridi-

sation, horizontal gene transfer and recombination, this will result in different phylo-

genetic trees for the same species. Thus, reconstructing the correct evolutionary tree

for a set of species is one of the problems in evolutionary biology. Many tree trans-

formation operations [2, 11, 41, 148] have been proposed in the literature to compare

the different evolution trees for the same set of species. One common operation is the

Subtree Pruning and Regraft (SPR) [7, 45]. An SPR operation to transform τ1 to τ2,

is by cutting a subtree from τ1 and then reattaching it to a different branch within

τ1 to match τ2. Thus, the SPR distance is the minimum number of SPR operations

needed to transform one phylogenetic tree into another. In the example shown in

Figure 5.4, τ1 can be transformed to τ2 by cutting the subtree containing leaves 2 and

3, and reattaching it to the edge of leaf 4.
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Figure 5.4: An illustration showing how Subtree Pruning and Regraft (SPR) operation
on tree. τ1 is transformed to τ2 by cutting the subtree that contains the leaves 2 and 3
(shown in dashed line) and regrafting it to the edge of leaf 4.

Our SPR-based method borrows the idea of SPR operation in the application of

phylogenetics. There are two main differences between the SPR operation in phylo-

genetics and our application to smart homes. First, the similarity between two trees

in phylogenetic is by comparing the leaf sets, while in a smart home, we are interested

to find the similarity of the sensors, which are the nodes in the tree. Thus the simi-

larity between two decision trees is by comparing the nodes in the tree. Second, the

majority of the SPR operations in phylogenetic assume that trees have the same set

of taxa (i.e., leaves), while in the smart home, the number of sensors (i.e., nodes) in

the trees could well not be the same (e.g., τ1 and τ2 in Figure 5.1) and a sensor may

not necessarily appear in all the trees (e.g., sensor S8 in Figure 5.1 does not appear

in τ2).

As with the edge matching method, the SPR method also uses a distance measure

to determine how similar the two trees are. For our SPR-based method, we define

the distance as the total number of cuts made on both trees. In general, given two

trees τi and τj, the algorithm traverses both trees and makes a cut to the edge of the

node that does not match. The algorithm keeps track on the number of cuts made to

an edge, i.e., whenever a cut is made, the distance is increased by 1. The input to the

SPR method is a pair of trees, τi and τj and the output is a distance value between

the two trees.

The algorithm has two main steps. The first step is to traverse both trees τi and
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τj, beginning at the root and check if the two nodes match. If the root in both trees

matches, the algorithm continues the path to its child node and checks if the child

node matches. If it does not, then two cuts are made, one on τi and another on τj

and the unmatched subtrees are written into an array. Since there are two cuts made,

the distance is increased by 2.

The second step of the algorithm is to traverse the subtrees whose edges have been

cut from the main tree, which are stored in the array. For each subtree x in the array,

the algorithm searches through all the remaining subtrees y. When all the nodes in

subtree x match part of subtree y, a cut is made on subtree y, which increases the

distance by 1 (see Figure 5.5(b)). However, when part of subtree x matches part of

subtree y, two cuts are made, one on subtree x and another on y (see Figure 5.6(a)).

Since two cuts are made, the distance is increased by 2 and the matched subtree x

is then added to the array. If no match is found for the remaining subtrees y, then

a cut is made on all the edges of subtree x where the distance is increased by the

number of edges in subtree x (see Figure 5.6(b)) and the algorithm iterates for the

next subtree.

To illustrate the SPR method, we use the example shown in Figure 5.5. Given

two trees τ1 and τ2 in Figure 5.5(a), the algorithm begins at the root and checks if the

node in both trees matches. As the figure shows, the first node in both trees matches

(i.e., S1) and this process is repeated by traversing down to its child node. Since S8

in τ1 does not match with S7 in τ2, then a cut is made at the edge of S8 in τ1 and S7

in τ2 (shown as dashed line in Figure 5.5(b)), and so the distance is 2. Continuing in

this manner, there are two subsequent cuts made to the edge of S9 in τ1 and S12 in

τ2, which updates the distance to 4.

Once the algorithm traverses all the remaining nodes in τ1 and τ2, the next step

is to traverse the subtrees, whose edges have been cut from the τ1 and τ2. Taking the

first subtree, i.e., S8, S10, S11, the algorithm searches for a match in other subtrees. A
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.5: Illustration on the Subtree Pruning and Regraft (SPR) method on (a) two
trees, τ1 and τ2. (b) [i] Iteration on main tree: the algorithm traverses τ1 and τ2 and finds
a node that matches. A cut is made on the edge of the node that does not match (shown
in dashed line). At this point, 4 cuts are made on both trees and thus, the distance is
4. [ii] Iteration on subtree: The algorithm then traverses the subtrees of S8, S10, S11 and
find a match in the remaining subtrees. Since there is a match for this subtree, a cut is
made (shown in dotted line) from the branch of S7. This brings the total number of cuts
made to 5. This process continues for the remaining subtrees S9,S7 and S12. The total
distance in this example is 5. (c) The results of SPR operations on τ1 and τ2 are two
matching subtrees and three unmatched subtrees. For details of the method, see text.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.6: Illustration on the iteration on subtrees (i.e., x and y) of the SPR algorithm:
(a) part of subtree x matches part of subtree y, i.e., subtree of S4, S6, S12. Since two cuts
are made (shown in dotted line) on these subtrees x and y, the distance in this example
is 2. (b) If none of the remaining subtrees y match subtree x, a cut is made (shown in
dotted line) from the branch of S1 of subtree x, where the distance is 1. Since subtree y
in this example is the only remaining subtree, two cuts are made from the branch of S3 of
subtree y (shown in dashed line), which increases the total distance in this example to 3.

match is found from the subtree of S7 (shown as a dotted line in Figure 5.5(b)), thus

a cut is made, which increases the distance by 1, giving a total distance of 5. The

process is then repeated for the remaining subtrees S9, S7 and S12. The results of

SPR operation on τ1 and τ2 are two matching subtrees and three unmatched subtrees

shown in Figure 5.5(c) with a total distance of 5.

Unlike the edge matching method, which transforms one tree into the other, the

SPR method prunes the trees. Thus, the SPR method on a pair of trees only need

to be carried out once. The total and average distance for each tree τi are calculated

by following Equations 5.3 and 5.4. A tree with the minimum distance across all

other trees is selected as the shortest distance tree. The benefit of using the shortest

distance tree approach is the fact that the shortest distance tree can be reused for

classification without the need for additional training once the decision tree that

recognises the behaviours have been created. Furthermore, this approach eliminates

the need to empirically define a cut-off point to remove sensors with low information

gain (as can be seen with the weight ranking method (Section 5.4.1)).
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SPR Algorithm

The SPR algorithm to compute the distance between two trees is as follows:

(1) Initialisation

• two trees, τi and τj

• distance = 0

(2) Iteration on main tree

• For each node in τi and τj (beginning at the root), check if node matches.

◦ If node matches and has child nodes

 continue the path to its child node by repeating step (2).

◦ else

 distance = distance + 2

 write unmatched subtrees to array

(3) Iteration on subtrees

• For each subtree x in array

• For each remaining subtree y in array

◦ if part of subtree x matches part of subtree y (see Figure 5.6(a))

 distance = distance + 2

 write matched subtree x to array

◦ if all the nodes in subtree x match part of subtree y or vice versa

(see subtrees S8, S10, S11 in Figure 5.5(b))

 distance = distance + 1

• If no match for each remaining subtree y (see Figure 5.6(b))

 distance = distance + number of edges in subtree x
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5.5 Experimental Results

To test the efficacy of our methods, we conducted an experiment that consists of 3

steps. In the first step, we train a decision tree based on each partition of training

data, which results in a set of decision trees. Using the set of induced decision trees,

the second step investigates the weight ranking, edge matching, and subtree pruning

and regraft methods (described in Section 5.4) to gain insights about the significance

of the informative sensors across the different trained decision trees. The third step

validates the results by training two supervised machine learning methods (i.e., the

hidden Markov model (described in Chapter 3)) and decision tree on the informative

sensors identified from the second step. We also compare the accuracy with the

unsupervised compression-based method (described in Chapter 4).

We demonstrated our method using the MIT PlaceLab dataset, which is described

in Section 1.5. The main metric that we used is recognition accuracy, which is the

ratio of the total number of behaviours correctly identified by the algorithm over the

total number of activities used for testing.

5.5.1 Step 1: Tree building

Using the MIT PlaceLab dataset, we used a leave-two-out cross validation method to

evaluate the accuracy performance. From the total of 16 days data, we used 14 days

as training data and the remaining 2 days as test set. Based on the 8 partitions of

training-test sets, we train a decision tree on the training data in each set, resulting

in a total of 8 decision trees.

Since the sensor stream is unsegmented, the data from the sensor stream is pre-

sented to the decision tree algorithm by using a window that slides over the data. A

value ‘1’ is assigned to sensor states which are opened/on, while ‘0’ for sensor states

which are closed/off. The size of the window is determined by taking the average

number of sensor observations that describe the behaviours. On average, 3 sensor
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observations gave rise to a behaviour, and thus the window size is set to 3.

Given a sequence of sensor observations, we are also interested to determine the

dependency between two sensors (Si and Sj), since some sensors taken together could

be more informative than taken individually. For example, switching on the bathroom

heater is often followed by turning on the shower tap. In this step, we extend the

data by including the temporal ordering of the sensors by considering the qualitative

temporal relationship, which is after. If sensor Sj is triggered after sensor Si then we

have one temporal relationship for ‘Si < Sj’. This temporal ordering of the sensors

is determined when a window is slid over the sensory data.

To avoid the risk of overfitting, each tree is pruned by replacing a node in a subtree

with a leaf labelled that have the most examples of that subtree, i.e., whenever a node

has a leaf with less than a defined n% examples. In this step, we chose to prune the

subtree when any of the leaves beneath the node has less than 10% examples and 20%

examples. Figure 5.7 illustrates an example on tree pruning based on a leaf that has

less than 20% examples. The subtree S9 has a leaf with 12% (i.e., 4/34) examples.

This subtree is pruned and replaced with the class that consists of the most examples

in this subtree, which is ‘toileting’. Since our aim is to build trees, which can then be

used to gain insights about the significance of the nodes among a set of trees, existing

pruning methods [30, 94] are not applied.

Two separate steps were conducted for tree pruning. The first is to prune the

subtree when any one of the leaf beneath the node consists of less than 10% examples

and the second prunes the subtree that has less than 20% examples. The results

of the decision trees, before and after pruning, along with the number of nodes and

unique sensors on each tree are shown in Table 5.1. The results show that some trees

achieved better accuracy when they are pruned while some do not. Since there is not

much difference in the accuracy, we used the decision trees based on 20% pruning as

the input to our next experiment in order to keep the computational costs low.
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Figure 5.7: Pruning the decision tree. When any of the leaves beneath a node is less
than 20% examples (shown in dashed lines), the node is replaced with a leaf labelled with
the most examples of that subtree. In this example, sensor S9 is pruned and labelled as
‘toileting’.

Test Sets Trees
Recognition Accuracy

No. of Nodes
No. of Unique

Training Testing Sensors

Original 100% 93% 28 19
1st Set Pruning - 10% 95% 90% 16 12

Pruning - 20% 92% 87% 14 10
Original 100% 96% 24 18

2nd Set Pruning - 10% 98% 94% 17 16
Pruning - 20% 97% 91% 15 14

Original 100% 85% 25 19
3rd Set Pruning - 10% 98% 85% 19 16

Pruning - 20% 94% 90% 12 9
Original 100% 82% 26 16

4th Set Pruning - 10% 99% 82% 24 16
Pruning - 20% 97% 82% 19 15

Original 100% 90% 26 20
5th Set Pruning - 10% 99% 90% 23 20

Pruning - 20% 98% 90% 19 17
Original 100% 91% 26 17

6th Set Pruning - 10% 99% 91% 21 16
Pruning - 20% 96% 91% 16 11

Original 100% 97% 26 20
7th Set Pruning - 10% 99% 97% 24 20

Pruning - 20% 97% 95% 17 15
Original 100% 89% 24 18

8th Set Pruning - 10% 98% 89% 18 16
Pruning - 20% 95% 91% 12 12

Table 5.1: Results on (i) original tree before pruning, and (ii) pruned tree (when one
of the leaf beneath the node consists of less than 10% examples and 20% examples) on
different training/testing splits.

5.5.2 Step 2: Methods evaluation

The trees (τ1, τ2, . . . , τ8) that have been pruned on subtrees with less than 20% exam-

ples from Step 1 (Section 5.5.1), were used as inputs to this part of the experiment.
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In this experiment, we explore the weight ranking and the two shortest distance tree

methods, which are described in Section 5.4.

(a) The weight ranking method

This step ranks the sensors based on the average weight across the 8 trees. For each

sensor, the algorithm calculates the sensor weights (which is the inverse level of the

sensor on each tree). Based on these weights, the average weight for each sensor is

calculated by dividing the total weights by the number of trees i.e., 8. The sensors

are then ranked according to their average weight.

The results are shown in Table 5.2. Looking at the results, the top 3 sensors are

very informative and significant for behaviour recognition. However, relying on just

three sensors is not sufficient to recognise the behaviours of the inhabitant. Thus, we

have chosen a cut-off point for average weight more than 0.1, which results in a total

of 13 distinct sensors.

(b) The edge matching method

Using the edge matching method described in Section 5.4.2(a), we ran the algorithm

on the set of 8 trees produced from Step 1 (Section 5.5.1). For each run, the input to

the edge matching method is a pair of trees τi , τj ; i, j = 1, 2, . . . , 8. Since this method

transforms one tree into the other based on the number of unmatched edges on the

tree to be transformed, the distances for distij and distji are not necessarily the same,

we ran the algorithm twice i.e., one for distij and another on distji. For each tree

τi, the total and average distances are calculated using Equations 5.3 and 5.4. The

results are shown in Table 5.3 where τ3 has the minimum average distance across all

the 8 trees and hence is identified as the shortest distance tree with this method.

Figure 5.8 shows τ3 decision tree. Looking at the figure, there are 9 unique sensors

that are important to recognise the five different behaviours of the inhabitant. The

feature values of the sensor represent the sensor state. The edges that branch toward
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Sensor Details
Total Weight Average Weight Rank

No. Object Type

S16 Toilet flush 8 1 1st
S15 Dishwasher 3.9167 0.4896 2nd
S24 Freezer 3.8333 0.4792 3rd
S1 Laundry door 2 0.25 4th
S10 Kitchen drawer 1.4206 0.1776 5th
S17 Shower tap 1.3 0.1625 6th

S23 < S24 Fridge<freezer 1.2 0.15 7th
S13 Kitchen cabinet 1.1576 0.1447 8th
S4 Medicine cabinet 0.9714 0.1214 9th
S8 Bathroom drawer 0.954 0.1192 10th
S6 Bathroom tap (cold) 0.8552 0.1069 11th
S12 Kitchen cabinet 0.8468 0.1059 12th
S3 Laundry dryer 0.8333 0.1042 13th

S10 < S15 Kitchen drawer<dishwasher 0.8095 0.1012 14th
S5 Bathroom tap (hot) 0.5556 0.0694 15th
S18 Bathroom exhaust fan 0.4242 0.053 16th

S6 < S5 Bathroom tap (cold)<bathroom tap (hot) 0.2909 0.0364 17th
S13 < S10 Kitchen cabinet<kitchen drawer 0.2679 0.0335 18th
S10 < S13 Kitchen drawer<kitchen cabinet 0.254 0.0317 19th

S22 Microwave 0.25 0.0313 20th
S23 Fridge 0.25 0.0313 20th
S2 Washing machine 0.225 0.0281 21st

S10 < S11 Kitchen drawer<kitchen cabinet 0.1944 0.0243 22nd
S19 Bathroom cabinet 0.1 0.0125 23rd
S21 Oven 0.1 0.0125 23rd
S20 Toaster 0.0909 0.0114 24th
S9 Bathroom drawer 0.0769 0.0096 25th

Table 5.2: Results based on weight ranking method.

the right refer to sensor state that is opened/on, while the edges that branch toward

the left refers to sensor state which is closed/off.

(c) The Subtree Pruning and Regraft (SPR) method

This step investigates the SPR method described in Section 5.4.2(b). We ran the

SPR algorithm on the set of 8 trees output from Step 1 (Section 5.5.1). For each run,

the input to the SPR method is a pair of trees τi , τj ; i, j = 1, 2, . . . , 8. The distance

is calculated by the number of cuts made (see the second and third steps of the SPR

algorithm in Section 5.4.2(b)). Since the distance from distij and distji is the same,

we ran the algorithm once for each pair of trees.

For each tree τi ; i = 1, 2, . . . , 8, the total and average distances are calculated

using Equations 5.3 and 5.4. The results are shown in Table 5.4. Since τ3 has the

minimum average distance across all the 8 trees, it is again identified as the shortest
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Trees τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4 τ5 τ6 τ7 τ8
Distance across 8 trees

Total Distance Average Distance

τ1 – 10 6 8 7 4 8 10 53 7.57
τ2 11 – 12 12 10 11 12 10 78 11.14
τ3 4 9 – 5 5 2 5 6 36 5.14
τ4 13 16 12 – 11 12 15 15 94 13.43
τ5 12 14 12 11 – 11 13 13 86 12.29
τ6 6 12 6 9 8 – 7 8 56 8
τ7 10 14 9 12 10 7 – 13 75 10.71
τ8 8 7 6 8 6 4 8 – 47 6.71

Table 5.3: Results based on edge matching method

Figure 5.8: The τ3 decision tree clearly shows that there are 9 unique informative sen-
sors that classify 5 behaviours: doing laundry, grooming/dressing, washing/putting away
dishes, toileting/showering and preparing meal/snack/beverages. Edges that branch to-
wards the right from the node refer to sensor state that is opened/on, while edges that
branch towards the left refer to sensor state that is closed/off.
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Trees τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4 τ5 τ6 τ7 τ8
Distance across 8 trees

Total Distance Average Distance

τ1 – 21 10 17 19 10 19 18 114 16.29
τ2 21 – 19 26 22 23 24 15 150 21.43
τ3 10 19 – 17 17 8 15 12 98 14
τ4 17 26 17 – 22 19 28 23 152 21.71
τ5 19 22 17 22 – 19 24 19 142 20.29
τ6 10 23 8 19 19 – 15 12 106 15.14
τ7 19 24 15 28 24 15 – 21 146 20.86
τ8 18 15 12 23 19 12 21 – 120 17.14

Table 5.4: Results based on subtree pruning and regraft (SPR) method.

Shortest Distance Tree
Edge Matching Subtree Pruning and

Method Regraft Method

τ3 τ3

τ8 τ6

τ1 τ1

τ6 τ8

τ7 τ5

τ2 τ7

τ5 τ2

τ4 τ4

Table 5.5: The order of trees (in ascending order) according to their average distance
between the edge matching method (Table 5.3), and subtree and pruning regraft (SPR)
method (Table 5.4).

distance tree with the SPR method.

A comparison between the order of trees based on the results of edge matching

and SPR methods is shown in Table 5.5. As the table shows, both edge matching

method and SPR method identified τ3 as the shortest distance tree.

When comparing the 9 informative sensors in τ3 identified using the shortest

distance tree approach, with the top 9 sensors identified using weight ranking method

in Table 5.2, we found that 8 informative sensors from the weight ranking method

appear in τ3. This equivalent results showed that all three methods identically identify

the top 8 most informative sensors for behaviour recognition.
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5.5.3 Step 3: Validation through classification

The aim of this step is to use those informative sensors identified in the previous

step (Section 5.5.2) to recognise the inhabitant’s behaviours. This is important to

determine how many and which sensors are needed in a home in order to recognise

the inhabitant’s behaviours.

To test the efficacy of the methods, we trained 2 supervised learning algorithms

(i.e., decision tree and HMMs) and an unsupervised compression-based method on the

informative sensors identified from each method – 13 informative sensors identified

using weight ranking method (Section 5.5.2(a)) and 9 informative sensors identified

using edge matching (Section 5.5.2(b)) and SPR (Section 5.5.2(c)) methods. We used

the original set of 24 sensors as a baseline to test how effective our methods are.

In order to train the supervised and unsupervised learning algorithms, a subset of

the data was required. We partitioned the data into a training set consisting of the

first few days, followed by a test set consisting of the remainder. It is obviously impor-

tant that both the training and testing periods show examples of all the behaviours

that should be recognised. We use the same MIT PlaceLab dataset. However, the

evaluation was done on the dataset where the less informative sensors were removed.

For example, when evaluating the 9 identified informative sensors, we removed a total

of 15 less informative sensors from the dataset. By removing these sensors from the

dataset, we can then determine how effective the 9 informative sensors used to recog-

nise the inhabitant’s behaviours. After removing the less informative sensors from

the dataset, we re-partitioned the data into 8 days of training and 8 days of testing.

The number of activity examples and sensor tokens for each method is presented in

Table 5.6.
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No. of Sensors Datasets No. of Days No. of Activity Examples No. of Sensor Tokens

24
Training 8 135 827
Testing 8 165 841

(a)

No. of Sensors Datasets No. of Days No. of Activity Examples No. of Sensor Tokens

13
Training 8 130 542
Testing 8 158 535

(b)

No. of Sensors Datasets No. of Days No. of Activity Examples No. of Sensor Tokens

9
Training 8 101 414
Testing 8 122 339

(c)

Table 5.6: Partitioning of the MIT PlaceLab dataset into 8 days training and 8 days
testing based on (a) original set of 24 sensors (baseline), and based on results produced
by (b) weight ranking method, and (c) edge matching and SPR methods.

(a) Decision tree

In this step, we trained a supervised learning method (i.e., decision tree) on the infor-

mative sensors identified in Step 2 (Section 5.5.2) for behaviour recognition. Since the

results of edge matching (Section 5.5.2(b)) and the SPR methods (Section 5.5.2(c))

have identified tree τ3 as the shortest distance tree, we reuse the decision tree τ3

(shown in Figure 5.8) for classification. Thus, in this experiment we only need to

train the decision tree on 13 sensors (from the results of weight ranking method (Sec-

tion 5.5.2(a))) and on the original set of 24 baseline sensors. The decision trees were

each trained on the relevant labelled data in the training set using the ID3 decision

tree algorithm (shown in Table 5.6). The results of the decision tree trained on 13

sensors and 24 baseline sensors are shown in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10.

The data from the test set and the temporal relationship ‘after’ (i.e., Si < Sj)

are presented to the trained decision tree by sliding a window of length 3 (where the

window size is determined by taking the average number of sensor observations that

describe the behaviours) over the sensory data. Using the example of the trained

decision tree shown in Figure 5.9, the classification for the following sensors, which

have been turned on/opened 〈S4, S8, S4 < S8〉 is ‘grooming/dressing’.
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Figure 5.9: Decision tree based on weight ranking method. Edges that branch toward
the right from the node refer to sensor state that is opened/on, while edges that branch
toward the left refers to sensor state that is closed/off.

Figure 5.10: Decision tree trained on original set of baseline sensors. Edges that branch
toward the right from the node refer to sensor state that is opened/on, while edges that
branch toward the left refer to sensor state that is closed/off.
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No. of Sensors
Supervised Learning Unsupervised

Decision Tree HMMs Compression-based Method

Original set of 24 Sensors
89% 92% 79%

(baseline)
13 Sensors

92% 90% 76%
(weight ranking method)

9 Sensors
91% 89% 70%

(edge matching and SPR methods)

Table 5.7: Comparison between the supervised learning methods (decision tree and
HMMs) and the unsupervised compression-based method trained on different number
of sensors output from weight ranking, edge matching and SPR methods.

The results in Table 5.7 show that decision tree trained on 13 sensors (identified

using the baseline weight ranking method) achieve an accuracy of 92% and an ac-

curacy of 91% when trained on 9 sensors (identified using edge matching and SPR

methods). These results are comparable to the original set of 24 baseline sensors with

an accuracy of 89%.

(b) Hidden Markov Model (HMM)

In this step, we trained another supervised learning method, which is based on HMM

on the identified informative sensors for behaviour recognition. We trained a set

of HMMs that each recognises different behaviours following the method described

in Chapter 3. The HMMs were each trained on the relevant labelled data in the

training set (shown in Table 5.6) using the standard Expectation-Maximization (EM)

algorithm. The sensor observations are presented to the set of trained HMMs by

sliding a window of size 10 across the sensor stream (test set) and segmentation is

performed following the method described in Section 3.3. The results are presented

in Table 5.7.

As can be seen from the results shown in Table 5.7, when the HMMs trained on

the set of informative sensors identified using our methods, it achieves an accuracy of

90% and 89%, which is quite close compared to the HMMs trained on the original set

of 24 sensors with an accuracy of 92%. This shows that the HMMs trained on the set
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of informative sensors achieve an acceptable accuracy compared to the original set of

baseline sensors.

Note that our aim in step 3 of this experiment is to test how well the identified

informative sensors generalise to different learning algorithms, and not to compare

among the supervised methods and determine which is the best. We also tested our

methods on the unsupervised learning algorithm, which is described next.

(c) The unsupervised compression-based method

Using the unsupervised compression-based method described in Chapter 4, we ran

the LZW algorithm on the 8 days training data and then quantised the dictionary

using edit distance. We then segmented the sensor stream into behaviours by parsing

the tokens from the test set into the set of quantised words in the dictionary. The

tokens which have been segmented into behaviours are validated against the ground

truth annotations. The results presented in Table 5.7 shows that the unsupervised

compression-based method able to identify patterns even on limited training data.

In comparison to the results in Tables 3.2 and 4.3, the low recognition performance

observed in this experiment is mainly due to the limited training data used, which

is based on 8 days training, while the results in Tables 3.2 and 4.3 are based on 14

days training data. We believe that with more training examples, the recognition

accuracy could be improved since the compression works well when the behaviours

are repeatedly seen in the data.

From this experiment, it shows that given a set of informative sensors (13 and 9

sensors), we can still achieve an accuracy comparable to the original set of 24 sensors.

This shows that the information gain can be used to first identify the informative

sensors, and then taking only those sensors identified by the tree, we can use the

weight ranking or the shortest distance tree approaches (i.e., edge matching and SPR

methods) to gain insights about the significance of the informative sensors identified
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across a set of decision trees.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented a method which identifies informative sensors from

a set of sensors and uses them to recognise an inhabitant’s behaviours. This method

is based on information gain measure, which is modelled in the form of a decision

tree.

However, there may be more than one tree produced when trained with different

partitions of training data. We present two approaches to gain insights about the

significance of the informative sensors across the different decision trees. The first

approach is to rank the sensors according to their relative weight and the second

approach is to identify the shortest distance tree. The central idea of shortest distance

tree is to identify a tree where the distance between this tree and all given trees

is minimal. Two methods were demonstrated, one is based on edge matching and

another is based on subtree pruning and regraft.

To test the efficacy of our methods, we used a real smart home dataset. Using

each partition of training data, we trained a decision tree. We evaluated our methods

on the set of trees produced. Based on the identified informative sensors, we trained

two supervised learning methods based on decision tree and HMMs (described in

Chapter 3), and the unsupervised compression-based method (described in Chapter 4)

for behaviour recognition. We compared the supervised and unsupervised methods

with the original set of baseline sensors.

The results are promising, achieving about 90% recognition accuracy when trained

on the set of informative sensors with a supervised learning method and more than

70% accuracy with an unsupervised learning method. The encouraging results have

shown that our methods work effectively to identify the set of informative sensors

and yet able to achieve an accuracy comparable to the original set of baseline sensors.
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Our methods not only reduce the number of irrelevant and/or redundant sensors but

the output can also be used to guide the future sensor installation in a new home.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

This final chapter provides an overview of the research and highlights the

significant findings of this thesis to the application of assisted living. This

chapter ends with a discussion on opportunities for continued research.

6.1 Discussion and Significant Findings of the The-

sis

This thesis has considered the task of recognising behaviours from a sequence of

sensor readings output from the house: one using a supervised learning approach on

a labelled sensor stream and another using an unsupervised learning approach on

unannotated ones, and the task of selecting sensors that are relevant for behaviour

recognition.

Chapter 1 of this thesis began by first describing what behaviour recognition is,

outlining the behaviour recognition problem, and why it deserves further study. The

challenges that make the behaviour recognition task difficult were presented and the

dataset used in this thesis was introduced. The aims of the research were introduced

along with a set of objectives that this thesis should accomplish.

The literature review conducted in Chapter 2 covered the recent work in behaviour

recognition. The reviews have shown that behaviour recognition has a wide range
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of applications, and is not only useful for assisted living. It was also shown that

the types of sensor that could be fitted into the house depend on the particular

types of behaviour that are to be recognised. It was demonstrated that the existing

methods described in the literature do not satisfy the criteria that are considered

in this thesis, in particular segmentation of the sensor stream into behaviours and

learning behaviours of variable length, and identifying the set of informative sensors

to effectively recognise the inhabitant’s behaviours.

Chapter 3 presented a supervised learning method to recognise behaviours and

perform segmentation on a labelled sensor stream. This method was based on a set of

trained hidden Markov models (HMMs) where each HMM represents one behaviour.

The data from the sensor stream is presented to the set of trained HMMs using a

variable window that moves over the sequence of observations. The central idea is

to slide a window of default size over the sensor sequence and presenting all the

sensor observations in the window to the set of trained HMMs for competition. A

winning behaviour is selected based on the HMM that maximises the likelihood of

the observations in the window. Since it is unlikely that all of the sequences in the

window belong to one behaviour, a re-segmentation is performed by using the forward

algorithm to calculate the likelihood of each observation in the window according to

the winning HMM. This ensures that the majority of the behaviours in the window

are recognised.

Experiments with this method were reported in Section 3.5. The first experi-

ment in Chapter 3 has demonstrated the idea of competition between HMMs and

re-segmentation of the sensor stream. It was demonstrated that this method can

effectively recognise the behaviours and perform segmentation on the sensor stream,

achieving an average accuracy of 91%. The second experiment in this chapter demon-

strated that the HMMs with variable window length outperformed the HMMs with

fixed window length. The problems of using the fixed window length are due to the
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fact that (1) only one winning behaviour could be identified at each time, resulting in

other behaviours in the window not being identified and (2) the problem of identifying

the correct window size; if the window size is too large, classification is biased towards

the behaviour that was described with the most sensors and if the window size is too

small, classification is biased towards the behaviour that was described with fewer

sensors. The effects of different default window sizes on computation and recognition

performances were demonstrated in Section 3.5.3, and it was observed that the algo-

rithm takes longer to run and the recognition performance decreases with an increase

in the window size. Thus, a shorter window size is preferred to reduce the compu-

tational cost. The experiment demonstrated in Section 3.5.4 analysed the amount of

training data needed to train the HMMs. Results showed that the method does not

need a large set of training data.

Other supervised learning methods that could be used for behaviour recognition

and perform segmentation on a sensor stream were also discussed. The problems

with the supervised learning method were described; it generally relies on labelled

data, where a person has to manually label the behaviours at each time. This is

particularly a time consuming process, resulting in relatively small datasets, and is

also prone to significant errors as people do not pinpoint the end of one behaviour

and commencement of the next correctly.

Chapter 4 introduced an unsupervised learning solution to recognise human be-

haviours and perform segmentation on the unlabelled sensor stream. The literature

review of unsupervised learning method has shown that the standard unsupervised

learning methods are not suitable for behaviour recognition where the data sequences

are of variable length. A solution based on compression and edit distance was pro-

posed. Our method was shown to be able to automatically cluster the unlabelled data

and segment the sensor stream into behaviours. It exploits the fact that a behaviour is

a pattern that is a repeated set of tokens, and can thus be identified using a compres-
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sion algorithm that exploits redundancy in the input stream. The Lempel-Ziv-Welch

(LZW) algorithm was first applied to the unlabelled data stream, which creates a

dictionary of substring. In order to allow variations in the behaviours, the dictionary

is quantised using edit distance, which is also used to segment the unlabelled sensor

stream into behaviours.

Experiments with the unsupervised learning method were reported in Section 4.4.

The effect of edit distance threshold values for dictionary quantisation was demon-

strated in Section 4.4.1. It was observed that the most effective way to quantise

the dictionary is to use a threshold value of 1; increasing the edit distance thresh-

old value results in a greater reduction on the dictionary size and higher chance of

losing good representative examples. It was demonstrated in the second experiment

(Section 4.4.2) that the unsupervised compression-based method outperformed the

SOM on two experiments: one on Fisher’s iris dataset where the inputs are of fixed

dimensionality and another on MIT PlaceLab smart home dataset where the data

sequences are of variable length. The proposed unsupervised compression-based ap-

proach was able to identify patterns that correspond to the human behaviours and

addressed the generalisability problem, since the recognition system can now learn

from scratch to recognise behaviours in different home settings without any prior

human labelling or knowledge about the sensor stream. The final experiment in

Chapter 4 was designed to demonstrate the fact that the output of the unsupervised

compression-based method can be used as a way to provide labels to training data

for a supervised algorithm. The HMM method presented in Chapter 3 was applied

to perform segmentation and behaviour recognition, which was also used as a base-

line to compare the unsupervised compression-based approach. It has been shown

that by adding a supervised method, the system could potentially be used to identify

abnormal behaviours.

Both Chapters 3 and 4 presented a solution to recognise behaviours from two
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different directions: one using a supervised learning method (Chapter 3) and another

using an unsupervised learning method (Chapter 4). Chapter 5 presented a solution

to address the sensor selection problem. A literature review was conducted and

highlighted that most work were based on identifying which particular body locations

are best to place the accelerometers in order to recognise human physical activities.

These methods were not effective when applied to state-change sensors as the number

of sensors involved in a home setting can be much larger and span across different

room locations (unlike the accelerometers attached to the body).

A solution based on information gain was proposed to address the sensor selection

problem in a home setting in Chapter 5. Information gain was used to measure the

importance of the sensors and was modelled in the form of a decision tree. The central

idea was to identify a set of ‘informative’ sensors that could provide the most infor-

mation about the inhabitant’s behaviours by removing irrelevant and/or redundant

sensors that do not contribute to behaviour recognition. This chapter also introduced

three solutions to gain insights about the significance of the informative sensors iden-

tified across the different decision trees, which were presented in Section 5.4. The

first approach was based on weight ranking. The main idea is to assign each sensor a

weight and rank them according to their score. The second approach was based on

edge matching, while the third approach was based on subtree pruning and regraft

(SPR). Both edge matching and SPR methods aims to identify a shortest distance

tree where the distance between this tree and all other trees is minimal.

An experiment was conducted to demonstrate the efficacy of using information

gain to identify the set of informative sensors and the efficacy of the weight rank-

ing, edge matching and SPR methods to gain insights about the significance of the

informative sensors identified across different decision trees. This experiment was

conducted in three steps. The first step of the experiment demonstrated that the

informative sensors that were useful for behaviour recognition can be identified ef-
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fectively using information gain (Section 5.5.1). A total of 8 decision trees were

produced and used as an input to the next step, which evaluated the weight ranking,

edge matching and SPR methods (Section 5.5.2). It was demonstrated that all these

methods identically identified the informative sensors, although these methods were

conceptually different. The identified informative sensors were validated using three

methods, which were presented in this thesis, i.e., HMM (Chapter 3) and decision tree

(Chapter 5), as well as the unsupervised compression-based method (Chapter 4). It

was demonstrated that the reduced set of sensors effectively recognise the inhabitant

behaviours and that they could be used to guide future sensor installation in a new

home (Section 5.5.3).

It was also demonstrated that the decision tree outperformed HMM (although not

significantly) when trained on limited sensors. This might not always be adequate

depending upon what the aim of the smart home is. For example, suppose that we

wish to recognise variations in behaviours, which could highlight potential abnormal-

ity. These would not be easy using the decision tree. The HMM method presented

in Chapter 3 could address this problem.

All the three objectives described in Section 1.4.2 were fulfilled in this thesis.

The first objective, which is to develop a supervised learning method was fulfilled

in Chapter 3. The algorithm has the ability to perform behaviour recognition and

segmentation simultaneously on the sensor stream (Section 3.3). The algorithm is

able to recognise the majority of the behaviours in the window (Section 3.3). This

includes the number of variation in the behaviours and the tokens that are shared by

multiple behaviours. The algorithm is scalable when trained on limited training data

(Section 3.5.4).

The second objective, which is to develop an unsupervised learning algorithm was

fulfilled in Chapter 4. This includes learning of patterns of variable length (Sec-

tion 4.3.1) and segmentation of the sensor stream (Section 4.3.2). The algorithm
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has the ability to generalise to different homes since it can learn from scratch and

identify patterns that correspond to the inhabitant’s behaviours (Section 4.4.2). The

algorithm is able to provide labels to training data for a supervised algorithm (Sec-

tion 4.4.3).

The third objective was fulfilled in Chapter 5. This includes using information

gain to identify the set of informative sensors (Section 5.5.1) and solutions to gain

insights about the significance of the informative sensors across the different decision

trees (Section 5.5.2). Both supervised and unsupervised methods were trained on the

identified informative sensors and they performed well to recognise the inhabitant’s

behaviours (Section 5.5.3).

6.1.1 Thesis Contributions

This thesis explores the field of behaviour recognition in the smart home context.

The research makes contributions in terms of developing machine learning algorithms,

which are centered around two main research questions:

1. How can we recognise the inhabitant’s behaviours?

2. Which sensors are useful to effectively recognise the inhabitant’s behaviours?

The following list our contributions to the behaviour recognition problem:

• We proposed a supervised learning method based on hidden Markov model and

variable window length, which can do the following:

- simultaneously perform segmentation and behaviour recognition on the

sensor stream

- learn behaviours from labelled sensor stream

- recognise variations in behaviours
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• We introduced an unsupervised learning approach based on compression and

edit distance between words to learn the mapping between sensor outputs and

behaviours. The algorithm developed as part of the research can:

- learn the sensory data in an unsupervised way, i.e., without any prior

human labelling

- perform segmentation of the sensor stream into suitable patterns

- identify patterns that correspond to human behaviours

- recognise variations in behaviours

The contributions of the research to the sensor selection problem is two-fold, which

are listed below:

• We used an information-theoretic approach based on information gain, embed-

ded within a decision tree learning algorithm to identify the set of informative

sensors for behaviour recognition.

• We proposed three methods to gain insights about the significance of the infor-

mative sensors identified among a set of trees. These methods are:

i. ranking sensors by weights

ii. edge matching

iii. subtree pruning and regraft

6.2 Prospects for Future Research and Open Ques-

tions

The methods proposed in this thesis have been shown to be promising to address

the behaviour recognition and sensor selection problems. However, there are other
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interesting properties that have not been explored, which we believe merit further

study. In this section, we outline the directions for future research.

The first two suggestions are on how to include additional information that could

help to recognise abnormal behaviours or potentially dangerous behaviours. The

third suggests a way to extend the current HMM method to recognise interleaving

behaviours, while the fourth looks at recognising behaviours from multiple inhabitants

in the home. The final two suggestions are on how the smart home can continuously

learn to adapt to inhabitant’s ongoing changing behaviours.

6.2.1 Adding spatio-temporal and context reasoning

The supervised and unsupervised learning methods presented in Chapters 3 and 4 of

this thesis posit that a typical behaviour is a sequence of activities that occur close

to one another in time. It does not consider activities such as laundry, which may

well be separated in time (while waiting for the washer to finish) and in space (for

example, if clothes are hung outside rather than using a dryer).

For a smart home to react intelligently to its inhabitant’s needs, the system needs

to recognise their behaviour and to use spatio-temporal information, such as where (in

which room?) and when (at what time?) a particular event occurred? Additionally,

and possibly more important is the contextual information (how was the current

situation reached, what else is happening and what is the state of the environment).

Representing all of this information in the smart environment is a significant challenge

and worthy further research.

6.2.2 Exploring other type of sensor and smart home datasets

for behaviour recognition

This thesis focuses on state-change sensors, which are attached to household objects

in the home. We are also interested in exploring other types of sensors for behaviour
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recognition such as motion sensors and accelerometers.

One of the problems found when using state-change sensors for behaviour recog-

nition is that it is rather difficult to identify the ‘cleaning’ activity since it involves

the same set of sensors that other activities would use. For example, both cleaning

and showering behaviours will trigger the same sensors. We believe that the motion

sensor (described in Section 2.3.3) could provide additional information to help dis-

criminate between these two behaviours. In future, we plan to apply our methods

on the dataset that consists of both objects and motion sensors, such as the CASAS

dataset [21], and investigate on how far this can improve the recognition performance.

We are also interested in applying our methods on accelerometers, which could be

helpful to detect potentially dangerous behaviours such as when a person has fallen

or vital body signs indicate deterioration of health conditions. In order to apply

the unsupervised compression-based method, we need to discretize the acceleration

signals into a sequence of tokens. One of the methods that could achieve this is to

use the symbolic aggregation approximation (SAX) [79]. The central idea of SAX

is to transform signals into equal segments, where each segment is then converted

into symbols. We plan to further our work in this area, and ultimately perform a

comparison of our methods with other methods.

One option that we have not explored in this thesis, but will in the future, is to

test the generalisation of our methods on other smart home datasets [21, 89, 136].

Since the number of sensors used and the activities to be recognised are different and

that the data are collected in different number of days, a new experimental setup

needs to be designed before testing our methods on these datasets.

6.2.3 Recognising interleaving behaviours

In this thesis, we only considered disrete-time stochastic processes, i.e., every time

a new sensor observation arrives, the time t is increased by one to t + 1. However,
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this is not always the case in the real world environment, as behaviours are normally

interleaved. For example, while cooking lunch, the person may require a trip to the

toilet or the cat may demand to be fed, which could be done while the washing

machine is running.

The strict independence assumption between observations in HMM (described in

Section 3.2.3) makes it difficult to model multiple interacting behaviours. The con-

ditional random field (CRF) [132], which relaxes this assumption, has shown some

promise to model interleaving behaviours. The CRF is an undirected graph, which

encodes the independence relationship between the labels and not the observations.

However, learning in CRF is computationally expensive since it needs to perform in-

ference repeatedly during training when the model has complex multiple interleaving

behaviours or when there is a large number of training examples. Addressing these

issues could be a promising area for new research.

6.2.4 Multiple inhabitants

This thesis assumed that the house consists of only a single inhabitant. In a real

world environment, it is possible that there could be more than one inhabitant living

in the home or check-up visits by the caregiver, or visits made by families/friends. In

either way, the recognition system should have the ability to recognise behaviours in

the presence of multiple inhabitants.

One of the challenges of recognising behaviours from multiple inhabitants is that

the sensors from different locations could be activated at the same time since different

inhabitants could perform activities separately (e.g., one person is showering in the

bathroom, while another is doing laundry in the laundry area). Another challenge

is the fact that both the inhabitants could perform the same activity, e.g., cook-

ing, which could result many overlapping events for the same activity performed by

different inhabitants.
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One way to address this is to enable each inhabitant to wear a tag so that when

the sensors are activated, the identification information from the tag can help to make

a distinction between the inhabitants performing the activity. However, as described

in previous section, behaviours may be interleaved. Thus, recognising interleaving

behaviours between multiple inhabitants is another challenging and interesting area

of study.

6.2.5 Abnormality detection

In this thesis, we mainly focus on recognising the inhabitant’s behaviours. However,

for a smart home to support the inhabitant, the system should not only recognise

behaviours but also monitor potential abnormality. A system could learn whether a

novel input presented to it is a completely new behaviour, an additional information

to describe the current learned behaviours (which may be due to newly added sensors)

or an abnormal behaviour. The challenges in this task are that abnormal behaviours

are rarely seen in the data, and since people have variations in their behaviours and

may react differently to different situations, it is quite difficult to have a training set

that consists of all the example of every behaviour.

The majority of the works [29, 56, 119] reported in the literature address abnor-

malities by learning on a set of normal behavioural patterns and any deviation from

that trained habitual patterns is considered as abnormal. In situations where an

abnormal behaviour could be a completely new behaviour (e.g., sitting around the

fireplace during winter), cannot be tracked and learned by the present models since

the previously learned models do not accommodate new behaviours.

One of the methods that could address this is the novelty detection, which has

the ability to handle inputs that are not seen during training. The central idea of

novelty detection is to train on a set of normal behaviours and then using the learned

‘normal’ behavioural models to identify inputs that do not fit into the pattern of the
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training set [88]. For the supervised method described in Chapter 3, when the system

detects a novel feature that belongs to an existing behaviour, the system can add

this new piece of information to the previously learned HMM, or otherwise initialise

a completely new HMM and train it. Recognising potential abnormality in the smart

environment is another challenging and promising area of research.

6.2.6 Life-long learning

For a smart home to react intelligently to its inhabitant’s needs, the recognition

system should not only recognise the inhabitant’s behaviours but continuously learn

and adapt to the inhabitant’s ongoing changing behaviours.

The majority of the work reported in this thesis consider learning in a fixed envi-

ronment. This might not be the case in the real smart home, since both behaviours

and environment can change over time. This means that the recognition system needs

to adapt to changes in behavioural patterns over time without forgetting previously

learned behaviours.

In fact, many of the learning systems are facing the ‘plasticity-stability dilemma’

i.e., how to continuously learn new things (plasticity) while preserving the previously

learned knowledge (stability) [12, 124]. Life-long learning goes beyond on-line learning

by preserving old knowledge while new knowledge is added, and using the currently

learned knowledge to guide future learning. For the supervised and unsupervised

methods described in Chapters 3 and 4, we can add HMMs to learn new behaviours

and remove old ones. The problem is how to retrain them. Thus, addressing this is

one promising area of research.
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Appendix A

Declaration of Previous Work

Parts of this thesis are based on previously published materials as follows:

• Sook-Ling Chua, Stephen Marsland, and Hans W. Guesgen. Unsupervised

Learning of Human Behaviours. In Proceedings of the 25th AAAI Conference

on Artificial Intelligence (AAAI), pages 319–324, 2011.

• Sook-Ling Chua, Stephen Marsland, and Hans W. Guesgen. Unsupervised

Learning of Patterns in Data Streams using Compression and Edit Distance. In

Proceedings of the 22nd International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence

(IJCAI), pages 1231–1236, 2011.

• Sook-Ling Chua, Stephen Marsland, and Hans W. Guesgen. Behaviour recogni-

tion in smart homes. In Proceedings of the 22nd International Joint Conference

on Artificial Intelligence (IJCAI), pages 2788–2789, 2011.

• Sook-Ling Chua, Stephen Marsland, and Hans W. Guesgen. Towards behaviour

recognition with unlabelled sensor data: as much as necessary, as little as pos-

sible. IGI Global, 2010. To appear.

• Joe Steinhauer, Sook-Ling Chua, Hans W. Guesgen, Stephen Marsland. Utilis-

ing Temporal Information in Behaviour Recognition. In AAAI Spring Sympo-

sium Special Session: It’s all in the Timing, pages 54–59, 2010.
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• Sook-Ling Chua, Stephen Marsland, and Hans W. Guesgen. Behaviour recogni-

tion from Sensory Streams in Smart Environments. In Australasian Conference

on Artificial Intelligence (AI09), pages 666–675, 2009.

• Sook-Ling Chua, Stephen Marsland, and Hans W. Guesgen. Spatio-Temporal

and Context Reasoning in Smart Homes. In Proceedings of the International

Conference on Spatial Information Theory (COSIT) Workshop on Spatial and

Temporal Reasoning for Ambient Intelligence Systems, pages 9–20, 2009.
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